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Chapter 1: Questions 1-20 

1. “Has Anyone Ever Actually Told The Barber They 
Don’t Like The Haircut? What Was Their Reaction?” 

1) cabinfeaver55 wrote, “I once stopped at this salon at 
night, when it was near closing time. When I walked in, this 
really big guy was standing there with a kinda just-got-
caught look, and I said, ‘Oh, are you open still?’ ‘Sure,’ he 
said. ‘Have a seat.’ Well, he gave me the worst cut I ever 
had. He talked up a storm, too. Looking back now, I think he 
was the janitor. He wanted cash only, too.” 

2) ForsakenTripod wrote, “I got told, ‘Well, I don’t like your 
lumpy-ass head.” 

3) hangryguy wrote, “No, but I’m usually good with my 
haircuts — short, simple wash and wear. I did have a girl 
who just got out of school who was all nervous about 
screwing up. I just said, ‘Don’t worry. If you mess up, I’ll 
come back in a couple of weeks and you can straighten it 
out.’ She did good, but I’m pretty easy to get along with.” 

4) thesquirrelbro wrote, “I asked to have my hair cut down 
to about one inch of thickness. I like having short hair so I 
don’t have to worry about it for a while but also not like 
crazy short because hairline reasons. She accidentally used 
the quarter-inch razor. I think she almost cried when she 
realized what I’d said.” 

5) makemelaughplease123 wrote, “I went to the barber three 
days before the first COVID lockdown. It looked terrible. 
They styled it, while I said I wanted my natural curls to come 
back (my hair was way too long and heavy for them). I said 
I didn’t really like it, but that I was going to wash my hair 
and see how it would turn out if I let it dry my way. It turned 
out horrible, so I was going to make an appointment with 
another barber. Then the barbers closed and I was stuck with 
it for three months. After the first lockdown, I went to 
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another barber. The first thing they said was, ‘Which barber 
did you go to?’ I said it wasn’t theirs, and they said: ‘Thank 
God. It looks terrible!’ They cut my hair and it looks 100 
times better now.” 

6) technos wrote: 

“I was seven or eight and my usual was like a #2 on the sides 
blended into a #4 on top. One visit, however, the barber took 
a phone call between me sitting and his getting started. When 
he’d finished and flipped me around, the hair on top was half 
the length I expected, like he’d done it all with the #2. 

“Barber: So how’s it look, son? 

“Me: A little short, sir. 

Barber: Hrm. 

“Out came a little book from one of his pockets and another 
‘Hrm.’ 

“Barber: Yep-yep, you’re right. You’re lucky, though. It’s 
summer and hair grows back! Have your dad bring you back 
before school starts and I’ll get you set. 

“On my way out the door, he handed me a hat with the 
barbershop name on it as a way of apologizing, which my 
dad found entirely too funny. 

“Dad: He’s gotta know that any time you get asked about the 
hat, you’re gonna tell them how your barber screwed up, 
right?” 

7) mildiiiwrote: 

“I actually did that last haircut. But I came in with a vision. 
Had pictures. Described it. Talked about how the fade in the 
back would work. He stopped in the middle. Took the mirror 
out. 
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“I straight up said, ‘Nope, shave that off. I don’t know what 
I was thinking. That’s not working.’” 

8) poky-is-depressed wrote, “I never told anyone that it was 
bad, but when I was 10 or 11 I got a haircut at a Walmart and 
the barber fucked up so hard that she had to make me almost 
bald and my mom said, ‘This haircut is shit. I’m gonna pay 
you two dollars.’ (The haircut actually cost $10.) The barber 
just stood in silence.” 

9) kenwoodsnright wrote: 

“I don’t think I’ve ever spoken to my barber. 

“He’s Turkish, we live in Holland, and neither of us speaks 
Dutch very well. We first communicated by pointing at the 
top of my head and then holding up fingers, and then holding 
up no fingers and pointing to the side. Ever since then there’s 
no need to speak. 

“Except when his first son was born — then I said, 
‘Congratulations,’ and gave him a fist bump.” 

10) myopinionisshitiknow wrote, “I am balding. I didn’t find 
the cut to look right and told the barber. I opted for a shaved 
head as I’m not trying to hold onto my youth.”1 

2. “What’s A Small Thing About Life Make You 
Excited?” 

likith101 said, “Sleeping, knowing that I can wake up 
whenever I feel like in the morning.” 

 
1 Source: Sam-The-Gay, “Has anyone ever actually told the barber they 
don’t like the haircut? What was their reaction?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 
January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y4lj5zgh>. 
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TannedCroissant commented, “Ahh, yes, I also love 
sleeping, knowing that I can wake up whenever I feel like in 
the afternoon.” 

Fireskies_Nightfall commented, “Indeed, nothing better 
than sleeping and knowing I can wake up whenever I feel 
like in the evening.” 

LoneRangersBand wrote, “No doubt, nothing better than 
sleeping and knowing I can wake up whenever I feel like at 
midnight.” 

blathazard4 commented, “I also love sleeping and knowing 
I can wake up whenever I feel like in the morning.” 

cklamath commented, “If I open one fucking eyelid, my dog 
assumes it’s time to get up. I swear to God she looks at me 
like ‘Nope, you opened your eyes, I saw you! Faker!’ A few 
times I’d make a fake snore sound, yeah … she slapped me. 
Straight up.”2 

3. “Veterinarians Of Reddit, What Was The Worst Pet 
Name You Have Ever Encountered In Your Job?” 

1) prouvairee wrote, “A chihuahua was named Sexy. Just 
made the whole consultation very awkward.” 

2) praisethehaze wrote, “Old neighbor lady had a cat named 
‘Face’ because it had a beautiful face, she said.” 

3) Edible_Goat wrote, “My dad has always wanted a dog 
named ‘Askim,’ so when someone asks what your dog’s 
name is, you can just say ‘Askim.’” 

 
2 Source: abstrx, “What small things about life make you excited?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 17 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y5l42htm>. 
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ChopChopMadafaka commented, “Aşkim (ashkim) is also a 
word of endearment basically meaning ‘my love’ in Turkish, 
so your dad unintentionally went bilingual.” 

4) JeffersonSpicoli wrote, “Clitsy.” 

CasparTFG_808 commented, “I had a customer named 
Clitty. I thought WTF must be hearing things so asked her to 
spell it out, she responds, ‘Sure, C. L. I. T. T. Y.’ I still didn’t 
believe it and made a note to check the receipts following the 
service. Sure enough on her Visa receipt, Clitty 
<lastname>.” 

Jaster_Rogue wrote: 

“I used to work at a pallet repair yard and a bloke had the 
last name Pallet. Initial A. 

“A. Pallet. 

“Funny as fuck when delivery drivers asked him for his 
name to sign the delivery note.” 

alwaysiamdead commented, “When I was little, I apparently 
wanted to name our cat ‘Tit’ because I thought it was a nice 
name.” 

5) readbaronthincrust wrote, “My dogs name was Freddie. 
The vet put it in as Freddy. I felt so ridiculous, and never told 
them, ‘That’s not how he spells his name.’” 

MrsEvilPants commented, “I had a similar incident with my 
guinea pig named Ice-T. They put him in as Ice Tea. And I 
was like, ‘Um, no … it’s spelled like the rapper.’” 

kmank95 commented, “You just reminded me of my time 
working at a pet store and being in charge of naming Guinea 
pigs when they went into the isolation room. I’m sure I’m 
our vet thought we were crazy when we brought pigs named 
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Puff Piggy, Notorious P.I.G., Piggie Smalls, etc., in for 
checkups.” 

Rayketh commented, “I just spayed a kitten named Mice T!” 

A_Solo_Gamer commented, “He aspires to put the mice on 
ice.” 

6) butihavemyownmoney wrote, “Ex-girlfriend was a 
veterinarian nurse. She came across a cat in the system called 
Horatio Bradshaw Roadwork.” 

Opening-Thought-5736 wrote, “That is utterly fantastic. I’m 
someone who likes to give my cats completely ridiculous 
strings of names and I must give that one its proper cred.” 

Flagy400 commented, “My cat is called Java. Her full title 
is Baroness Java Meowsers von Katzenburger IV.” 

WalkingIssue wrote, “My wise master Baron Dr. Fuzz of 
Pawstein conveys his distinguished greetings via this 
humble servant.” 

DrBetzen commented, “They asked for the worst name, not 
the best.” 

7) FourRosesVII wrote, “My first pet that I can remember 
getting was a fish when I was about three or four years old. 
I named him Clock because I happened to be looking at a 
clock when my mom asked what I wanted to name him.” 

kudzupossum commented, “My four-year-old tried to name 
our puppy ‘Refrigerator.’” 

7) dvmdv8 wrote: 

“I’m a vet. 

“Senior year in vet school, all the students meet in the 
morning to review what’s coming for their service that day 
(surgery, internal medicine, oncology, etc.) and pick cases. 
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“On the roster one day was a dog named Ni**er. This was 
rural Washington in the 1990s, so not the most enlightened 
place or time. 

“We had one Black student in our class — a smart and fiery 
woman. After some gasps from the students, she claimed the 
case and set about to read up on it. 

“The people and the poor dog showed up, and this student 
went in to get the history. I can only imagine the looks on 
the owners’ faces. 

“The student said the exchange went something like this: 

“Vet Student: ‘Hi, I’m Future Dr. X. I’ll be working with 
you today. I see your dog is named Ni**er. For today, let’s 
just go with Lucky.’ 

“I can’t recall how the rest of the case went, but this was a 
proud moment for our class.” 

8) Runzwitskizzors wrote, “Not a vet, but I took in a cat 
named Lord Whimsalot III. Yes, there were previous Lord 
Whimsalots. We nicknamed him Whimmy.”3 

4. “What Memory Of Yours Do You Wish You Could 
Live In Forever?” 

1) Stem-mammal wrote, “I went to the grocery store with my 
parents last year. My son was a little cranky, and didn’t want 
to sit in the basket. So my dad goes and grabs this giant 
racecar basket and starts zooming around with him, which 
obviously cheered him up instantly. Then my dad just looked 

 
3 Source: Lia_Julee, “Vets of Reddit, What was the worst pet name you 
have ever encountered in your job?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 January 
2021 <https://tinyurl.com/yyw43xtv>. 
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so happy he’d made the baby happy. That would be a nice 
one, since my dad would still be alive.” 

2) mother_of_squid wrote: 

“My dad had to take my youngest brother (four years old) to 
the hospital so as the oldest sibling (17), I was in charge of 
my little brother (eight). I took him into town, and we 
explored some of the shops. We found a costume store. 

“We had a giggle at some gag gifts (penis straws) because 
‘haha, penis.’ 

“Then we found an aisle full of hats. 

“I remember putting on a stereotypical Viking helmet with 
blonde pony tails, turning around to see he’d put on a 
cowboy hat, and we both died of laughter when we saw each 
other because the second we’d looked away from each other 
we’d both had the same idea of grabbing a hat. We must have 
spent 30 minutes trying on every single hat. We were just 
laughing the whole time. 

“We were still laughing when we left the store.” 

3) jessxoy wrote, “The days I spent playing video games 
with my online friends. I’m still currently living those days 
out, but I just know one day they’ll become a memory.” 

4) smorkoid wrote: 

“First year of university, spring break. Took a road trip with 
my dad across Texas. Riding down Highway 90 past Del Rio 
towards Big Bend, windows down, and just father and son 
enjoying time together. 

“Did get to tell him that was my favorite memory when he 
was dying in the hospital, which makes it sweeter to me that 
we could remember that trip one more time together.” 
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5) noseslide wrote, “The one and only time my dad took me 
fishing. He’s been gone for over half my life now, but I still 
think about that day.”4 

5. “What Is The Nicest Thing A Random Stranger Did 
For You?” 

Fluffie_Wxif wrote: 

“This was in a chatroom of 15 people. 

“She bought all 14 of us anything off Amazon that we 
wanted, under $100. 

“Imagine having that much money. 

“It was really nice.” 

Fluffie_Wxif added, “She said that she had a rich 
grandfather who gave her some money.”5 

6. “What’s The Funniest Thing You’ve Seen Someone Do 
That You Weren’t Allowed To Laugh At?” 

1) GooberMcNutly wrote: 

“Just two nights ago. my picky daughter was telling us that 
she didn’t like meat loaf, no way, no how. 

“Then she described a Japanese hamburger steak that she 
wanted to make: hamburger, bread crumbs, egg, ketchup, 
soy sauce, etc. When she was done, I said that she described 
the exact thing sitting on her plate, and she got really mad. 

 
4 Source: PhycologicalTragedy, “What memory of yours do you wish 
you could live in forever?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2bxaoc9>. 
5 Source: Wouterman123, “What is the nicest thing a random stranger 
did for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y32wws7s>. 
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Laughing only made her madder. Couldn’t stop laughing, 
though.” 

negligiblespecies commented, “Kid, man! Haha, something 
similar happened when my daughter decided she no longer 
liked eggs. We started making ‘eggless’ omelettes that she 
just loved. We even had to tell Grandma the recipe so she 
could make it too. We finally told her the truth [the ‘eggless’ 
omelettes were made with eggs] and she started eating eggs 
like normal again.” 

2) FuckTheseNewPlastics wrote: 

“Great Uncle’s funeral. 

“The vicar was doing his thing, but when he said ‘our soul,’ 
in his posh-ish accent it sounds just like ‘arsehole’ and it got 
me. I managed to keep it together the first time, but after the 
second one I could barely hold it back. 

“It was something like, ‘Our soul is something we should 
cherish, it defines who we are.’ 

“I was stifling laughter to the point of tears, and my mum 
said afterward she thought I was crying.  

“There’s an Oasis song called ‘Acquiesce’ where the same 
things happens and my cousin, who was sitting away from 
me inside the church, and I used to make each other laugh 
by singing that (we were about 13 or 14 at the time). After 
the service had finished, we met outside and were rolling 
about in fits of laughter — he had had the exact same 
reaction.” 

3) theconmeister wrote, “In middle school a girl with a lisp 
opened her speech in history class with, ‘In Theventeen 
theventy thix,’ and I couldn’t help myself.” 

umulativeHazard wrote, “Lol. That reminded me of one time 
my ex and I noticed a new sushi place and decided to go in 
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and order some sushi to go. They got our order out really 
quickly and I said, ‘Wow, that was fast!’ The Asian man 
behind the counter said, ‘Time fries!’ I had to hold it until 
we got to the car.” 

Vlad-V-Vladimir commented, “Accents can be so hilarious, 
but I always feel mildly racist, laughing at some of those 
variations.” 

CumulativeHazard replied, “For real. Lol. I was kinda 
nervous about posting it because I was like, ‘Are people 
gonna think I’m a racist asshole.’ I totally don’t mean to 
make fun of him or anything, just the unexpectedness of it 
and his delivery was so fucking perfect.”6 

7. “What’s Your Fake Scenario That Will Never 
Happen, But You Like To Imagine It Anyway So That 
You Can Fall Asleep? 

1) Gubble-Buppie wrote, “Weird thing but what helps me 
sleep is imagining that I’m sleeping with a group that’s being 
hunted by (insert fantasy creature here). But our party’s 
wizard has created an illusory safety bubble that keeps us 
warm, comfortable, and hidden from our would-be foes.” 

Beerist11 commented, “When I was a teenager, I would 
imagine that my bedroom was a spaceship traveling through 
deep space on autopilot. It had an impenetrable energy shield 
to keep me safe.” 

veiny_horse_cock commented, “I do the same thing, but I 
pretend my blanket is protecting me!” 

 
6 Source: rockosmodernbuttplug, “What’s the funniest thing you’ve 
seen someone do that you weren’t allowed to laugh at?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 19 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y6fjlt82>. 
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Moonpaw commented, “That’s not pretend. Your 
blanket is protecting you.” 

veiny_horse_cock replied, “Don’t forget that it also keeps 
me invisible, but only if I close my eyes.” 

“LacklusterLemon commented, “veiny_horse_cock, you’re 
too pure and wholesome for Reddit. <3” 

2) Kuneria wrote, “In middle school I would imagine that a 
portal would tear through my classroom and a group of 
uniformed mythological people would come out and would 
urgently request me by name and tell me that they really 
needed me and then they would whisk me away to some 
other world where I was their only hope in some ancient war. 
Just so that everyone around me could wonder why I was so 
important. Over a decade later I’m writing a webcomic about 
it. Got about a hundred pages out. I’m deleting it now, so I 
can redo it since now I’m a proper adult and not a broody 
15-year-old.” 

3) RealityUsual8629 wrote, “Being cuddled / given 
affection / comforted and being told nice / reassuring things 
while I’m feeling shit. Lol.” 

wuthering_height commented, “I’m not the only one starved 
for affection. Thank god.” 

Xanthotos wrote, “I’ve never wanted to hug everyone in a 
comment chain more than I do right now.”7 

8. “What Stranger Will You Never Forget?” 

1) Imanol_Canada wrote, “I was in the laundry with my dog, 
and an old man with his dog approached. Our pets met, and 

 
7 Source: flowerysocks, “What’s your fake scenario that will never 
happen but I like to imagine it anyway so that I can fall asleep?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 18 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/yykklw33>. 
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the man said, ‘When Jesus said love your neighbour as 
you love yourself, only the dogs understood it.’ After that we 
had an small chat, then he left, and I have never seen him 
again.” 

2) fla_man wrote, “I was driving down south with my 
girlfriend. We have a blowout, so I put on the donut. The 
donut blows out while we’re exiting the very next exit. So 
there we are, at least a hundred miles from anyone we know, 
in the middle of nowhere. I’m thinking about what to do 
next, and probably looked like there was something wrong 
so this older man offered to help. He drives me 20 or so 
minutes to a junk yard to get a cheap tire. Then he puts the 
tire on the rim with no more than a pry bar and some soapy 
water. He had a compressor on his truck, so he aired it up 
and I put it on. And we went on our way.” 

VapeThisBro commeted: 

“I have a very similar story, I’m a minority born and raised 
in the south. My family was once taking a family vacation 
when I was around 12 years old. We had a blowout in 
Georgia on our way to Florida. We put a donut on and got to 
a gas station 15 or so miles from where we were, where the 
donut blew as soon as we were trying to leave and find a 
Walmart or somewhere to buy a tire. We waited a while, cars 
driving around us, etc., no one helping. Then all of a sudden, 
you hear loud-ass country music coming nearer and nearer. 
Then you see it. It was a lifted 1980s Dodge Ram, with two 
confederate flags mounted in the back. Dude hops out of his 
truck, wearing his confederate flag trucker hat, and flannel 
shirt with the arms cut off. He is what you imagine when you 
have to imagine the most redneck person ever. His belt 
buckle was fucking huge, he had cowboy boots on, etc. 
Anyway, dude comes over and we are expecting him to be 
racist as fuck but instead, he grabbed some chains and rigged 
the car to be towed behind his truck, he drove us to Walmart, 
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and bought us a new tire, refusing to let us pay or give him 
any money for the help and then we were on our way. I’ll 
never forget him peeling off while singing to some Tim 
McGraw.” 

3) Back2Bach wrote: 

“My lost wallet was returned in the mail. 

“The anonymous stranger sent it back at their own expense 
($9.75 postage) with all the money, credit cards, driver’s 
license, and other items intact — nothing was missing. 

“A note enclosed read: ’Please do something kind for a 
stranger whenever you have the opportunity.’” 

alwaysiamdead wrote, “My dad is a long-distance cyclist. He 
found someone’s phone and wallet on the side of the road, 
and he did the same as your anonymous stranger.” 

magicbumblebee commented: 

“Years ago my college roommate and I were in Jersey at the 
beach. We’re drunk. Decided it would be fun to sprint down 
the beach from the boardwalk to the water. Where we live in 
Maryland, this is a short distance, maybe 50 yards max. 
Apparently what we had failed to notice during the sober 
daylight hours is that the beach in Jersey is wide. I’m talking 
the length of like three football fields. I remember running 
and running and we were exhausted but determined and like 
‘why is this never-ending?” 

“Anyway, we woke up the next morning, and my friend was 
missing her phone. We did that a lot in college (need you ask 
why?) so we purposely never had nice phones and it was 
kind of like ‘meh, that sucks.’ A few hours later I got a call 
from some guy — ‘Hi, I found this phone in the sand and 
this is the most recent number dialed out.’ Good stranger.” 
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Sugoy-sama commented, “Those aren’t strangers; they’re 
heroes of humanity.” 

identicalsnowflake wrote, “Well, I guess I’ll add to the 
thread of good Samaritans. Found a wallet on my run a 
month or so back. Opened it up and everything is there, 
including $400 cash. The guy lives in the same city as me. I 
look him up on social media and message both him and his 
wife to confirm they’re still at the same address before I just 
mail the thing. Then I figure I may as well drop it off myself. 
I got to see someone genuinely flabbergasted as they saw the 
cash still inside. Dude ran me down and gave me $100 for 
returning it.” 

Salad_de commented: 

“Just thought everyone should know: 

“If you find a lost wallet, put it in the nearest [USA] mailbox 
to you. The postal service will ship it [FREE!] to the address 
on the ID!” 

4) -dula-peep- wrote, “I was on a solo trip to Amsterdam last 
year, partying it up as one does. I was at a bar having a few 
drinks, and a gorgeous British woman a seat or two over 
from me (mid-20s) grabs my arm (I’m a very gay-looking 
man, by the way) and starts going on about how good it is to 
see me. I got the hint and noticed an older guy bothering her 
and her friend, played along with them as their long-lost BFF 
[Best Friend Forever] until he left. We ended up spending 
the rest of the night bar-crawling and getting trashed 
together, having the best time. I’ll never forget you, B!” 

-dula-peep- added, “They were the sweetest ladies. I actually 
have one of their numbers! This happened literally the 
WEEK that borders shut down with COVID and all that. She 
texted a few times this year to make sure I was doing okay, 
which was so incredibly sweet.” 
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plasmin commented, “I’m a small lady and was at a thrift 
shop once, and a homeless man was following me and was 
asking to touch my hair. A stranger man came out of 
nowhere and said, ‘Ready, babe? Let’s go check out.’ He 
walked me to the door and we went our separate ways. Real 
hero right there.” 

5) SpephanyPark wrote, “A little old Jamaican man came in 
to work and gave me a rosary. He doesn’t know me, but he 
told me he thought I could do with his prayers. I’m agnostic, 
but I put that rosary on my name badge and when times are 
hard and customers are abusive I play with it. It doesn’t 
remind me that God is watching over me, but it does remind 
me that there is some good left in humanity.” 

6) Omenaa wrote, “When I was in elementary school, I fell 
through ice. A man who was walking his dog saw me fall 
and rushed to the shore. I frantically swam back to the shore. 
I was only about five meters from the shore, so it wasn’t a 
long way, but it took some effort with soaked winter clothes. 
When I reached the shore, the man pulled me up by my 
jacket. It would’ve been difficult to get up, as there was a 
steep incline. I didn’t thank him, because I was in shock, but 
I bet he knows I was grateful.” 

shastamama commented, “I skidded out on black ice like 15 
years ago and my car spun several times then slammed into 
a guardrail / snowbank facing traffic in the opposite way. A 
man who was walking to the train ran over, pushed me out 
of a snow embankment, and then pushed my car into a 
parking lot. He got me out of the car and made sure I didn’t 
have a horrible concussion and then waited for me to call my 
dad. I lived close, so he listened to me confirm my dad was 
like three minutes away and then took off running to catch 
his train. There was so much black ice and cars were sliding 
all over. He very easily could’ve saved my life. I wouldn’t 
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be able to pick him out of a line up today, but I will never 
ever forget his kindness.” 

7) TheRealOcsiban wrote, “I was doing tech support, and 
my customer was so happy with my service she offered to 
marry me to her daughter. I politely declined.” 

8) elna_grasshopper wrote: 

“When my oldest was a toddler, he went to daycare in the 
downtown area of our city. We took the bus, then the 
subway, and then walked to daycare (didn’t have a car), and 
then I’d get back on the subway for a few stops to go to work. 

“One afternoon, it was POURING. I’m by myself, holding a 
two-year-old, his backpack, my work bag, and trying to book 
it four city blocks to the subway station. No hands left for an 
umbrella. A businessman (probably a high-priced lawyer, 
based on the area) walked us all the way to the entrance of 
the subway station, holding an umbrella over us the whole 
time.” 

Not_an_elk wrote, “I was waiting for my appointment with 
an optometrist when an old Haitian man walked in with a 
grocery bag. The receptionist knew him, so he walked up to 
me and proceeded to ask me riddles. When I finally got the 
answer to one, he reached into his bag and gave me a 
Snickers then left. To this day I’m really curious as to what 
would motivate a man to become a wholesome riddler.” 

DanToMars commented, “Dude completed his side quest.” 

science_and_defiance commented, “This kid I knew in 
school (senior year of high science) decided one day to give 
out neckties to as many people as he could. No explanation, 
no requirements, he’d just walk up and say, ‘Want a tie?’ 
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Then he would pull one from his bag, hand it to you, and 
walk away. Chaotic good.”8 

9. “What Made Your Toddler Have A Tantrum Today?” 

1) medpol wrote, “He did not succeed in eating soup with a 
fork. 

2) HubertusCatus88 wrote, “I put a shirt on him.” 

rawbface wrote, “My favorite thing about toddlers is the 
random things that can turn a tantrum around. My daughter 
would not let me get her dressed for daycare, until I got 
frustrated and put my hair up in a ponytail. That made her 
want a ponytail, and she suddenly complied happily.” 

3) Trialanderror wrote, “No matter how much I tried, I could 
not draw a PERFECT picture of Elsa for him.” 

4) sh4wsh4nk wrote, “Her slice of cheese was ‘broken.’” 

elevenfish wrote: 

“I can remember being three years old, in daycare, and my 
mom would always pack a processed cheese slice (think 
Kraft Singles) in my lunch because I loved them. One day, 
as I was unwrapping it, I tore it. 

“Cue tears and wailing. I was inconsolable. 

“To the poor daycare workers, it no doubt looked like I was 
having a ridiculous meltdown over a torn slice of cheese. 
But it was so much more than that. 

“I was really, really good at unwrapping cheese slices by 
myself. I’d never torn one before. I prided myself on being 
the best cheese-unwrapper I knew, maybe even the best in 

 
8 Source: coggonflowrence, “What stranger will you never forget?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 19 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y3w2wx2t>. 
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the whole town. But now I was suddenly forced to question 
my skills. What if I wasn’t really as good as I’d believed I 
was? What if I was wrong? And if I could be wrong about 
that, what else might I be wrong about? Was I actually good 
at anything I thought I was good at? Was anything I believed 
accurate? 

“But of course, at the age of three I didn’t have the 
vocabulary to articulate any of this. 

“I was having my first existential crisis, and a daycare 
worker tried to fix it with ‘But you can eat the cheese like a 
bunny rabbit!’ I wish I could go back in time and explain 
what the problem was, because all I could manage was, 
‘BUNNIES DON’T EAT CHEESE!’” 

5) Bigbengo wrote, “She cried because she wanted bubbles 
in her bath. I put bubbles in her bath. Then she cried because 
there were bubbles in her bath.” 

6) dango84 wrote, “In Denmark the word for ‘ice’ and ‘ice 
cream’ is the same. She was really angry I wouldn’t let her 
lick the ice on the car this morning, after I told her I had to 
scrape the ice off the windows.”9 

10. “What Is The Nicest Compliment You Have Ever 
Received?” 

1) Renzology026 wrote: 

“I lost my dad when I was in high school and a friend’s 
mother wrote a condolence card that said, ‘I never knew your 
dad, but I do know the young man whom he raised, and 
because of that I know what an amazing father he was.’ I got 

 
9 Source: muelwisdom, “What Made Your Toddler Have A Tantrum 
Today?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yysuj3jx>. 
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a lot of condolence cards around that time and that is the only 
one I remember. 

“Edit: Thanks for the kind words, everyone! It was almost 
20 years ago, so it doesn’t hurt quite so much anymore. We 
will all lose our parents someday, unless they lose us first — 
and those are the real tragedies.” 

2) anshumanbora wrote: 

“This was when I might have been eight or nine years old. I 
used to do well in trivia and quizzing. Not insanely good, 
just good enough for people to notice. In our school 
sometimes if a teacher was absent, a different teacher used 
to fill in their classes and these periods would be self-study 
or something boring. One of the teachers who knew about 
me used to call me to the front of the class and frequently 
asked me to be the quizmaster and organize a mini-trivia 
contest as an activity for that period. I usually had some 
references books from where I used to source the questions. 

“One day she asked me to host the trivia competition for my 
classmates, but I told her that I didn’t have the book with me 
that day. In reply she told me that I should be fine because at 
that point I would know more than that silly trivia book 
anyway. 

“The confidence boost that one single line of random praise 
that I got that day still helps me tackle life’s problems one at 
a time. I can essentially trace my confidence in my abilities 
to that one sentence uttered by my teacher. I’m eternally 
thankful to her words from that day.” 

pesukarhukirje commented, “Trivia once boosted my 
confidence, too. When I was an exchange student in the US, 
it was a bit difficult to make friends with Americans, I guess 
they were so used to exchange students coming and going 
that very few even bothered to spend time with me. Then 
someone invited me to a pub quiz with his friends (I was the 
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only non-American on the team), and I was SO lucky, 
because it turned out to be a thematic night. The theme was 
American literature — I had taken several courses on AmLit 
by then and had read most of the classics. No one else was a 
bookworm on our team, so my answers earned us at least 
90% of our points. I never received more enthusiastic 
greetings ever in my life than in the following days whenever 
they bumped into me on campus. :)” 

RogerThatKid commented: 

“I had something similar happen to me in sixth-grade math. 
My teacher, Mr. Fox, privately asked me at the beginning of 
the semester "How many math homework problems can you 
finish without getting a single answer wrong? I’ve never had 
a student go the whole semester without getting a homework 
problem wrong, but I think you might be able to if you set 
your mind to it." 

“I made it almost a month before I messed up, but I wish he 
knew what that meant to me.” 

2) Kindbarbarian wrote, “A older friend of mine told me his 
daughter (teen) had a crush on me (not a teen) and said he 
was glad because that meant she had good taste and would 
find a good man when she grew up. I still think about it 
because although I was slightly uncomfortable I knew that 
must have been even harder for him to say, which to me 
made it that much more meaningful.” 

KraesTutorials wrote, “Also cool that he knows you are not 
a predator!” 

Kindbarbarian replied, “Oh, without a doubt. He’s a big dude 
and would probably eject me from the planet if he thought 
otherwise.” 

3) charlie2135 wrote, “Actually, I have two that are dear to 
me. The first was from a friend who died way too young who 
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had told me that when he writes the book of his life, I would 
have my own chapter. The next was from a coworker who 
was ex-Army and told me he would follow me into battle.” 

BasqueOne commented: 

“Those are two huge compliments! Like, fundamentally 
from the heart! This says an enormous amount about the 
quality of your character. 

“After reading this I’m going to think about my book of life 
and what / who would be featured. Thanks for sharing this.” 

4) TheBrokenCarpenter wrote: 

“My fiancé told me she would wipe my ass if it came to it 
after I was diagnosed with MS [Muscular Sclerosis]. 

“Not sure it counts as a compliment, but that’s love right 
there. Haha.” 

RyanNerd commented, “My wife and I were friends with an 
elderly couple. She had severe MS. Her husband would help 
her eat. One time he wasn’t there and she stated she was 
hungry and my wife helped her eat. Later I was talking to her 
husband and he said my wife and he are the only two people 
his wife would ever let help her to eat. This speaks volumes 
of the type of person my late wife was.” 

5) mushroom_nine wrote: 

“Seven years ago I was heading into the office to a job I 
hated, and stopped at McDonald’s on the way. 

“I pulled up to the first window to pay, and after the young 
kid gave me my card back, before he closed the window, he 
said, ‘You’re so pretty!’ with a high voice and so much 
energy, and closed the window with a huge smile on his face. 
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“That was when I was at my heaviest, nearing 300lbs and at 
one of the worst stages of my life physically, mentally, and 
emotionally. 

“I bawled my eyes out the entire ride to work after that. I’ll 
never forget him and how he made me feel.” 

6) AGirlFromNZ wrote: 

“Probably not the nicest, but one of the most memorable. I 
used to work as a runner for a delivery company (someone 
who helps drivers deliver stuff but doesn’t actually drive). If 
I was ever working with drivers I disliked, I would 
intentionally talk to them less and try to unload the truck a 
lot faster than normal. If I liked the driver, we would go 
slower and have a lot more banter. 

“On my last day a driver I disliked came up to me in front of 
the boss and said, ‘She’s really fast and efficient. I’m going 
to miss working with her.’ 

“This made me realise that I spent way too much time getting 
frustrated at people who genuinely appreciated my help.” 

7) Archiive wrote, “When I was in college, I used to wear a 
beanie a lot, and towards the end of one week (I’d usually 
wash it on the weekend) I was talking to a girl and she 
brought up how I always smelled nice, she grabbed my hat, 
which was on the table, buried her face in it and inhaled and 
went ‘mmmmm.’ First of all, I’m pretty sure that’s sexual 
harassment; secondly, I’ve never felt better about myself, or 
been more turned on.” 

8) thedankbank1021 wrote: 

“My girlfriend will constantly walk up to me, give me a sniff 
and say, ‘How do you always smell good?’ 

“I don’t know, babe. I haven’t showered in like 30 hours.” 
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Mrminecrafthimself wrote: 

“Even platonically, there’s nothing quite as immediately 
flattering as a physical compliment. Especially specific ones. 

“All of my friends greet each other with hugs. Once, as I 
hugged one of my (more attractive) friends, she 
unexpectedly said, ‘Oh, my god, you smell incredible!’ 
What do you have on?” Then she pulled me closer to smell 
my neck again and insisted that my cologne smelled 
incredible. 

“I wasn’t wearing cologne.”10 

11. “What Was The ‘Big Incident’ At Your High 
School?” 

1) gofovaedw wrote: 

“The chemistry teacher ‘blew up’ her classroom. 
Apparently, the organic chemistry was doing a demo 
involving lighting methane bubbles, and she lit the ceiling 
on fire. 

“I asked her about it afterwards and she said she learned her 
lesson. I’ll never forget what she told me: ‘I’ll use the 
physics classroom next time. They have higher ceilings.’” 

2) unoshark69 wrote, “I never thought that a bomb threat to 
get out of class was that big a deal. It happens in every school 
and the fact that so many people have listed it proves me 
right. My school stopped it by having us wait in a field while 

 
10 Source: akar17, “What is the nicest compliment you have ever 
received?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y44e6ld6>. 
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they search for bombs. The field has knee-high grass and 
sometimes snakes. All threats stopped after that.”11 

12. “What’s The Most Cliché Thing That’s Ever 
Happened To You?” 

1) queenfool wrote, “I licked my ice cream and it fell off the 
cone. :(” 

hecallsmedragon commented, “This happened to me when I 
was a kid. I cried so hard a stranger bought me a new one. 
Thank you, kind stranger!” 

queenfool replied, “I was like 20 and I also cried, though it 
was like 90% laughter and 10% sad at the loss of my ice 
cream. Lol.” 

2) pepperjones926 wrote, “My first date with my husband. It 
turns out we both pretty much fell in love at first sight, 
outside this restaurant where we met. We closed down the 
place, talking, and then we walked outside to say goodnight 
and head to our respective cars. As we had our first kiss, it 
actually started snowing the most perfect, fluffy flakes. The 
whole thing was seriously like a movie. It all turned out to 
be a good sign, as we’re now six years, one marriage, and 
two kids later!” 

3) easyworthit wrote: 

“At six years old I had a massive crush on a little friend I 
made at summer camp. Never saw him again for like 13 
years until I was 20 at university minding my own business 
in the hallway with my cellphone waiting for class to start, 
and someone tentatively called out my name. It was this kid, 

 
11 Source: seasonalscholar, “What was the ‘big incident’ at your high 
school?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yxa5db2r>. 
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all grown up, and it turned out we were enrolled in the same 
university (different classes, though). He asked for my 
number and asked me out for coffee, and I had my very first 
kiss with him at a park. I laughed about it later and told him, 
‘I can’t believe you’re my first kiss,. I used to have such a 
crush on you when we were kids,’ and he laughed and said, 
‘I know.’ 

“Could not make this shit up.” 

4) zoeyjax, a woman, wrote. “My first real orgasm when I 
was 21 — I definitely thought something was wrong at first.” 

5) NotAnotherWhatever wrote: 

“Once showed up to work five minutes late wearing Uggs, 
yoga pants, and carrying a grande frappuccino, hair up in a 
big sloppy ‘White girl in a hurry’ bun. 

“Multiple coworkers spent months making cracks about it.” 

6) KosViik wrote: 

“I’ll answer in the name of my girlfriend. I absolutely love 
this one. Happened early December [2020]. 

“Preface: She’s shy and reserved and doesn’t usually do silly 
weird things for the fun of it. 

“We were having some fun time one night. We finished, 
cuddled for a while. Then she went for the bathroom in her 
robe, and I wrapped my underside with a towel and went out 
to the kitchen to make some tea in my water bottle. 

“She came out, and the kitchen entrance is on the way 
between my room and the bathroom. She saw me making 
tea, and was surprisingly giggly. She did a cute ‘sliding pose’ 
and flashed her robe open (mind you I live with friends, she 
was taking a decent risk, TOTALLY not something she 
would do even if we lived alone). Now if there is a god, it 
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definitely has a sense of humor with comedic timing. I was 
absolutely stunned (as is any man seeing a pretty nude body, 
even if for the thousandth time), and my towel fell off, and I 
poured hot water on my arm. 

“I thought this stuff only happens in sitcoms and the like. I 
laughed a lot there. 

“Later she told me that me being so stunned was a huge 
compliment and made her feel great.”12 

13. “What’s A Piece Of Information You Learned That 
Feels Illegal To Know?” 

ahmadove wrote: 

“If while handling laboratory mice during an injection or 
earmark or whatever, you accidently squeeze too hard for too 
long and the mouse starts dying of asphyxiation, you’re 
supposed to helicopter them by the tail as a quick revival 
strategy. 

“Edit: No, this maneuver does not harm or kill the mice. To 
clarify, it’s very mild and slow helicoptering, at 0.5 to 1 
revolutions per second. Not rapid centrifugation. And this 
should never be done to rats. Mice are light enough for this 
to be okay.” 

ThatTshirtGuy commented, “Similarly, it works with baby 
sheep. My family raised sheep when I was younger and we 
birthed a lot of lambs. Sometimes a ewe will ignore a lifeless 
third baby when she has one or two other newborns that 
she’s figuring out. To help wake up the baby, we would use 
straw or hay to stimulate the nostrils, trying to invoke a 

 
12 Source: garnet_is_square, “What’s the most cliche thing that’s ever 
happened to you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 21 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3kcjpj2>. 
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sneeze, and rub the body to simulate its mother licking it. 
When time is running out and the baby isn’t breathing, a last 
resort is to grab a good handful of newborn baby lamb rear 
feet and swing that little guy around the barn in a very 
helicopter-like way. I know, sounds crazy, but I’ve seen it 
work dozens of times.” 

theHinHaitch commented, “I want to verify this, but just 
have no idea what to type in the search bar.” 

sadpartypodcast responded, “Search ‘high speed rotisserie 
lamb.’” 

SatanTheTranquil commented: 

“ ‘… grab a good handful of newborn baby lamb rear feet 
and swing that little guy around the barn in a very helicopter 
like way ….’ 

“Ewe.”13 

14. “What Film Scared You Shitless As A Kid?” 

1) Dewy_Wanna_Go_There wrote, “I was probably 12 
when Signs came out, I saw it in theaters. Walked in, it was 
still daylight, but leaving the theater with my friend and his 
mom it’s dark outside now. She dropped me off at my house, 
which was empty (parents would be home shortly) and I was 
fucking shitting myself. Walked around with a glass of water 
for the aliens until my parents got home.” 

Note by David Bruce: In the movie Signs, water kills the 
aliens. 

HappyChef86 commented: 

 
13 Source: Corinne_d, “What’s a piece of information you learned that 
feels illegal to know?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4eo46uz>. 
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“That was the first horror movie I was allowed to see in 
theaters. I cried. My mom gave me five bucks for the arcade 
afterwards to cheer me up. It didn’t help. 

“Later that night I slept with a glass of water next to my bed. 
I heard something make those clicking noises from my 
closet. I started screaming and ran into my parents room. My 
mom was dying laughing. My dad FUCKING HID IN THE 
CLOSET TO SCARE ME! I didn’t sleep for weeks without 
a water next to me.” 

2) TruuTree wrote, “The Ring got me.” 

Dewt_Wanna_Go_There wrote, “My parents, the bastards, 
rented this and watched it, then let us watch it and fucking 
prank called us and whispered ‘seven days’ right after the 
video ended.” 

Note by David Bruce: In the movie The Ring, people watch 
a certain videotape and immediately afterward receive a 
phone call in which someone whispers, ‘Seven days.’ The 
people are killed seven days later unless …. 

SpectralSheep commented, “My older sister saw this at her 
friend’s house, and her friend’s dad did the same thing.”14 

15. “Teachers Of Reddit, Have You Ever Laughed At A 
Joke A Student Made When You Shouldn’t Have?” 

1) weirdinchicago wrote: 

“I’m a father, but I guess I count. 

“For context, remember that X-Men movie where 
Juggernaut chases that girl through the lab and she traps him 

 
14 Source: somethingivy, “What film scared you shitless as a kid?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 23 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y2n7eum2>. 
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in the floor? Then he calls out, ‘I’m the Juggernaut, Bitch!’ 
Keep that in mind. 

“My then 13-year-old autistic daughter got into some trouble 
in gym class. My wife and I were called for an emergency 
meeting with the principal. They showed a CCTV video 
from the gym where my daughter plows through a bunch of 
other kids like a linebacker. I was actually impressed. Then 
the principal tells us when the teacher tried to stop her, my 
daughter turned to the teacher and said, ‘I’m the Juggernaut, 
Bitch!’ 

“I fell onto the floor, laughing my ass off. The principal was 
indignant, and my wife was embarrassed. I had to sit outside 
of the principle’s office like I was a kid in trouble. The whole 
time laughing like a mad man. My wife is still mad at me for 
that.” 

2) WolfyX18 wrote, “I remember my primary school had a 
talent show, and a kid in the year below me did some 
comedy. One of his jokes (Q: Where does a pirate prefer to 
be kicked? A: In the arrrse!) had the teachers all laughing 
their arrrses off, but it did get him in trouble.” 

3) the_procrastinata wrote: 

“When I was teaching five-years-olds, I had one boy who 
raised his hand during the roll call to state matter-of-factly 
that he had a hot penis. I blinked at him and asked him to 
repeat what he’d said — my hearing isn’t great, and surely 
is misheard that. Nope! That was exactly what he said, and I 
tried so hard not to laugh out loud! 
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“It turned out that he had some medicine to help his, um, 
condition, and it would get better soon.”15 

16. “You’re Trapped In A Building With 100 Assassins 
And Are Allowed To Call Upon One Movie Character To 
Come Help You Out. Who Do You Summon, And What 
Is Your Exit Strategy?”  

peacefulpiranha wrote, “Scotty, beam me up.”16 

17. “What Is A Secret That You Will Tell Absolutely No 
One Except Reddit About?” 

1) Inside_Lawyer_2359 wrote, “My Amazon password is 
AL447641. Too bad you don’t know my email.” 

2) SYLOH wrote: 

“When I was young, my parents got me an illustrated book 
of world history. 

“It was completely packed with beautiful full-color drawings 
of the history in question. 

“I read it constantly. 

“Mainly because a lot of the full-color illustrations were of 
naked women. 

 
15 Source: BurningRoast, “Teachers of Reddit, have you ever laughed 
at a joke a student made when you shouldn’t have?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
25 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y2z3jved>. 
16 Source: ClaraWhoWastedAway, “You’re trapped in a building with 
100 assassins and are allowed to call upon one movie character to come 
help you out. Who do you summon, and what is your exit strategy?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 25 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y5x3opjo>. 
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“I did develop a life-long love of reading and an albeit 
amateur love of the study of history… so mission 
accomplished?”17 

18. “What Is The Scariest Thing That You Have Ever 
Encountered While Home Alone?” 

1) sleepwhileyoucan wrote, “I was probably about 12, newly 
allowed to be home alone for a couple hours over the 
summer. A man walked through my fenced-in backyard, and 
he walked right onto my deck to the back window. My dog 
was going nuts barking with her hair standing up. I had no 
way out of the house or to the phone without this man seeing 
me in the window. So I’m hiding behind the couch waiting 
for him to break in when I see him exit my yard through the 
gate. I immediately call my mom almost in tears and she 
said, ‘Oh, I forgot to tell you that the gas meter guy was 
coming.’ Of course, the gas meter is right next to the window 
my brother and I always used to ‘break in’ to our own house 
when we forgot our keys. My dog was the only badass that 
day.” 

Electronic_Law8971 commented, “Ha! Ha! I have a similar 
story! I was home alone in the summer as a kid and I hear 
people on our roof and trucks in the driveway. I call my mom 
from underneath her bed and whisper that there are men 
walking on the roof. My mom: ‘Oh, yeah, the roofers are 
coming today.’” 

Smippity commented: 

“Another similar story. 

 
17 Source: Icecream_Gort, “[Serious] what is a secret that you Will tell 
absolutely no one except reddit about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 January 
2021 <https://tinyurl.com/yxo65q52>. 
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“I was about nine. My mom and I were babysitting my 
younger cousins at their house, and my mom ran to the store 
real quick. Before she left, she ordered a pizza. 

“I don’t know the exact details. I think she thought that she 
would be back before the pizza came, but she wasn’t. My 
mom and I lived in a rural area, so we never had pizza 
delivered, so I guess I just forgot it was coming. So I was 
alone with a two- and a four-year-old, and all of a sudden, 
this dude starts banging on the door. I hid with them behind 
the couch. He kept banging and banging for quite a while. I 
guess he went to leave, and that’s when my mom came 
home. We were so scared!” 

2) Book_devourer wrote, “Just moved into our brand-new 
home, and my husband goes out to pick up dinner. I’m just 
setting up our tv and all of a sudden a man comes down the 
flipping stairs. I scream at the top of my lungs and run for 
the front door. He screams at the same time. Thankfully, the 
neighbors next door were outside. I squeak out that there is 
a strange man in my house. He comes out of my house, and 
it turns out he works for the development, and had been 
fixing an upstairs bathroom. My husband forgot to tell me he 
was there.” 

ThePastelShadow commented, “Sorry for laughing, but I 
love how you said ‘flipping stairs.’ It reminds me of my aunt, 
She says stuff like that all the time.” 

Book_devourer replied, “Years of not cursing in front of the 
kid, leads to ‘flipping,’ ‘fudge monkeys,’ and ‘mother 
truckers.’ Lol.” 

3) calette wrote: 

“I was babysitting a family I was unfamiliar with. My 
parents knew them and suggested me when they needed a 
babysitter and as I liked having money, I accepted. The kids 
go to bed and I kill time as one does before smartphones are 
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a thing by … reading I think? Maybe doing homework, but 
that seems unlikely. 

“Anyways, I start to hear speaking from another room. Not 
just speaking, but this low, almost demonic voice speaking 
to another one. I’m not a religious sort, but when you realize 
that no, you’re not just hearing things and there is definitely 
a voice, it’s more than a little creepy. 

“Not knowing what was going on, I slowly crept up to the 
doorway of the sitting room, then peered around the corner. 

“FUCKING FURBYS. TALKING TO EACH OTHER. AT 
NIGHT. IN THE DARK. 

“Furbys suck.” 

Gorssky commented: 

“I’m pretty convinced that there’s some whole story about 
the person who invented them was some sort of alchemist 
who needed to create a physical cage to trap demons in, and 
thus Furbies were made. And the things are practically 
indestructible. I mean you can still find them in fully-
functional states at yard sales 15 to 20 years later. 

“I’m sure if you DO manage to break one, it releases the 
demon into the real world. But until then, the demon inside 
just annoys the owner until they get so frustrated that they 
destroy the monstrosity, which in turn releases it.” 

calette replied: 

“I’m pretty sure it’s a form of demon jail.  

“‘I, Judge Brothomelax Von Sulfuride III, do sentence you 
to 29 years of Furby solitude. May God have mercy on your 
soul, for no one else will.’ 

“Fifty-years-plus on, that soul is still screaming in one of 
those indestructible beings.” 
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Note by David Bruce: A Furby is a talking robotic toy that 
talks and interacts with children.18 

19. “What Do You Love Doing, But Hate Succeeding 
In?” 

TannedCroissant wrote, “Eating the entire pack of 
cookies.”19 

20. “What Moral Were You Taught As A Child That 
You Live By And Will Teach Your Children?” 

amalgamas wrote, “Never mistreat people who are making 
your food, cleaning your mess up, cutting your hair, or fixing 
your vehicle/house. My dad hammered that lesson into us 
from the time we first learned what money was and it’s 
something that I stick by to this day.” 

shronkey said, “That is precisely what this one emperor 
didn’t do. He was able to choose basically any woman to be 
his wife, and he chose his current surgeon’s wife. RIGHT 
BEFORE A SURGERY! He died, of course.” 

amalgamas added: 

“I’m not joking when I say my dad said those words every 
time we got our hair cut, every time we stayed in a hotel, 
every time we went out to eat: ‘Always treat those who are 
doing something for you with respect and understanding.’  

 
18 Source: ThePastelShadow, “[Serious] What is the the scariest thing 
that you have ever encountered while home alone?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
25 January 2021 <\https://tinyurl.com/y4mgnfe6>. 
19 Source: Qeweeyou, “What do you love doing, but hate succeeding 
in?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyun662x> 
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“He always tips high, always says ‘please’ and ‘thank you,’ 
and he never takes out his anger on them. 

“I can remember one time where we went out to eat and they 
kept getting the steak wrong. They got the level of doneness 
wrong, and they kept leaving wood skewers in the butterflied 
steak after being asked to take them out. Now my dad has 
legit OCD and one of his triggers is the potential of eating / 
inhaling wood shards, to the point that he can’t even eat a 
sandwich if it has a toothpick in it. He can ignore it if he 
can’t see it, but with this the skewers were in the steak itself. 

“Both times he sent this steak back, you could see the waiter 
thinking that his tip on this expensive meal was 
disappearing. Instead, after the second time, my dad left but 
before leaving he handed me what amounted to a 50% tip on 
the whole meal, because the waiter did nothing wrong and 
didn’t deserve any flack for the kitchen messing up.” 

phil161commented, “When my daughter was about 11 or 12 
years old, she and I volunteered at a food bank. I told her, 
‘Be nice to the people who come here, because one day you 
may find yourself on the other side of the counter.’”20 

  

 
20 Source: Freak-out-time, “[Serious] What moral were you taught as a 
child that you live by and will teach your children?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
25 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/yyjta4od>. 
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Chapter 2: Questions 21-40 

21. “What Is The Smartest Thing Your Dog Or Cat Has 
Ever Done?” 

1) Billbapap wrote: 

“My dogs would pack hunt my lunch. 

“One of them would fake an injury and whine, and when I 
got up from my deck to help him, the other would grab my 
sandwich and then they both would run off and hide under 
my bed and eat it. 

“First time was unreal and I didn’t believe it. Second time I 
realized they had outsmarted me. Eventually I adapted and 
just made two sandwiches.” 

2) Boston_Strong_CQB241 wrote, “My cat knows to wake 
me up if I sleep past my alarm clocks. I’m never late for work 
and she never misses a meal.” 

3) Opportunistic wrote: 

“I was home alone in our new house when I heard someone 
peeing in the bathroom. My heart sank, and I quietly tip-toed 
to the bathroom and peeked around the corner. Our cat, who 
was 15 years old at the time, was using the toilet like a 
human! She was not happy I saw her and ran away, but I did 
catch her doing it two more times after that. 

“I wish I could train all of our pets to be that smart.” 

4) Other_QEX wrote: 

“I’ve had my share of smarty cats, so there are a few that 
come to mind. 

“A cat learned that if he reached under the bedroom door and 
made the springy doorstop twang, whoever was there would 
open the door and feed him. Rinse, repeat, he could get three 
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breakfasts. We didn’t figure it out until it was like, ‘Wait, 
why are we already running low on cat chow?’ 

“Another cat figured out if she wanted to hide from the other 
cats, crawling up inside the couch was possible and gave her 
a hiding place that was easily defensible, because she could 
swat the crap out of anyone that tried to follow. 

“Current cat has figured out how to open doors with round 
handles. Have to lock the bathroom door to keep him out. 
He’s also figured out that he can only climb me when I’m 
wearing thick clothes, but not the leather jacket, but also that 
he fits perfectly lying across my shoulders with his left feets 
on my front and right feets on my back, and he can then ride 
around staying warm with high vantage above the other cats. 

“The new kitten has figured out that being cute = extra food. 
That’s just bad training of me and the family, but as long as 
he doesn’t get too chonky, I’m okay with it.” 

5) Danivelle wrote, “I have a cat that isn’t clever, he’s kinda 
dumb. He isn’t much of a lap cat, although he really likes 
keeping me company in close proximity. However, a few 
years ago, I hit an emotional low point in my life. I was 
crying while sitting on the toilet, completely naked, in the 
middle of the night. My cat came to check on me, and he 
looked me in my eyes. And suddenly the crazy bastard 
jumped on my lap and pushed his entire body against my 
chest. He caressed me until I wanted to get up. (He rarely 
jumps on my lap.) I was flabbergasted. And since then, every 
now and then when I feel a bit down, he jumps on my lap. 
So he may not be clever, but his emotional intelligence is off 
the charts.” 

6) ariellann wrote: 

“I couldn’t find my cat. I thought I had looked everywhere. 

“So I asked my dog: Do you know where Jennifer is? 
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“He ran upstairs and stared at the laundry room door. And 
there she was, sleeping in a basket. 

“I still can’t get over it. I always thought he’s not the 
smartest.” 

goblinmarketeer commented, “My friend works search and 
rescue. At a call where a child was lost in the woods, she 
asked if the dog belonged to family, she then asked them to 
ask the dog where the child is, the parent were like … it’s 
not trained for that. But they told the dog to go find the child 
… and the dog took off into the woods and led them right to 
the lost kid.” 

7) Weapon_X23 wrote, “I used to have seizures and my boy-
dog was always concerned when I had them. (My girl-dog 
thought I was possessed or something and ran away from 
me.) He didn’t know what to do after the first few times I 
had one, but he eventually started lying on my legs and 
trying to pin me to wherever I was about 5-10 minutes before 
I had a seizure. He became my unofficial seizure alert dog 
without any training. He’s been retired for three years now 
since I had brain surgery and am seizure free.” 

8) floridas_lostboy wrote, “The cat knocks the box of dog 
treats off the fridge from time to time, and the dog has 
returned the favor by letting the cat sleep in his bed.” 

9) Mummy-Monkfish wrote: 

“As a teenager I owned two cats (sisters). One night one of 
the cats (Minky) woke me up. (She had never done this 
before and never did again.) She led me downstairs where I 
stood for a minute, wondering what she was up to, and 
suddenly noticed the light shining under the office door had 
a shadow moving around. My other cat (Kizzy) had been 
accidently locked in the office before bed. I freed her and 
went back to sleep. 
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“Another time I was standing in the kitchen in tears. (I can’t 
remember why.) Kizzy suddenly jumped up into my arms, 
nuzzled into my shoulder, and stayed like that for 10 
minutes. (It felt like she was hugging me.) Again, this was 
the one and only time she ever did that to anyone in her life. 
(She was not a cuddly cat.) 

“I just remembered that when I was about 10 years old, I saw 
an Abyssinian kitten stuck on a very high wall near my 
house; it was pacing back and forth meowing in distress. I 
got a plank of wood and lay it on my back to create a bridge 
for the kitten to use to get to the ground. From then on for 
about two years, the kitten would not leave me alone and 
actively sought me out for cuddles when I was outside. From 
the address on its collar, I knew it lived a few houses away 
and was called Toulouse. One night in my bedroom, I woke 
up and found Toulouse curled up next to me. It had managed 
to get in my house. (The front door led to our restaurant, so 
I assume a customer let it in.) I don’t understand how it knew 
to get to my bedroom on the second floor of the house as I 
had never even let it through our front door before.”21 

22. “Okay, Reddit, What Was The Most Embarrassing 
Thing That’s Ever Happened To You?” 

1) jofesbf wrote: 

“I was in high school, and we had a prize-giving ceremony 
during school assembly. 

“My name gets unexpectedly called out, so I make my way 
to the front of the hall to collect my prize. I’m almost at the 
front when I have a sudden crisis of confidence and think 

 
21 Source: n0th3rThr0waway, “What is the smartest thing your dog or 
cat has ever done?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y23spf3o>. 
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that I must have misheard them and there is no way they 
called my name, so I turn around, walk back to my chair and 
sit back down. My friends are looking at me and ask me what 
the hell I’m doing, and tell me to get back up there to collect 
my prize. So I get back up, walk all the way up to the front 
and then have ANOTHER crisis of confidence and think that 
my friends must have been messing with me. So I turn 
around and walk back to my chair and sit back down. The 
hall is silent and the teachers are on stage looking at me like 
I just landed from another planet.” 

2) goyoya wrote: 

“I was 14 and in the eighth grade. 

“I wanted to get my friend a funny gag for his birthday so I 
brought him a pack of Finger Cots to school. You put them 
on your finger when you get a cut; they look like really small 
condoms. I found them in our first-aid kit. 

http://imgur.com/e3YtB.jpg 

“I gave it to him and we all got a laugh. During class 
someone tripped over my backpack and like 20 of these 
spilled out. A guy shouted, ‘OMG! What is that?’ Everyone 
turned around and looked at me and my 50 pack of ‘mini 
condoms.’” 

3) 5Min2MiniNoodMusicIs wrote: 

“In my 20s I sleep walked naked from my girlfriend’s room 
to the toilet but returned to the wrong room. 

“In the morning I woke up between her flatmate and his 
girlfriend. All of us were naked with no recollection of how 
I came to be there.” 

4) Tcon2002 wrote, “Got too tired halfway through a race, 
so I pretended to fall and hurt myself instead of lose 
horribly.” 
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5) gokexeyujw wrote: 

“No idea if this is also the case in other countries, but here 
all shopping carts require a 50 cent or 1 euro coin to be put 
in for use. As a kid, whenever I would go shopping with my 
mom I would return strayed or lost carts and keep the coin. 

“One day I was with my mom in a huge hardware store. I 
saw a cart in the store, filled with all kinds of stuff. But my 
kid logic told me: ‘Oh, it’s probably from an employee 
restocking stuff. They wouldn’t mind if I were to take it 
right?’  

“So here I am emptying that cart, planks, cans, the whole lot. 
I return the cart, collect the 50 cents, and go to the kid corner 
to watch some TV or something. 

“Here comes an employee joined by a VERY displeased 
older lady. She starts screaming at me, borderline crying 
about how mean I am and anything. Then she walks away. I 
did not dare to go into that store for years after in fear of her 
or the employee recognising me.” 

6) tocanofd wrote: 

“I had the Bacchanal buffet at Caesars on my last day in 
Vegas on one of my yearly trips. 

“I was fine until I got on the plane. I had to shit so bad and 
it was going to be diarrhea. However, we were racing a storm 
so the flight attendants asked everyone to remain seated so 
we could leave. I begrudgingly agreed with my insides on 
fire. Twenty-five minutes after sitting and waiting to take 
off, they announced we’d have to taxi back and go from the 
opposite direction for a wind shift. It was another 30-minute 
delay. 

“Then we finally get into the air and fly right into the storm. 
It was turbulent and would last another 10 minutes. The seat 
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belt sign was on, but I couldn’t ignore it anymore. Finally 
went to go shit. I exploded as soon as I got in there. 

“Everyone in the back of the plane could smell it when I 
opened the door. One guy even called me out on it. Oh, well, 
my fault for eating oysters on a buffet.” 

7) ripimodghgi wrote, “I was aggressively arrested in front 
of most of my coworkers and several hundred airline 
passengers because slack-jawed yokels of the Boone County 
Kentucky court system can’t spell and confused my last 
name with a similar last name.” 

8) dubblebubbleTM wrote, “Rip my pants on a school field 
trip cause ya girl phat. Had my black cheeks hangin’ out for 
almost an hour before I got back to the bus.” 

jeskimo asked, “No one told you? I’d always ask my friends 
if something similar happened” ‘Hey, do you need to go to 
the bathroom? I do! Also, take my sweater — I’m too hot.” 
And give intense eye looks. Message got across. 

dubblebubbleTM replied, “Naaaah, like we were deep in this 
huge fuckin’ corn maze at some dude’s ranch. I was 
waddling my ass through people and the maze with my 
teacher, who tried to keep my double-wide trailer from being 
exposed.” 

jeskimo commented, “Okay … now it’s hilarious.” 

dubblebubbleTM replied, “It’s just true! And ya girl, ya 
know she’s one with the times … gotta admit, I was totally 
in a thong so you KNOW them cheeks were putting on a 
show. True story … just sooo true.” 

9) Al_Fatman wrote: 

“I was doing a practice performance of my comedy routine 
for a high school talent show in front of about 100 people. 
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My opening was faking being unable to find the opening to 
the curtain. 

“Teacher behind me took it seriously and shoved me out on 
stage, I tripped and stumbled but continued on. The crowd 
was laughing, so I was fine. I didn’t realise until midway that 
the reason they laughed as I got on stage was because my 
pants ripped from crotch to knee. I was wearing underwear 
but they were tight, so I essentially flashed 100 people my 
junk.”22 

23. “What’s The Greatest Way To Make Unwanted 
Guests Leave?” 

1) SloopyDoops wrote, “My dad invented a technique that 
he’d use on my sisters high school friends called ‘mothing.’ 
He’d simply turn off the lights in rooms he didn’t want them 
to move to, and turn on lights closer to the door. Without fail, 
they’d gradually move closer to the door. As they moved 
he’d continue turning off lights strategically so they 
wouldn’t backtrack. Then when everyone was by the door, 
he’d pop around the corner and thank everyone for coming 
and wish them a good night.” 

Gimmeagoddamnneedle asked, “How many lights (or 
rooms?) do you have that you can guide people out like that? 
For me that would be two lights: living room and hallway. 
Gotta be like ‘Oops, think the living room light just broke.’” 

SloopyDoops answered, “Growing up it’d be like the kitchen 
light would randomly go off and the dining room light would 
go on, they’d gradually move from the living room to the 
dining room and then the living room light would turn off. 

 
22 Source: Fisch-chips, “Okay Reddit, what was the most embarrassing 
thing that’s ever happened to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 January 
2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y2pkzerq>. 
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Then he’d get them to move to the entry way, then say bye. 
So I guess four lights, sometimes more if they were in the 
basement. My parents had a bigger house. I feel you, though. 
Where I live now is a two-room apartment, so if I tried to 
moth someone it wouldn’t come across as passive-
aggressive, it’d just be aggressive-aggressive.” 

2) CanalAnswer wrote, “This has been fun. Will you forgive 
me if I draw matters to a close? We all have to be 
somewhere, and I’m beginning to worry about the time.” 

3) RamsesThePidgeon wrote: 

“One of my oldest friends is a sort of self-styled party-
planner, and he frequently invites large crowds of people 
over for various events … or rather, he used to, back before 
the world started coughing itself to death. Still, he really goes 
(or went) all out for these gatherings, often cooking 
enormous feasts for all of the guests. 

“Anyway, having organized dozens upon dozens of get-
togethers at his house, this fine gentleman has developed a 
foolproof method of politely, gently, and compassionately 
bringing evenings to a close: 

“‘All right, everyone get out!’ he shouts. ‘I’m tired, I want 
to go to bed, and you all need to leave!’ 

“Folks will start saying their goodbyes at that point, and 
making their first motions toward the door. 

“‘No, no, go! Go on, get out!’ this etiquette-focused host will 
yell. ‘I’m going to take my pants off in five minutes. If 
you’re not staying for sex, you’re not staying at all! No, I 
don’t need help cleaning! Go! Call an Uber! I don’t care!’ 

“This has happened often enough that it’s actually a beloved 
part of every such gathering. 
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“It’s sad, really: You just don’t see old-fashioned politeness 
like that anymore.” 

4) InternetKidsAreMean wrote: 

“Define ‘unwanted guests.’" 

“If they’re friends / buddies whom I want to leave, I just say 
something like, ‘Thank you all for the company. Now get the 
fuck out.’ 

“If I don’t know these people or don’t want them in my 
home, then they’re not coming into my home to begin with, 
so I guess that’s a non-issue.”23 

24. “Redditors Who Have Met A Famous Person, How 
Well Did They Stack Up To Their Online Image Or Your 
Preconceived Notions About Them?” 

1) ounkwalrus wrote: 

“I work in the industry (conventions), so I have met my 
share. It’s a job like everything else. It’s hard. I find people 
who play arrogant jerks in media tend more to be like that in 
real life, but I don’t know how much of it is being ‘on,’ when 
I see them, if that makes sense. On the whole, I’d say 70% 
are graceful professionals, 20% are divas, and 10% are jerks. 
There are some surprises. Some are only jerks to a certain 
type, like they are better with women than they are with kids 
or men, and some love kids to pieces. Sometimes you can 
get a celebrity on a bad day, even if normally they are nice. 
Some are nice ‘because my agent says I have to be nice.’ 
Some don’t know what nice is. But most are so amazing and 
down to earth, you can’t get enough of them. 

 
23 Source: ShirleyJBibler, “What’s the greatest way to make unwanted 
guests leave?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 January 2021 
\https://tinyurl.com/y3rs6rds>. 
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“You have to fit the mold, too. Like if you invite Kari Byron 
to Drag Con, you might have a bad time (or not, I don’t know 
her personally, maybe she loves Ru Paul). 

“So after a while, you kind of know by watching, ‘Oh, yeah, 
he’s likely a potential problem at a con,’ or ‘She looks FUN! 
Who represents her? I bet she’s amazing to her fans. Get Ben 
to see if they can get her to his show.’ Sadly, most of the 
time I speak to them, it’s for business reasons, so I get a rose-
colored view. They are just regular people, otherwise. 

“OMG, the best, though, is when they gush over each other. 
LIKE ‘You like ME?? YOU inspired me to write! Omg … 
I’m gonna faint!’ Stuff like that.” 

2) Bout3Fidy wrote, “Met Patrick Stewart, I had a bit of a 
fan-boy moment and he was actually really cool about it. 
Nice guy.” 

3) Cyanide_Revolver wrote: 

“Met Frank Iero after one of his shows and he was super 
nice; he actually came outside to say hi because he saw me 
and my then-girlfriend talking to his drummer. 

“James Norton was also really nice. He always thanked the 
crew for the day and said goodbye to everyone and when I 
got him and a bunch of others into a bar he made sure to 
thank me. He also made an effort to chat to me on the walk 
over to the bar and made sure I knew he appreciated the 
gesture.” 

4) cvaninvan wrwote, “Met Tim Meadows in a comedy club. 
Seemed like a chill, down-to-earth guy before I met him. 
Seemed more like one after chatting with a couple nobodies 
in a comedy club after he did a set of some new material. He 
was laughing at the joke he botched and just letting us know 
that we all do it, at every level … good dude.” 
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5) AMJ68 wrote, “Stephen King — and he dispelled the 
myth of ‘never meet your idols.’ He was super cool and laid 
back, a joy.”24 

25. “Dentists Of Reddit, Why Do You Talk To Your 
Clients When They Obviously Cannot Respond?” 

fiddlejoy wrote, “Dentist here: We talk to our clients 1) to let 
them know we don’t know think they’re pieces of furniture 
or inanimate objects we’re working on, 2) if they’re on gas, 
to check the level of sedation, 3) to pass the time for all of 
us, and 4) to distract them from the procedure. At the start of 
every visit, I tell my patients to raise their left hand if they 
have anything they want to communicate so they don’t 
accidentally knock over instruments or disrupt what I’m 
doing by raising their right hand. If I expect a long answer 
or see the patient wants to communicate more than yes or no, 
I tell them to ‘hold that thought’ and then I take the mouth 
prop and suction out so they can elaborate. We can 
understand quite a bit of garbled speech and body language 
actually.” 

Resejin commented, “Want to say… when I was 16 and a 
dentist was knuckles deep in my mouth and he asked me 
what I was planning on going to college for, I thought he was 
egging me on like he knows I can’t talk, so damnit .I’m 
gonna answer and show him. ‘Wew I hon no, wa hinkin ah-
oo heh-a-sin uhh aybe veh-er-ah-ary or hu-wah heh-a-sin, 
nah huaa’ … and of course without pause he’s responding, 
‘Doctors make more than vets for sure, but you should 
definitely go for whichever one you’re more passionate 
about, because they’re both a lot of work.’ Ever since then 

 
24 Source: DimCandle08, “Redditors who have met a met a famous 
person, how well did they stack up to their online image or your 
preconceived notions about them?” AskReddit. 12 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6st5wbl>. 
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I’ve wondered if there’s some class that dentists take to learn 
this form of communication, because I sure as hell thought I 
was gonna stump him with my response.” 

anakalia256 commented, “Dental assistant here. You’d be 
surprised how quickly we pick up that secret language. No 
class or anything, just experience. If we don’t understand or 
have a super important question that pertains to your health, 
we’ll pause whatever we’re doing. Otherwise, we usually 
chat because it lets you know that we’re interested in you as 
more than a mouth, trying to distract you if you seem 
anxious, and if you’re on N2O or Halcyon or whatever, then 
we’re checking to make sure you’re responsive and how 
deeply you’re sedated. To be honest, sometimes we’re just 
filling the silence. The sound of buzzing tools can become a 
bit monotonous sometimes.”25 

26. “Have You Ever Been Treated Differently In A Store 
Because Of What You Were Wearing?” 

1) cyainanotherlifebro wrote, “I find it very hypocritical that 
masks are now required to be worn in banks, but when I did 
it in 2017, it’s all, ‘Oh, please, no. I have kids! Blah blah 
blah.’” 

2) RooR_ wrote: 

“Not me, but my dad has. 

“He is a chauffeur, so he has a very nice luxury car. 

“He went into Audi to look at a new car, probably in the 
£70,000 to £100,000 range. They wouldn’t talk to him 

 
25 Source: SnowyCDN, “Dentists of reddit, why do you talk to your 
clients when they obviously cannot respond?” Reddit. Askreddit. 28 
January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y4b8qcqd>. 
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because he was wearing tracksuit bottoms and didn’t look 
like he had the money to spend. 

“He has since refused to return to that Audi dealership and 
instead drives 30 miles to a separate one.” 

3) Cravatfiend wrote: 

“Of course. When I was a teenager I went to a prestigious 
private school but my casual clothes were vaguely 
alternative / gothy. 

“At a store in my goth clothes? Store detectives followed me 
everywhere. 

“Same store in my private school uniform? Salespeople 
falling over themselves to help / show me high-end items.” 

4) nayersman wrote, “I was wearing a shirt that said, ‘Born 
to be a Vet,’ and the cashier thanked me for my service. They 
were a bit disappointed when I pointed out that the image on 
the shirt had a massive paw print and that I am a 
veterinarian.” 

CarpeCyprinidae commented: 

“Here in the UK, ‘vet’ only means Veterinary surgeon … as 
a kid it was confusing to watch films where people mention 
being ‘Vietnam vets’ — I thought it was commendable that 
the US army took so much care of the animals injured in the 
war. 

“‘Veterans’ are sometimes known as ‘veterans,’ but never 
by an abbreviation. More often, they are called ‘ex-soldier’ 
or ‘former serviceman / servicewoman.’” 

5) eieuxezyk wrote, “I had an extremely dirty job once and I 
had to come into a convenience store. I was dirty from head 
to toe with ragged clothes on. As I was walking in, the 
cashier immediately told me in a loud voice to leave the store 
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in front of the patrons. Everyone grew silent. I was very 
thirsty and just wanted a soda, but I didn’t say anything. 
Probably there had been homeless people around there 
giving him problems. Still, I was a bit upset. As I turned to 
leave, a very pretty, well-dressed young couple were coming 
into the store. I said to them, ‘Can I sleep in your garage 
tonight?’” 

6) K1rkl4nd wrote, “I’m a district manager for a pop 
company. I filled in for a salesman and had a good talk with 
a store manager while going over the order with her while 
dressed in business casual. Show up two days later doing a 
drive along with the route driver (dressed in work clothes 
and wearing a hat) and she completely went off about, ‘I 
don’t know why that idiot sent this in. We’re not putting that 
display up.’ I told the driver to load up the order and put it 
back on the truck. She started saying, ‘No, no. I just don’t 
want these extra items, but I do need all this Dr Pepper.’ I 
told her she could get a delivery next week. ‘I’m calling your 
manager.’ She dials and my phone rings. I took my hat off 
and answered, ‘I did your order two days ago, and you 
agreed to this display. Now you’re being unprofessional, so 
see you next week.’ She complained to her district manager 
that I swore at her and caused a scene. All the employees 
(and store cameras) disagreed. She wasn’t the manager much 
longer.” 

7) zuzuplant wrote, “I went into the beauty section of a mall 
in the city to buy my best friend a perfume for her birthday. 
I had come directly from volunteering at my university’s 
orientation week, and we’d been doing an ‘amazing race’ 
activity, so I was in my sports gear, hair disheveled, 
somewhat shiny from the sweat. Anyway, I knew exactly 
what I wanted to buy, but every salesperson ignored me. 
They literally pretended like I didn’t even exist. I stood 
around looking stupid for a while before leaving in a huff.” 
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8) ThorsHammer0999 wrote, “I was coming off a late shift, 
has to be around 15 years ago now, and wanted to grab 
something quick from the store for dinner so I wouldn’t have 
to cook something real after a long work day. It was January 
and for Christmas some relative had gifted me a London 
Fog-brand insulated trench coat and I was wearing it that day 
as I went into the store. I was looking at frozen pizza and 
wondering if I should just grab some mac and cheese when 
I realize a man in a suit is standing right behind me. I turn 
and look at him and he walks off toward some hotdogs on 
the other end of the aisle. I walk over a couple aisles and am 
looking at some canned ravioli when I realize the suited man 
has followed me. I grabbed something for a quick dinner. I 
can’t remember what I ended up getting, but he followed me 
all the way through the store and then disappeared into the 
manager’s office when I was at the checkout. The thing is, I 
had gone into the store a few times before for something 
quick after a long late shift and never had any issues before. 
I put on a trench coat, though, and I’m a thief who needs 
followed.”26 

27. “If Historical Figures Actually Did Roll In Their 
Graves, Which Grave Would Generate The Most Power 
If Hooked Up To A Generator?” 

1) DangerousJefe wrote, “Isaac Wilson, founding father of 
my hometown: Middlesbrough, UK. He was a teetotaler and 
proponent of alcohol prohibition. Today he is remembered 
only because there is a pub in town named after him.” 

ineedapostrophes commented, “These days, Middlesbrough 
is like a living breathing advert for alcohol prohibition in 
itself. In Saltaire, near Bradford, there’s a bar called ‘Don’t 

 
26 Source: info_cellar, “Have you ever been treated differently in a 
store because of what you were wearing?” Reddit. AskReddit. 29 
January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y3guajh5>. 
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Tell Titus’ because the village was created by Titus Salt for 
his mill workers, and he strictly banned ‘beershops’ there.” 

Hellasummit commented, “English pub names are the 
absolute best.” 

2) ZeusWasABadSon wrote, “It might be Schrodinger. Or 
maybe not.” 

Almento5010 commented, “This comment would make him 
roll even faster as he hated this interpretation of his works.” 

Draivun wrote, “Which is why he was picked in the first 
place. Or not.”27 

28. “What Teacher / Professor Would You Like To Give 
A Huge ‘Fuck You’ To And Why?” 

Boring-Opportunity81 wrote, “Our guidance counselor who, 
when I said I’d like to be a nurse, replied: ‘Oh, hunny, you 
need to be smart to be a nurse.’ 

“Yep. That’s our guidance counselor.” 

MyOwnGuitarHero commented, “I told my guidance 
counselor what college I wanted to go to and she said, “Oh, 
sweetie, that’s gonna be a reach for you. Why don’t you pick 
something a little more ‘realistic.’” When I got accepted to 
that school, I made a copy of my acceptance letter, put it on 
her desk and walked out without saying a word. BOOM, 
bitch!” 

RedBlack1978 commented: 

 
27 Source: RoyTheRobot, “If historical figures actually did roll in their 
graves, which grave would generate the most power if hooked up to a 
generator?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyt5oqjs>. 
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“This is the absolute best way to get back at someone who 
doesn’t believe in you. Push forward and succeed; show 
them they were wrong. Or you can also just carry on with 
your life, still succeed, and forget they even existed. 

“There’s a reason that the windshield is a lot larger than the 
rear-view mirror: Where you’re headed is more important 
than where you’ve been.” 

Deadlifts_n_Riffs commented, “I had an algebra teacher 
who called on me, and when I gave the wrong answer, 
responded with, ‘You should get used to saying, Would you 
like fries with that?’”28 

29. “What Was The Scariest Moment You And A Friend 
Had?” 

1) indara_th wrote: 

“We went to the cinema to watch a movie. It was almost 
midnight when it finished. Walking back home, we decided 
to take a short cut through a wooded area, and we run into 
some man in his 60s who looked like he had blood on his 
face and hands. We thought we just walked into a murder 
scene and he had just murdered someone and was now going 
to kill us for seeing him. 

“We ran. Called the police when we got to what we deemed 
a safe distance. Police shows up and are talking to us and this 
old man comes walking towards us, yelling questions about 
why we were running. We freaked out again and screamed 
at the police to shoot him or he’ll kill us. 

 
28 Source: cabbagelord3000, “What teacher/professor would you like to 
give a huge ‘fuck you’ to and why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 January 
2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y6y3ymob>. 
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“They didn’t shoot him. What the ‘blood’ was, was him 
having picked blueberries and then he had touched his face 
without cleaning his hands. I thought I was going to be 
murdered that night.” 

2) SPACECAT223, a woman, wrote: 

“One time my homie and I were walking at night and a guy 
in a truck tried to kidnap us. 

“Now check this, I’m 5’11 and a good solid 200 pounds and 
I body build. Why the fuck would he try to snatch me? Who 
fucking knows. 

“My friend ain’t small either, so we were ready to kick this 
cunt’s ass. He changed his mind and sped off.”29 

30. “What’s The Most Adorable Thing You’ve Ever Seen 
In Your Life?” 

1) StevieHeebieJeebie wrote: 

“Walking down a street while living in China, I was 
inadvertently following a grandmother and her young 
(maybe five years old or so) granddaughter. I had no idea 
what they were saying, but every time the grandmother said 
something, the little girl would shriek with laughter. 

“Or another time, there was a little boy with a toy gun, 
pretending to shoot passers-by while his mom was chatting 
with someone. I was walking towards them, and when he got 
to me in his imaginary murder spree, I clutched my chest and 
acted like I was hit. He fucking loved it.” 

 
29 Source: amoco162, “What was the scariest moment you and a friend 
had?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4mu287r>. 
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cfheirais commented, “The first one reminds me of when I 
was walking down Kawaramachi in Kyoto, and a dad had 
his three-year-old daughter sitting on his shoulders. She kept 
flopping herself upside down against his back and shrieking 
with laughter while passersby tried to grab her in fear that 
she would fall while Dad got more and more frustrated. And 
yet the second she was upright, she’d flip herself upside 
down against his back again.” 

FulaniLovinCriminal wrote: 

“When my daughter was newly born, my son was two and a 
half. My wife had to have surgery for complications during 
birth, so she wasn’t able to look after the baby for nearly a 
week, meaning I had to be at the hospital most of the time. 
I could tell my son was getting a little jealous of all the time 
we were spending with his sister, so as a treat I took him up 
to London on the train to see his favourite — dinosaurs! — 
at the Natural History Museum. 

“As we were going on the train, I didn’t bother taking the 
buggy (my wife went wide-eyed when I told her, after the 
fact), so of course, I had to carry him quite a long way. His 
preferred option was on my shoulders. I was always 
clutching tight to at least one of his ankles, but he loved the 
game where he’d try to fall off, and I’d catch him. I work out 
quite a bit on my arms — mainly so I can catch my breath 
after cardio — so I could quite easily dangle him by his legs, 
and pull him back up onto my shoulders as he was quite 
small, even for a toddler. 

“The reactions of passersby ranged from horror, to help, to 
fear, to anger at me when it was clear I was enjoying it as 
much as him. One older lady told me I was ‘being reckless.’ 
Fuck off, you old bat, he’s not scared, I’ve never dropped 
him. Still never have — either of them. In fact, one of my 
son’s favourite things these days is for me to grab him by the 
ankles and yeet him into the sea. It did get me into trouble 
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with his kindergarten teacher, though, after they did a ‘What 
did you do at the weekend?’ thing and he said, ‘My daddy 
threw me into the sea.’ 

“Anyway, as we were heading back to the tube station, a 
middle-aged lady saw us messing around at the ticket barrier, 
then me hoiking him up onto my shoulders again, and came 
over to talk to us. I was prepared for a full-on Karen rant, but 
she said, ‘That is one of the most adorable things I’ve ever 
seen. My husband used to do that with our kids, and I 
remember how much they loved it.’” 

2) pasher71 wrote, “A tiny baby squirrel trying to carry a Big 
Mac box up a tree. It was the funniest and most adorable 
thing I have ever seen.” 

Frankyvander commented, “So that’s where my burger 
went.” 

3) kayday0 wrote, “Well-behaved French toddlers speaking 
cute French to their beautiful parents.” 

4) Sungami00 wrote, “My brand-new rabbit jumping up 
onto the couch to snuggle up with the cat who then 
proceeded to clean his ears. Happened just now.” 

5) smithshelbyk wrote, “I recently adopted a pair of kittens 
who are brothers and have bonded. They do literally 
everything together. They frequently cuddle in the same 
spot, and if there’s not enough room, one will just lie on top 
of the other one, and they often throw their little arms around 
one another. They groom each other frequently and lick each 
other’s little heads, and if one of them loses track of the 
other, he will start to cry until he finds him. I’m a lucky cat 
mom.” 

6) forever_useless wrote, “My four-year-old neighbor 
picking dandelions to give to my pregnant dog … as a way 
to say congratulations.” 
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7) TX_Frets wrote, “We ordered pizza for dinner on the third 
day of owning our new kitten. I stepped away to grab a drink 
and when I got back, my slice of pizza was missing. I look 
down and he’s scooting backwards, dragging a slice of pizza 
across the living room. The slice of pizza was literally larger 
than he was!” 

8) NeedsMoreTuna wrote, “My baby was so chunky and 
cute, and every morning she’d wake up in the BEST friggin’ 
mood. (She’s 2.5 now, hence the past tense.)” 

MamaOnica commented, “She’ll be adorable now when she 
hits her threenager stage.” 

kimbermall commented, “Ha, you guys are funny. I’m on my 
second teenager.” 

MamaOnica replied, “I’ll have one soon. Would you like a 
third?” 

kimbermall answered, “HARD pass.” 

9) PM_ME_CAT_POOCHES wrote, “I’m sure this was 
only cute to me because I don’t have kids, but I was working 
in a grocery store and this mom was looking at stuff on the 
shelves with her baby in the cart. Every time Mom would 
look away, the baby would grab something from the cart and 
drop it on the floor. Mom got all the way down the aisle 
before she caught him doing it, and she had to go back and 
pick up the trail of dropped items he left.” 

10) Briches wrote: 

“My goddaughter (two years old) turning around to look at 
me and yelling, ‘I love you. You’re cute!’ and then turning 
around to keep playing with her toys. <3 

“My wife and I have been trying to conceive for eight to 10 
years now and have almost come to terms with our childless 
life, so we’re living vicariously through others’ children.” 
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11) Angangseh_ wrote: 

“You have to know I am not a big fan of kids, but somehow 
still ended up working with street kids in India for a month. 
Precisely, I was at a school in one of the poorest areas in 
New Delhi and helped them learn math and basic English. 
One of the kids seemed to see an older brother in me and 
every time I gave him attention, his face completely lit up. 

“He wanted to teach me his name in Hindi and I wrote the 
signs on my wrist. When he saw it, he exploded with pride 
that I ‘tattooed’ his name onto my skin. You are damn right 
if you think I renewed it for the rest of my time there every 
time it washed out. 

“Didn’t think he could top that, but when it was time for me 
to leave, he completely killed it. You are not supposed to 
have favorites, but you can already guess he was mine. On 
the last day, we left some extra supplies for the school we 
bought and I took him where other kids couldn’t see us to 
hand him a big bag of sweets. It’s a luxury these kids can 
never afford. I told him he should keep it a secret and it’s 
just for him. The second I closed my mouth, he ran to share 
with all the other kids. Never had to pull myself together this 
hard in my entire life. 

“You have to know the kids normally acted pretty jealous, 
hence the no-favourite thing. If they saw someone getting 
something, they had to get it, too. Understandable since a lot 
of them didn’t even have parents or a home, being lucky 
getting two meals at that school. But this kid didn’t even 
hesitate the split of a second.” 

12) QuietPlum wrote, “Once I was walking with my buddy, 
and we were headed towards an elevator. The people on the 
elevator were not going to hold it for us, so the doors started 
to close. My buddy takes his empty Gatorade bottle and 
tosses it at the elevator. It sticks perfectly between the two 
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doors, so they pause and then open right back up. We then 
stroll on the elevator like nothing special happened. To this 
day, one of the most amazing things I have witnessed.” 

13) RonSwansonsOldMan wrote, “When my son and 
daughter (two years apart) were little, they were together 
every single day of their young lives. When my daughter 
started kindergarten, it was the first day they were ever 
separated. My son complained all day long of a severe 
stomachache. We tried everything we could think of to make 
him feel better with no success. When my daughter returned 
home from school, he was instantly ‘healed.’ It never 
dawned on us that he was suffering from separation anxiety.” 

14) qbnaith wrote, “I was working at an event in my local 
park — big family-day-out sort of thing. And a tiny boy 
accidentally let go of his balloon and it flew away, which is 
of course the most tragic thing to ever happen to a child, but 
before he could even think about crying, his big sister came 
over and gave him her balloon. Absolutely warmed my 
heart.” 

15) EggplantMoist4933 wrote, “Every day I get home my 
dog is so excited. It’s the greatest day of her life every time 
I open the door.” 

16) DimpleKitty wrote, “My two moms dancing at their 
wedding.30 

31. “What’s Your Unfair Advantage In Life?” 

warpus wrote: 

“I’m a Slav, and it’s very easy for me to squat. 

 
30 Source: Wolpipop, “What’s the most adorable thing you’ve ever seen 
in your life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2021 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2t8bjn8>. 
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“When I was in Nepal on a trip, one day we ran into a place 
that had only squat-style toilets. My Anglo-Saxon hiking 
companions were complaining about those toilets for the rest 
of the day. I didn’t have to go that time, so I did not get to 
experience the squat toilets yet. 

“The next time we came across a place with squat-only 
toilets, the complaints began. I had to go, so I walked into 
the bathroom expecting the worst. I pulled down my pants 
and squatted down … and did the deed. 

“And … it was super easy. In fact, it was kind of nice and 
felt just … natural. Then it hit me. My ancestors had been 
preparing me for this exact moment. I was born for this. My 
muscular Slav thigh muscles and unique bone structure 
lowered me down like a grandmother might lower a baby 
into a crib — gently, carefully, and full of smiles. 

“I walked out of that bathroom knowing who I was. I was a 
Slav. And I can shit wherever I want.”31 

32. “What Was The Best Thing The ‘Quiet Kid’ Has Said 
Or Done In Class?” 

1) Klown1327 wrote: 

“There was this kid, not really the ‘quiet kid,’ but he was 
kinda nerdy and was generally viewed as being a ‘straight’ 
kid, no trouble or anything, always got good grades, etc. I 
don’t think I ever even heard him cuss. Not even say ‘hell’ 
or ‘damn.’ 

“One day we were goofing around in rehearsal (we were in 
a play together at a time), and one of the other guys said 
something stupid like, ‘My dick is a half inch … from the 

 
31 Source: Aiirene, “What’s your unfair advantage in life?” reddit. 
AskReddit. 31 January 2021 <https://tinyurl.com/y4ntk6jv>. 
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ground.’ The other kid jumped in without missing a beat, 
‘Yeah, if you’re lying face down.’ Caught EVERYONE off 
guard. We told the first guy to just leave the room because 
he would never recover from THAT burn coming from 
THAT guy.” 

2) Loozka wrote: 

“Seventh grade, Germany. Kid moved from Russia to 
Germany and ended up in my class. He didn’t speak German 
at all, zero. That dude was HUGE for a kid in seventh grade 
and the moment I saw him I thought, ‘Ain’t no way I’ll fuck 
with that guy … ever.’ But kids are ruthless, you know. So 
it turns out he had a bad stutter and some kids decided to 
make fun of him, being protected by the fact that he had no 
clue what they were saying. Of course, he still got the basic 
gist of what was going on and to my surprise … he just dealt 
with it. 

“But that one time the teacher asked him something and as 
he tried his utter best to answer, one kid started laughing out 
loud and I could feel something snap in the Russian kid. Now 
I expected to witness some quality Russian bitchslaps about 
to start flying towards that bully, but no, he ate it up, excused 
himself and went to the bathroom. Queue one minute later 
and we hear him yelling at the top of his lungs. Another 
minute later he comes back to class, sits down, and just has 
this look on his face that says: ‘All right, continue.’ 

“This guy was big enough to take that bully and throw him 
around like a five-year-old throws around her Barbie dolls, 
yet he decided to scream off his anger and frustration in the 
bathroom. I respected that a lot and decided to befriend him. 
Without a doubt one of the purest souls I’ve ever met in my 
entire life.” 

3) MadLintElf wrote: 
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“One guy never really interacted with people; he participated 
in class and got great grades, but he didn’t really click with 
anyone. 

“This was my first year of high school, we were eating lunch 
in the cafeteria, and some people started yelling for help. 
That guy was sitting next to me one second, jumping over 
three tables the next. He grabbed a girl from behind and 
performed the Heimlich maneuver on her and dislodged 
some food from her throat. 

“Four hundred students became really silent, the girl started 
coughing, the teachers arrived, we all heard her say, ‘I’m 
okay,’ and everyone cheered. 

“Guy just walked back to the table and ate the rest of his 
lunch and tried to go on with a normal day. Best part was he 
didn’t want to be thanked; he just wanted to be left alone and 
we understood.” 

firey-redhead commented, “During my first-aid class, the 
one thing that really stood out to me was when the instructor 
said that some people are doers and others freeze up. It’s 
completely natural to freeze up during a moment of crisis, 
but there are others out there who just spring into action and 
get things done. I always wondered what I was until I pulled 
into a fast-food joint and a guy was having a seizure and 
choking on his food at the same time while his girlfriend 
screamed for help. I’ve never moved out of my car so fast in 
my life to help him. Nor did I want any thanks for it. I was 
just happy I managed to help someone and had answered my 
own question that without a doubt, I was a doer. Now 
whenever I see something, I go in and help where I can but 
I also know when there are too many already doing the job 
and to just step back and let them get it done while watching 
and ensuring they are ok and don’t need a break. (Chest 
compressions are a big one where first-aiders can get 
fatigued and will swap out.)” 
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4) missluah wrote, “OH, MAN! I have a great one. In 
seventh grade there was this girl in my class, very quiet, very 
nerdy, frizzy hair, glasses, unfashionable clothes, the whole 
deal. Because kids who are cool in middle school are 
assholes, a few boys started doing that whole fake ask-out 
thing. They’d tease her in class, ask her to go on a date, make 
kissy faces, etc. I told them to knock it off a few times and 
so did some others, but I was a target at the time, too, so it 
wasn’t much help. She mostly ignored them for a while, very 
much just trying to read her book and tune them out. Until 
one day while we’re waiting for class to start and this one 
dude is really laying it on thick and I guess she’d just had 
enough. She calmly stood up, looked him in the eye, picked 
up her desk and THREW IT. It didn’t hit him or anyone or 
do any damage to the classroom or the desk. But it scared 
the SHIT out of those boys and they never bothered her 
again.” 

charlie2135 commented, “In grade school I was telling my 
friend I could kick the bully’s ass and so my friend 
proceeded to tell him. As I was backing away from the bully 
trying to avoid getting my butt kicked, he swung at me, I 
ducked, and he hit the basketball pole. My friend was in 
awe.” 

5) SuaveTigger19 wrote: 

“In middle school there was a kid with autism. Super quiet 
and almost never made a noise beyond a whisper, but super 
sweet kid if you got to know him. 

“Anyway we never realized until seventh grade that this boy 
had the strength of a fucking titan. Field day, seventh grade. 
All the boys decide to do an arm-wrestling contest. The 
biggest boys were obviously at the top. The quiet kid was off 
playing one of the games with some girls. He comes back, 
sees what we’re doing, sits down and just rips through 
everyone. Just fucking BAM, BAM, BAM. All the way to 
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the top. He was giggling the entire time, too. Obviously, we 
were all amazed and so we wanted to see just how strong he 
is. So we went to do the tug of war. When I tell you he 
yoinked all of us, I am not joking. We realized that day 
whose balls had dropped the furthest over the summer.” 

6) Master_Shoehorn wrote, “We were dancing during the 
gym class to a song from High School Musical, and he stood 
at the very front and did the entire dance and not the first 15 
seconds that we were supposed to do. We stood still and 
watched him go. After the song had finished, he turned 
around and went completely red, with everyone else staring 
at him. Somehow he knew the entire dance, did it really well, 
and totally missed that he was not supposed to do all of it.” 

7) Kaveman_Skong wrote: 

“The quiet, very smart kid in my science class (25 years ago) 
never really said much, got good grades, tried to keep his 
head down so as not to get picked on for being the nerd. One 
day he corrected the teacher on some chemistry point. I don’t 
even remember what it was. The teacher says, "Young man, 
I have forgotten more about chemistry than you currently 
know." 

“The quiet kid said, ‘Well, at least now we have identified 
the problem.’ 

“Whatever the teacher said after that was lost in the uproar.” 

BassWingerC-137 commented: 

“My 10th grade Algebra II teacher poked fun at the entire 
class, ‘Really? None of you can do this? My 10-year old-can 
do this.’  

“To which I replied, ‘Maybe he has a better teacher.’ 
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“That cost my siblings in later years with her.”32 

33. “If Every Gift Has A Passive-Aggressive Meaning, 
Like A Deodorant Meaning That You Smell Bad Or 
Cleaning Equipment Means Your Home Is Disgusting. 
What Does The Latest Gift You Received Mean?” 

KaOsGomanos wrote, “My gift wasn’t even a concealed 
passive-aggressive message. My parents bought me a 
controllable toy car for my 18th birthday because I failed my 
driving exam. It was my 18th birthday and I got a fucking 
toy to remind me of an exam I failed. My parents have a great 
fucking sense of humor.” 

Raffioso commented, “Lol. That’s also something my 
parents would do.”33 

34. “What Are Some Of Your Best ‘Mom Jokes’?” 

The original poster added, “Dads have ‘Dad Jokes,’ but 
Mom Jokes are just as awful and don’t get enough credit … 
tell us how you, or the other ladies in your life, make eyes 
roll.” 

Devnone wrote, “Whenever my boyfriend makes a 
sandwich, my dog comes from wherever she is in the house 
to watch him eat it and every time I say, as my dog, ‘Can’t 

 
32 Source: genogenili, “What was the best thing the ‘quiet kid’ has said 
or done in class?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 February 2021 
<https://cutt.ly/ckpE1HW>. 
33 Source: Lord_Snaps, “If every gift has a passive agressive meaning, 
like a deodorant meaning that you smell bad or cleaning equipment 
means your home is disgusting. What does the latest gift you recieved 
mean?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/UkscyZs>. 
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be late! I’ve got front-row tickets to the sandwich show!’ 
And it never gets old for me.”34 

35. “People Who Rarely Cry, Have You Ever Gotten In 
Trouble For Not Showing Emotion?” 

OldManWickett wrote: 

“Not exactly trouble, but it definitely has bitten me in the 
ass. 

“I used to work as a teller for a bank and one Friday, I came 
in about 20 minutes early for the late shift and the bank was 
being robbed. I hadn’t set up my station yet, but I was behind 
the line and I was addressed directly by the robber. 

“Generally, whenever a bank is robbed, it’s closed for the 
day and counselors come talk to use before they let you go 
home. Apparently, they determined that I was just fine and 
could work the rest of my shift. They called in another 
manager, and we ran the bank that day. Everyone else got to 
go home with pay. 

“Still makes me mad.”35 

36. “What Was The Worst Job Interview You’ve Had?” 

1) Consistent_Parsley wrote, “Showed up looking good in 
my suit with a ton of knowledge on Capital Partners. It 
turned out I had researched the wrong company named 
Capital Partners.” 

 
34 Source: tripslipdip, “What are some of your best ‘Mom Jokes’?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 2 February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/FksmdfM>. 
35 Source: DinosaurPajamass, “People who rarely cry, have you ever 
gotten in trouble for not showing emotion?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 
February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/EksQ0EL>. 
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TannedCroissant commented, “Could have been worse, 
dude; at least you didn’t get the wrong Four Seasons.” 

99thusername commented, “I did major research on a 
company and expected questions in the interview. The only 
one they asked was, ‘What is our slogan?’ Of course, I hadn’t 
memorised that. :( As I left I saw it was on the fucking giant 
sign outside.” 

2) harware5434 wrote, “Had an interview, went well. I was 
offered the job on the spot and accepted. The HR manager 
went to get the needed paperwork, came back 10 minutes 
later and said, ‘I must have forgot that we already filled this 
position. I’m sorry, but we don’t have an opening. I could 
call you if something opens back up.’ I said, ‘No, thank 
you.’” 

PropagandaPagoda commented: 

“Oh my god, this unlocked one I’d forgotten about. I left 
work on a long lunch to interview because they flat out 
refused to interview me at a time I was not at work. Sounds 
somewhat reasonable, but I had occasional weekdays off 
(two to four per month). There was also a convoluted process 
for ‘validating my parking,’ which I did. 

“I showed up a bit early, waited about 40 minutes for 
someone I was told definitely was in, and apparently she was 
just eating lunch or something because on my way back to 
work I got a call from her asking where I was. She tried to 
reschedule. Stressful enough the first time; I’m not going to 
jump through hoops if you don’t value me as a prospect 
enough to keep your own damn appointment.” 

3) Rhinosauron wrote: 

“Started as the worst, and ended as the best. The beginning 
started like this: ‘I’m so sorry to have to inform you of this, 
but we pulled the wrong resumé contact information; we 
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didn’t mean to call you in for an interview.’ Before leaving, 
the interviewer gave me a brief tour of the company grounds 
(because they felt so bad for wasting my time). They 
introduced me to the department head that I would have been 
working for (if that department was actually hiring). Had a 
great conversation and the department head was convinced 
that I would be an asset to them, and they hired me on the 
spot. 

“Edit: Just wanted to add (since this got way more attention 
than I thought) that I have been with this company for over 
eight years now, and they are an awesome bunch of people. 
It was a very unlucky / lucky day for me!”36 

37. “Parents Of Reddit, What Secret Do You Hope Your 
Kids Never Find Out?” 

1) Chasesrabbits wrote, “I really hope my toddler doesn’t 
figure out that the fast-food restaurant with the golden arches 
isn’t actually called ‘Old MacDonalds.’” 

ReindeerLoose756 commented, “My four-year old-calls it 
that, too! We all call it that now!” 

2) Apprehensive_Fall403 wrote: 

“My daughter is obsessed with ‘59’ as an age to do stuff. For 
example, ‘Mommy, ‘Can I be married when I’m 59?’ 

“Yes, child. You can do that when you’re 59. 

“I have no idea where 59 came from, but I do hope it’s a long 
time before she figures out that she doesn’t need to wait until 
59 to become an adult. She’s six right now.” 

 
36 Source: AntonK777, “What was the worst job interview you’ve 
had?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2021 <https://cutt.ly/1kdRahG>. 
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CellarDoor_86 commented, “That’s crazy … my six-year-
old is also all about the number 59! Everything is either 59 
or another larger number ending in 59 like 1,059. For us it’s 
more about how much of something there is than age related 
(like she would ask us for 59 jelly beans).” 

danar2 commented: 

“My four-year-old’s number is 72.  

“‘Can I buy a car when I am 72?’ 

“‘Can I have a BB gun? Only when I’m 72, right? 

“No idea where 72 came from either.” 

3) WhyNotKnotWhy wrote: 

“That his mom’s name isn’t ‘Boy.’ His going to find her in 
the morning and yelling, ‘Boooyyy?’ is the cutest shit ever. 

“His mom always goes, ‘A boooooyyyy,’ when she sees 
him, so he just started calling her ‘Boy.’”37 

38. “Twins Of Reddit: In What Ways Did You Take 
Advantage Of Having A Twin?” 

1) spudmagnet83 wrote: 

“I can unlock his phone with facial recognition and send 
stupid messages to other people from it. 

“Edit: We are 37.” 

RollaRova wrote, “Yeah, this is a flaw with the newest 
phone models. I can unlock my twin’s phone with my face, 

 
37 Source: Monny2986, “Parents of Reddit, what secret do you hope 
your kids never find out?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2021 
<https://cutt.ly/dkdD5bY>. 
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but before that I wouldn’t have been able with Touch ID. So 
is Touch ID better?” 

Zephyr5967 commented, “Touch ID is definitely better; 
however, even more secure than that is the good old 
traditional password.” 

metanola commented, “1 2 3 4 5? That’s the same 
combination I have on my luggage!” 

thomoz commented, “My nephew looks enough like his dad 
that Facebook software labels the boy’s pics with the dad’s 
name each and every time.” 

2) nasapeyton wrote, “My twin and I used to switch classes 
to take exams for each other in middle and high school. It 
was pretty fun, but we started to differ in looks as we got 
older, so it probably wouldn’t work anymore. Lol. Our 
voices still sound exactly the same, however, so we can often 
trick our parents on the phone and stuff like that. Also not 
trying to say we have telepathy, but when you spend literally 
every waking second of your life together, we can always 
kind of know what each other is thinking. It’s like we’ve 
developed our own language.” 

moistsaltyburger commented, “I dated a twin. They used to 
fuck with me on the phone, and the other would pretend to 
be my boyfriend. Their voices sounded exactly the same, so 
he would generally trick me for a few minutes. Got to the 
point where if I was on the phone with him and I knew his 
brother was there I would ask something only he would 
know so I know who I was talking to. In person it was very 
easy to tell them apart, though.” 

HI_Handbasket commented, “When I was a kid, there were 
twin sisters in the neighborhood, Meg and Peg. Each would 
say how much they disliked their sister, and didn’t like to 
hang around each other. Towards the end of the summer I 
asked their older brother where his sisters were. ‘Sisters? I 
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have only one sister: Margaret.’ She tricked me for an entire 
summer.” 

3) MostlyMillicent wrote, “I’m not a twin but have identical 
twins. One year, one of them got tired during a shopping trip 
for school clothes. She said to her sister, ‘Try this on. I want 
to see how it looks on me.’” 

BurrSugar commented: 

“My sister and I do this. We’re not twins, but we’re close in 
age and look fairly similar. We’ve also reached several 
milestones at the same times. 

“A short list: 

“We both adopted black cats, without intention of adopting 
black cats, a week apart from each other. 

“We both had eye appointments and chose identically-
shaped glasses within days of each other. 

“We got engaged to our now-spouses eight days apart from 
each other (and our Significant Others did not communicate 
this with each other), and we started dating our spouses only 
about two months apart from each other. 

“We lost our virginities on the same day. 

“We usually have mood swings the same days, and will call 
each other in tears, not knowing the other was crying, too. 

“On top of all that, we live 1,000 miles apart from each other, 
and see the other in person only two times yearly, so there’s 
another connection that isn’t just spending time together.” 

bywolf1 replied, “Whoa whoa whoa, you kinda buried the 
lead on this one. You lost your virginities on the same day?” 

BurrSugar replied, “We did! We were still teenagers and 
sharing a room. I knew what my plans were for that day, and 
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while I didn’t tell her, I asked her if she could go to her 
boyfriend’s house that day instead of having him over. My 
boyfriend and I did our thing, and when my sister came 
home, she told me she had just lost her virginity. I was 
stunned.” 

MrsSalmalin commented: 

“This is tangentially related and I want to tell the story 
because it is so sweet. :) 

“I am VERY single and have been most of the time. I also 
feel like I’ve (understandably) grown apart from my parents 
due to age and distance. Sometimes I think to myself that my 
parents barely know who the CURRENT ME is. 

“But one time my mum was out shopping and saw this 
wedding dress and sent me a picture captioned, ‘This is so 
you!’ And I burst into tears immediately because she was 
SPOT ON. She and I had never talked about dresses and my 
style and I had never pointed my style out to her … but she 
KNEW I would want a tea-length lacy cream wedding dress, 
with delicate lace on the sleeves. 

“It was just so wild and unexpected to me, but it shouldn’t 
have been. My parents DO know me. They may not know 
my current hobbies or what TV show I’m watching, but they 
know who I AM. :)” 

4) SecretAgentMan_007 WROTE, “My dad is friends with 
identical twins and he told me this funny story. He was with 
them at an open house for their aero club (my dad and the 
two twins are all pilots and were supporting the event). 
Someone was really curious and asked the twins if there was 
any truth to the stories about twin telepathy (where twins 
have some sort of psychic connection). They were both quiet 
for a few moments, and it started to get uncomfortable. The 
man looked a little embarrassed and said something along 
the lines that he was just curious and it was a silly question. 
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One of the twins looked him in the eyes and said, ‘Oh, it’s 
not a problem; we were just discussing how we were going 
to answer.’ There was a moment of confusion on the man’s 
face and the twins busted out laughing saying they had been 
waiting for an opportunity to try that joke out.”38 

39. “Forget Cringe. What Are Some Great Memories 
From Middle School?” 

1) equinecm wrote, “One of my favorite memories from 
eighth grade is when a friend of mine showed me that, for 
some reason, our Chromebooks (yes, I’m that young) had a 
little LED light on the back that could light up in red, yellow, 
or blue. We thought this was the coolest thing ever, but then 
it got even better. I downloaded an app on the Chromebook 
called Dellrave, which could light up the LED light in not 
three but seven colors AND play them in any pattern you 
wanted. So we both set ours to alternate between all seven 
colors at the fastest speed possible. It looked like some sort 
of nightclub strobe thing, but the light was so small the 
teachers never noticed. Soon enough the entire school was 
doing it, too. Every time we got out computers, the Dellrave 
disco started. Wow, that was fun.” 

Trash_Golem commented, “I worked Information 
Technology at a school district for several years, and you just 
made me smile. Teachers sometimes felt sorry for me having 
to undo weird stuff kids would do (some of which WAS 
legitimately bad), but discovering things like this always 
amused me more than anything else.” 

 
38 Source: OnidaKYGel, “Twins of reddit: In what ways did you take 
advantage of having a twin?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 February 2021 
<https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lbnc6y/twins_of_redd
it_in_what_ways_did_you_take/>. 
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2) desolateconstruct wrote, “For a kid who had acne, and 
wasn’t popular by any means, I got invited to a popular girl’s 
birthday party and made out with a girl there. It was a nice 
confidence boost.” 

3) askreddithoe wrote, “Art class was legit. I miss how 
hilarious and interesting every day was. Adults are much 
more boring.” 

Argentum1909 commented, “My art teacher once threw a 
Frisbee at me. She also gave me this really high-quality 
pencil from some Tennessee art thing, I used that thing up 
until sophomore year, and I got that pencil in seventh grade.” 

4) RosesfortheSOUL wrote, “A boy I liked sat next to me for 
a project and whispered in my ear, ‘Hi, RosesfortheSOUL, 
I’m gl—’ Before he could finish, my nose started bleeding 
because he smelled good, knew my name, and actually 
whispered in my ear. Best day ever.” 

5) International-Eye676 wrote, “My orchestra class. 
Everyone there was so positive and nice, and we just had a 
lot of fun together.” 

tellgreesko commented, “We had a kid who would hide 
inside a bass case all class. Eventually the teacher would see 
his cowboy boots sticking out the bottom and kick him out. 
Lol.” 

6) mindfeces wrote: 

“Slow-dance time. 

“My friends and their dates circle in around me and my date. 

“Are you guys gonna kiss? 

“You two should totally kiss. 

“Oh, come on! [Friend’s date smooches him as if to show 
how easy it is.] 
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“KISSS. 

“I was being polite and resisting peer pressure.  

“Then my date says, Well, are you gonna kiss me or what?” 

7) Jumping_Tadpole wrote: 

“During eighth-grade year, we were top dogs of the school 
and could basically pull off whatever shit we wanted if we 
were smart about it. One time, my friend stepped in mud that 
went up to her knees, waddled back into school after lunch, 
and went to town trying to wash off an enormous amount of 
mud in the locker room showers that nobody ever used. The 
showers were so old that the pipes didn’t drain very well, so 
mud was everywhere. A mud swimming pool. By this point, 
my friend had to take her pants off and we was already late 
to class so she just sat in the mud hysterically laughing to the 
point of tears. The Physical Education teacher walked in, 
shook her head, and walked out. 

“Another time two male classmates found some pairs of high 
heels in the dumpster and brought them to class. My teacher, 
instead of telling them to put the shoes away and listen, 
stopped class so we could go into the hallway and had the 
two boys compete in a walk-off. I miss those shenanigans.” 

8) twstdrose wrote, “I used to eat lunch with a group of the 
loser kids. We were an array of punks, goths, late bloomers, 
autistics, and closeted LGBT kids. We sat on the floor in a 
dead-end hallway that had closed doors at either end so it 
was all ours and we would get rowdy and silly. Once we all 
started making rhythms on our lunch containers and formed 
an impromptu drum circle. Once we got hold of some 
balloons and took hilarious pics of several of us with them 
stuffed under our shirts like breasts. Occasionally teachers 
would come shout at us to keep it down but mostly we were 
free. It was great.” 
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9) AV8ORboi wrote: 

“Ninety percent of my experiences were awful, but I met my 
best friend in middle school. She was smart as hell. (She 
skipped a grade, so she’s a year younger than me.) One time 
in high school, she did my geometry homework for me 
without me asking and I got a 100 for it. We have a weird 
dynamic of me roasting her for being a nerd and her roasting 
me for being dumb. 

“Ten years later she’s still my best friend. love her to bits, 
even when she texts me at 3AM to complain about bad 
fanfictions.”39 

40. “What Childish Thing Made You Smile Or Laugh 
Today?” 

1) Linorelai wrote: 

“You know when kids start secretly smoking, and parents 
ask, ‘Why is there a smell coming from you? Were you 
smoking?’ the classic reply is ‘No, guys were smoking, I was 
just standing nearby.’ 

“So. My husband, who has a reputation of a brutal [probably 
the Original Poster means manly] guy, and likes to cultivate 
that reputation, shared with me a cute publication from an 
account named something like ‘Awww Cutie.’ (It’s a 
translation.) 

“And I’m like, ‘Wait, are you subscribed to Awww Cutie?’ 
And he said: ‘No, guys are subscribed. I was just standing 
nearby.’” 

 
39 Source: MoistCurdyMaxiPad, “Forget cringe. What are some great 
memories from middle school?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lc7feo/forget_cringe_w
hat_are_some_great_memories_from/ >. 
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2) teine-samoa-moni wrote: 

“At work, when people want to obtain a membership, they 
will have to take a picture of their photo ID. Well, a person 
took a selfie and uploaded it as an identification. 

“When it got denied by Member Services, he was pissed off 
as he didn’t understand why we would’ve denied it because 
it’s clearly him!” 

3) borderline_ck wrote, “My dad farting and having a 
REALLY GOOD chuckle to himself about it. Fifty years 
old, and that man still thinks farts are bloody hilarious.”40 

 

  

 
40 Source: bustybaddie, “What childish thing made you smile or laugh 
today?” Reddit. AskWomen. 4 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lca1lc/what_childish_
thing_made_you_smile_or_laugh_today/ >. 
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Chapter 3: Questions 41-60 

41. “What Never Fails To Restore Your Faith In 
Humanity?” 

1) ofcourseimcrazy wrote, “This is silly, but one time when 
I was younger, my mother sent me to the store to buy a box 
of cake mix, some decorations, and candles for my birthday 
party. (I was around 12ish, and the supermarket was a two-
minute walk). They ended up costing more than I had on me, 
so I told the woman at the register, and she removed some of 
the items. However, while I wasn’t looking, she put the 
groceries I took off back in the bags. I didn’t realize until I 
got home, and it never fails to make me smile because it was 
such a nice thing to do.” 

2) randomusername94528 wrote, “During the fires Australia 
dropped food for the animals that lived in forests that had 
burned down. They probably would have died without it.” 

GaldalfTheGrey1991 wrote, “During that time, there were 
so many people using their 4WDs to pull animal trailers full 
of farm animals to safe locations. My coworker had a bunch 
of cows, sheep, and horses in her backyard for weeks after 
the fires from people who lived in the affected areas.” 

3) theWildBore wrote, “Watching a toddler comfort another 
toddler.” 

bookworm1896 commented, “I love it when there are people 
with a stroller on the subway and it is facing away from you 
so you cannot see the baby / toddler. But suddenly a person 
next to the stroller starts to smile or make funny faces and 
you just know that they are interacting with the baby. It 
always makes me happy.” 

4) MyNameIsForza wrote, “People who dress up like movie 
/ comic book / videogame characters and go to children’s 
hospitals to cheer them up. I feel like that’s a true act of 
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kindness and the people involved may not get a single dime 
off of it, but they get a lot of happiness and gratitude from 
the patients and their families.” 

5) kaaaaaahn wrote, “Watching old videos of Mr. Rogers.” 

doctah_wahweee commented, “And Bob Ross.”41 

42. “What’s Your Favorite Item You Own?”  

1) saharadesertinthesea wrote, “The stuffed plush cat I stole 
from a shop when I was three at an airport. My mom chased 
me through the whole fucking airport and tried to make me 
return it, but I wouldn’t, so she just paid for it instead 
because we had a flight in half an hour. It’s currently sitting 
on my shelf.” 

2) Asexualness wrote, “A small costume jewelry ring on a 
chain. I found that ring as a small child with my 
grandmother, and it’s been my most prized possession ever 
since.” 

3) GingerRaquale wrote, “A little wind-up teddy bear I got 
when I was born. I named her Charlotte.” 

4) Ok0Researcher697 wrote, “I have a stuffed puppy that has 
been through a lot. His name is Puppy, and I stole him from 
my ungrateful brother when I was six. At one point my 
brother pulled the eye off before I got him and my parents 
had used hot glue to reattach the eye and it dripped down, 
making him always sad. I still have him and will never get 
rid of him. It is one of the two things I have owned the 

 
41 Source: bye-lingual, “What does never fail to restore your faith in 
humanity?” Reddit. AskReddit/ 4 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lct6ea/what_does_neve
r_fail_to_restore_your_faith_in/ >. 
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longest and has always stood as my personal display of 
complete trust in a person in a relationship.”42 

43. “After-Hours Cleaners Of Reddit, Who Is The Most 
Seemingly Interesting Person You Know (But Have Not 
Met) Based On What They Have In Their Workspace / 
Office?” 

1) fysicks wrote, “I’m a librarian not a janitor, but have a 
semi-related story: One of our anonymous patrons likes to 
draw funny, on-topic caricatures of authors, staff, and 
fictional characters, which he / she leaves in various places 
in the library—mostly tucked into books. They’re always a 
surprise when someone finds them (usually while checking 
out books).” 

2) carsonshall wrote, “I was a residential window washer 
while in college. I went to this woman’s house that was like 
a world history museum. She had stuffed penguins, African 
tribal weapons and masks, an Alaskan native seal coat on a 
manikin, all kinds of awesome stuff. I asked her how she got 
it all, and apparently she and her husband were retired 
anthropologists and had spent their lives researching 
different cultures and collected a lot of stuff along the way. 
Must have had interesting lives.” 

3) 25KitttenGold wrote: 

“I’ve done after-hours and early-hours work and sometimes 
hang around with the night cleaners. 

 
42 Source: milktea2019, “What’s your favorite item you own?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 6 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/le2bxo/whats_your_fav
orite_item_you_own/ >. 
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“I assure you, nobody is that interesting and we don’t care at 
all what’s on your desk. 

“The good rummaging is in the supply closets and kitchen. 
Shared spaces seem to attract a more interesting mélange of 
items than some boring guy’s desk. 

“Sometimes we play keyboard bingo just to see how many 
dumbasses keep their password written down and hidden 
under their keyboard. It’s a lot of you. 

“Another good pursuit is very slowly making absurd major 
changes to a mundane object, and seeing how long it takes 
the day staff to catch on.”43 

44. “When A Child Traps You In The Question ‘Why?,’ 
How Do You Break The Cycle?” 

MadLintElf wrote: 

“Two adult kids and I never stopped them,. I just continued 
answering what I could, but when I got stumped I admitted 
it and said, ‘Let’s find out,’ and introduced them to doing 
their own research. 

“Back then the internet wasn’t what it is now, so off to the 
library we went and looked for answers. Got them into 
reading and learning, and it never stopped. 

“Honestly, it was a bit annoying until I started saying ‘I don’t 
know’ and off we went to find the answer. Then it was fun. 

 
43 Source: tommystjohnny wrote, “After-hours cleaners of reddit, who 
is the most seemingly interesting person you know (but have not met) 
based on what they have in their workspace/office?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 6 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/le5o6r/afterhours_clea
ners_of_reddit_who_is_the_most/ >. 
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“Best part is now I ask them questions about their 
professions and the like and they try doing the same to me. 
:)” 

MadLintElf added: 

“I even had an old set of encyclopedias lying around and 
would look things up along with them. Then I’d wake up and 
find them with the encyclopedias open and checking things 
out, which would lead to more questions. 

“It’s cool watching kid’s minds form, especially when they 
are enjoying it!”44 

45. “What’s A Weird Family Story That You Have That 
You Thought Was Normal For A Long Time?” 

1) PressureAwkward wrote: 

“As a kid I attended a few ‘busted-fridge’ parties. We were 
rural poor, and no one in our social circle was the type who 
would ever call a repairman. If you had a broken appliance, 
then you had a broken appliance until you could find another 
cheap one to replace it with. 

“Whenever someone’s refrigerator stopped working, they’d 
just fire up the oven / BBQ pit and call all their friends to 
come over so all the perishable food would get eaten. Then, 
it wouldn’t matter if they didn’t have a fridge for a week or 
so while they looked for a replacement they could afford. 

“As far as I was concerned, calling a repairman was 
something people did only on TV. I continued to think that 

 
44 Source: -inholyhairhole-, “When a child traps you in the question 
‘why?,’ how do you break the cycle?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/le08bp/when_a_child_t
raps_you_in_the_question_why_how_do/ >. 
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right up until college, when I mentioned one of these parties 
to my roommate from a wealthy suburb and she stared at me 
and asked why we didn’t call a fridge repairman.” 

2) kinkyspidersex wrote, “My dad yelling entire amicable 
conversations at the top of his lungs because he’s in a loud 
mood, thinks it’s funny when we all join in and what’s the 
point of living in the woods if you can’t be as loud as you 
want? It’s not the case that the neighbors are going to 
complain. Scream yourself hoarse over discussing which 
Saturday morning cartoon is your favorite. Not everyone has 
a loud, boisterous family.”45 

46. “Window Cleaners Of Reddit, What Is The Weirdest 
Thing You’ve Seen?” 

1) intangible-tangerine wrote: 

“I am not, nor have I ever been, a window cleaner. 

“My story comes from the other perspective, that of the 
window haver. 

“I was living on the fifth floor and my bedroom window 
faced the wall of another building, so I had no qualms about 
having the curtains open whilst I strode around naked after a 
shower getting my clothes ready for the day. 

“One morning I opened the curtains to see a face looking 
back at me and so I screamed bloody murder and ran back to 
the bathroom. I have seen enough horror movies to know 

 
45 Source: garnet_is_square, “What’s a weird family story that you have 
that you thought was normal for a long time?” Reddit. AskWomen. 6 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/le11ss/whats_a_weird
_family_story_that_you_have_that_you/ >. 
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that faces of people levitating at high windows are generally 
creepy ghost children or aliens. 

“I composed myself, convinced myself it was just an 
hallucination, wrapped a towel around myself and ventured 
back to the bedroom. 

“And there was a window cleaner, who I hadn’t been 
expecting, laughing his arse off at me while I closed the 
curtains.” 

2) Sempha wrote: 

“Cleaning elderly neighbour’s windows years back and saw 
her on all fours not really moving. Assumed the worst so I 
ran inside. She was hiding her vibrator under the bed in case 
I saw it while cleaning her windows. 

“Naughty old bird.” 

3) Intagvalley wrote, “My friend worked in an office 
building that was under construction. Their office, on the 
ground floor, had floor-to-ceiling blackened glass so people 
looking in could not see anything, but people inside could 
look out and see. The construction guys would come outside 
their windows and pee regularly. She said that, when that 
happened, all the women in the office would stop what they 
were doing and watch, and when it was over, just go back to 
their work without comment.” 

4) PotentionalRegister8 wrote: 

“Well, this was a long time ago, but here goes. 

“So it’s my first week on the job, I’m in Manhattan, it’s dark, 
but that city’s always got some good lighting. I’m up at about 
the 30th floor of a skyscraper, and then I get a call on the 
radio about some kind of escaped animal. My reception is 
shit, but whatever, it’s not like a tiger or something is going 
to be bothering me up there. 
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“Then I start hearing the sirens. Loud ones. They’re getting 
louder by the minute, and there’s more and more of them, 
and I look down, and I realize they’re clustered around the 
base of the building, looking like little fucking ants at a rave 
party. And me, I’m wondering what in the fuck madness is 
going on here. And then the smell hits me, it’s like fucking 
jungle mold and rotten fruit in a blender like someone threw 
up fifty pounds of bananas and left them there to rot over a 
hot summer. 

“Anyway, that’s when things got weird. I realize there’s 
something coming up the side of the building, something big 
and dark, and the first thought in my head was that I was 
probably gonna have to charge for overtime because I’d 
just done all those fucking windows down there. And then I 
hear screamin’, and I’m wondering if the big dark thing is 
screaming, and then it gets closer and I realize two things: 
one, it’s the biggest fucking gorilla you ever did see. Fucker 
was fifty feet tall if he was an inch. Second, he’s carrying 
some blonde up in one hand as he’s climbing the building, 
and she looks at me, and she yells for help, and I guess I can’t 
blame her, but I was too goddamn tired to care, and I just 
said ‘Look, lady, I got my own problems!,’ and then Furious 
George is up and around me, heading for the top, and that’s 
fine. I don’t gotta clean that part tonight anyway. 

“Really, he wasn’t so bad. I just had to work below him. It 
was when the planes showed up that I really had to worry. 
I’m never working the Empire State Building again.” 

Mikachuqt commented, “I came here for kinky sexy answers 
and all I got was King Konged.” 

Mike_Oxonfaier commented, “Brilliant response! Well 
played, sir!” 

5) Naamibro wrote, “I was absolutely lambasting the baton 
going for first place in the pole Olympics and just as the 
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gravy train was leaving the station some chap poked his head 
round the second floor window and asked me if I had a 
license for that kind of derogatory behaviour and I got 
slapped with a £200 fine.” 

OGKirmi asked, “Sorry, you were w h a t?” 

Naamibro answered, “I was choking the proverbial chicken 
and as the engine was revving high enough to drop the clutch 
and send the kids on a first-class flight to the country of 
Kleenex, a bear skin hat of the British guard came round the 
window and he said, ‘Oi, mate, where’s your license for 
polishing the banister,’ and he asked me for 20 queen’s faces 
as I didn’t one.” 

obtainbread commented, “This is fucking gold.” 

Naamibro replied, “Four score and seven years ago, I was 
prepping my mighty musket with motor oil and sixteen 
windows of Internet Explorer when the bolt action was 
cocked back to fire chucky chickens into the atmosphere 
when a bearded rozza poked his head through the glass pane 
to enquire whether I had a licence for the train to leave the 
station, but I didn’t so I got charged seven quarters and half 
a shilling.” 

sanityonthehudson commented, “Great comments. I’m 
guessing it’s not your first time?” 

Naamibro replied, “Taming the one-headed serpent is the 
traditional sport of my ancestors […] I’m 42% basement-
dwelling degenerate.” 

sanityonthehudson responded, “You are a one-handed god, 
and I worship your ancestors.”46 

 
46 Source: happycamper1377, “Window cleaners of reddit, what the 
weirdest thing you’ve seen?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 February 2021 < 
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47. “What Did A Teacher Do That Made You 
Automatically Gain Respect For Them?” 

1) Back2Bach wrote: 

“A math teacher went to the hospital several times to visit a 
student who had been seriously injured in an accident. 

“The teacher offered companionship, free tutoring, and 
genuine encouragement.” 

shitaxe commented: 

“That’s the kind of thing that keeps kids in school. 

“I got tremendously sick in high school (in and out of the 
hospital, doctors’ appointments twice a week every week for 
months, so much bloodwork, so many tests) and all my 
teachers abandoned me, wouldn’t get classwork together for 
me, failed me for tests I couldn’t physically take and 
wouldn’t give me take-home tests, set dates for make-up 
exams that they knew I couldn’t physically take either. I 
wound up dropping out and getting my GED because the 
alternative was summer school with no guarantee I’d be 
better in the summer, and nobody gave a fuck. 

“A teacher who cares enough to make sure a kid doesn’t eat 
shit on their schoolwork when something severe happens to 
them is so unbelievably critical. I’m glad that kid got one 
because I definitely don’t think it’s the standard.” 

anotherHoffmann commented: 

“We had a similar incident with a student who got leukemia 
shortly before the first year of secondary school (from years 
5-end) and she went to teach him multiple times, we called 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lengey/window_cleane
rs_of_reddit_what_the_weirdest_thing/ >. 
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him during class to check up on him, and she had us write 
encouraging messages on his homepage. 

“After he was well enough to come to school during our 
seventh or eighth year, he was up to speed enough that he 
was able to take part in our normal classes.” 

jeffroth13 commented, “I don’t ever reply to posts. Just read. 
With that said, I had a doctor as a who that visited me in the 
hospital that was 50 or so miles out of his way when I broke 
my arm. I was flabbergasted when he walked in the room. 
We talked for over an hour. I still remember Dr. Adame to 
this day. He made me feel like more than a patient.” 

Left_of_Center2011 commented: 

“That’s a big deal! I had a bowel perforation about eight 
years ago, and the surgeon who saved my life did any 
number of great things (helping to get my insurance to cover 
more, waiving over $5k in co-insurance, visiting me in my 
GP’s office (my General Practitioner was his wife) and 
billing it through her to avoid massive out-of-network fees) 
— but the thing that stuck with me the most is when he saw 
my mom in the Emergency Room three years later. He was 
walking through the ER for whatever reason, noticed and 
immediately recognized my mother, and ran over to check 
on what he assumed was me. Turns out it was my sister this 
time around with her own bowel issues, so he looked at her 
chart, talked her through what they would be doing and why, 
and then took his leave. 

“Dr. Kota, you are a fucking champion and have earned my 
lifelong friendship and respect. 

“Edit to add: To clarify, Dr. Kota did NOT falsify any 
insurance documentation regarding payments — I would see 
his wife, my GP, for a normal visit with normal copay, and 
he would then come in after at no charge. He also fought a 
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WAR with the insurance company to be able to perform my 
colostomy reversal as a ‘continuation of care.’”  

DasHuhn commented, “Dr. Kota sounds like a fucking 
awesome human being. I feel the same way about Dr. Akoh 
and Dr. Wiley who worked on my knee. Dr. Akoh saw me 
twice a day while I was in the hospital — all 45 days of it. 
Just checking in on me. When he saw me in the hospital for 
a follow-up appointment with someone else 18 months later, 
he rushed over to see how I was doing, see if he could help 
with anything, and went way above and beyond in helping 
me out. I saw a press release about Dr. Akoh starting a new 
practice and I know he’ll go far — he was such a great guy 
who really went out of his way every time I saw him.” 

2) Mariospario wrote, “My high school science teacher 
paused class to rip a student apart for bullying another 
student. Called it out as soon as it happened, in front of 
everyone, and that bully never went near that other kid again. 
I will always remember that.” 

TannedCroissant wrote: 

“Actually, that reminds me of something similar. My maths 
teacher in school was like the coolest guy ever. He was like 
6’4”, mid-thirties, I guess, and had at one point been the 
British Judo Champion. He’d also been used in a Batman 
video game. He told us they’d put those balls on him and a 
computer analysed his movements, and he was one of the 
bad guys, I think. Anyway, he was cool as fuck, would 
always tell us great stories and never had to raise his voice 
as everyone respected the fuck out of him and wanted him to 
like them. 

“Except for one time. 

“It was a new term and a black student had left the school 
and he was telling us she had gone, one student pipes up with 
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something along the lines of ‘back to the j**gle where she 
belong.’ My teacher jumped to his feet and yelled: 

“‘GET OUT!’ 

“It was deafening and the whole class was in shock; we’d 
never even heard his voice loud, let alone that. His 
instinctive anger and natural response to defend someone 
who wasn’t even there was something I’ll never forget. 
That’s one of the moments in your life when you think, 
‘That’s the sort of person I want to be.’ The kid left pretty 
sharpish. Afterwards the teacher sat down, said, ‘I’m sorry 
you had to hear that,’ gave us some questions to work on and 
left the room. When the kid came back, the kid looked like 
he had been crying. 

“The teacher left the school the next year and was missed. 
When my year ‘graduated,’ he came back to give us our 
GCSE certificates. They couldn’t have got a better guest of 
honour in my eyes. 

“Edit: For anyone wondering, the game was on the original 
PlayStation in the 90s and yeah, the bleep thing on ‘jungle’ 
is probably unnecessary, but it just didn’t feel right typing a 
racist comment out.” 

missdundermifflin wrote, “I was the laughingstock of my 
class, and I had a teacher that was absolutely awesome. Once 
he left the classroom to go grab some copies. A male 
classmate went up to the board and proceeded to draw a 
naked woman on it. He announced to the class, ‘I’m just 
gonna say (my name) did it!’ I just sat there and continued 
to copy down the fill-in-the-blank worksheet. The moment 
my teacher returned, the boy dramatically stood up, pointed 
to the whiteboard, and yelled ‘(my name) DID IT!’ The 
teacher rolled his eyes and said, ‘First off, that signature on 
it is in your handwriting, and secondly, (my name) would 
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never do that.’ It was awesome seeing this asshole boy get 
destroyed by our school’s chill teacher.” 

WrecklessAbandoning commented: 

“My high school sophomore biology teacher was like this! 
He was given the very small classes with the students who 
needed extra attention (class clowns, hyperactive ADHD 
defiant personalities). So when I transferred into the school 
(along with another girl from a different school), that was the 
only class that had space available for us. He was really good 
at keeping everyone on task, and was an intimidating yet 
patient sweetheart. 

“One day, two boys who sat together at one science table 
asked him at the beginning of class, ‘Hey, Mr. (Biology 
Teacher), want to hear the shortest joke in history?’ 

“He shrugged with a sigh and said, ‘Sure.’ 

“One of the boys simply said, ‘Women’s rights.’ And they 
both lost it in laughter as the other girl and I looked at each 
other in mild discomfort. 

“He exploded. He shouted something along the lines of, 
‘You think that’s funny! That’s more inappropriate than I 
could begin to explain! Both of you, to the principal’s office, 
NOW! I want you to explain to HER your joke. I’m sure 
she’d love to hear you try to explain why you think that’s 
funny! Get going!’ There was a bit more to that about how 
disrespectful they were being, but that’s the general gist of 
it. 

“After class he apologized to me and the other girl for raising 
his voice, and said if we ever felt threatened or upset by 
another person’s behavior, we could come to him. I loved 
that teacher.” 

zazzlekdazzle commented: 
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“As long as we didn’t make a mess, a certain teacher let us 
eat in class and we were all so appreciative. I didn’t realize 
the reason, but it’s true, at that age you are just hungry all 
the time and we had cafeteria lunches that were pretty much 
just junk food that went right through you. It’s really a small 
thing, but it raised him in our estimation quite a bit. It 
demonstrated that he understood his audience and wanted 
what was best for us. That brings respect. 

“He was also an excellent storyteller and had legendary tales 
of the characters he had grown up with in his working-class 
neighborhood. These stories were hilarious and such a 
welcome break from the tedium of high school, and he 
would even do it by request from time to time. Once, I wrote 
him a personal note asking him to tell one of such stories and 
he began the next class recounting it. 

“He could not have pulled this off, however, if he did not 
come across as an excellent teacher who had a sophisticated 
grasp of his topic. Otherwise, I think we would have just 
seen him as a fun slacker we could take advantage of.” 

MUSTARDUNAVAILABLE commented: 

“I had teachers who were big eaters, too, and most of the 
students were athletes and also big eaters. 

“I had a friend, Bry, who once came to class and ate an entire 
roasted chicken. 

“No one noticed until he got up to throw the bones away. We 
all thought he was just eating a chicken sandwich based on 
the smell.” 

3) Techpreist_X21Alpha wrote: 

“A supply teacher spent the day recovering my lost sticker 
collection. 
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“I’m sure it’s done in other countries, but in UK primary / 
junior schools, playtime becomes a trading hub on the 
playground for stickers. Anyway, one particular day I made 
a massive haul of stickers which I misplaced for a split 
second and it was gone. I was devastated and my teacher saw 
me in distress when I got back from class, my teacher 
promised she would get them all back for me. 

“True to her word, she did. In fact it turned out several 
people had made off with my stash of stickers and she spent 
her lunch time tracking down every one of the children who 
had them, claimed them back and grilling the kids in turn to 
who else had my cards and getting them to see her. By the 
end of lunch, she returned them to me all accounted for. For 
a supply teacher to do this, it was a seriously kind gesture as 
most teachers would shrugged their shoulders and carry on 
as if nothing happened.” 

kissyfacefancypants asked, “What the hell is a supply 
teacher? like what do they supply? I genuinely do not know 
and have never heard this phrase before.” 

H_tbe answered, “It’s the U.K. word for a substitute 
teacher.” 

Straightup32 wrote: 

“I had a professor who made it crystal clear that if we ever 
made an appointment and didn’t show up, he’d take five 
points off of our final grade. 

“I tried to find him during office hours and he wasn’t 
available. I told him that I deserved an extra five points 
because he wasn’t available when he said he would be, and 
he gave it to me in the interest of fairness.” 

RiyeshRahate commented, “People who stay true to their 
teachings are always great, provided that their teachings are 
moral.” 
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bookworm1896 commented, “We had a great history teacher 
at school. Whoever arrived late at class had to give a 
presentation the next day. If more than one student arrived 
late, whoever arrived last had to give the presentation. The 
same rule applied to the teacher. One morning my first class 
was cancelled, so I chilled with a friend. We saw two other 
students slowly jog to school, late, and we knew they had 
history class with this teacher. Suddenly the two of them 
turned around and started to run at full speed. Behind them 
also running at full speed in his suit, briefcase in his hand, 
was the teacher. He was quite fast, but he didn’t manage to 
overtake them.” 

Kelli217 commented: 

“Reminds me of the (probably apocryphal) story of the girl 
who was an experienced free climber who was near the 
corner of the building, running slightly late for class when 
she saw the professor walking up the steps to the entrance. 
The prof saw her, grinned, and walked in — if you got to 
class after the professor did, you’d be marked late. 

“As it turns out, though, the building was Georgian. Brick 
façade with limestone corner blocks … all deeply pointed. 
Lots of handholds/fingerholds. So she goes up the side of the 
building. The classroom has open windows, so she lets 
herself in, much to the astonishment of her classmates. She 
manages to be in her seat just as the professor walks in. He 
sees her, is stunned, and is just starting to say ‘How —’ 

“Then a security guard rushes in, points at the girl, and says, 
‘THERE you are! Stop DOING that!’” 

4) Voiceisaweapon wrote, “I went to a small charter school 
for middle school. Our English / literature teacher was brand 
new to teaching, if I remember correctly, she was only 22, 
which seemed old at the time. She always did her best to be 
so cheerful and make learning fun. But the thing that truly 
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solidified her spot as my favorite teacher was that for every 
student’s birthday she would give you a personalized mini 
notebook. It was just a simple small composition notebook 
but she had filled the first couple pages telling me how much 
she loved having me as a student, how far she knew I would 
go, and other affirmations. It seems small, but as a 13-year-
old who had a crappy home life, it made all the difference in 
how I acted the rest of the year.” 

5) hopgeek wrote: 

“When I was in the first grade my mother gave me one of 
MANY really awful haircuts. The first day back at school 
afterward the kids picked on me horribly. So much that I ran 
out and hid. The principal found me and we went back to the 
classroom and he asked me to wait outside for a minute 
while he talked to the class. He then walked me to his office 
and bought me a Coke. 

“The next day — first thing in the morning — we had an 
assembly with the entire school and he walked up on stage 
with his head shaved completely bald and talked about 
bullying and the like. 

“Some twenty years down the road ,he had retired and I ran 
into him at the local college. I shook his hand and said, ‘You 
probably don’t remember me, but —’ 

“‘Yes I do,’ he interrupted and said my name and the event. 

“The man was and is a hero in my eyes.” 

6) remote_peach wrote, “I had a physical education teacher 
who organised basketball, volleyball, handball and football 
tournaments, organised ‘Olympic games’ for the local kids, 
and taught us dancing on weekends. On his own. Just for us 
kids, because we lived in a remote place without many 
activities and things going on. He was more than a simple 
teacher.” 
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7) sk8erguysk8er wrote, “When I was a kid, we had to 
purchase these red punch cards to get lunch at school. 
Unfortunately, we didn’t have that much money so there 
were times where my punch card would run out and I wasn’t 
able to eat for a while until we got enough money to 
repurchase another one (why nobody in my family applied 
for assistance was beyond me). I had one teacher who 
noticed I wasn’t eating every day and she would bring an 
extra sandwich and offer it to me whenever she saw that. I 
really didn’t understand how kind that was when I was a kid 
but obviously as an adult I realized that that was such an 
amazing gesture of kindness.” 

8) AvogadrosMoleSauce wrote, “Not take my shit. I was a 
pretty decent writer in school; I was able to pop stuff out 
pretty quickly that was superficial but sounded good. The 
first time I had a teacher hand my work back pointing out 
that I managed to compellingly fail to say anything was sort 
of a slap in the face that I didn’t realize I needed.” 

9) Andreas_NYC wrote: 

“Junior year of high school, English class. We were 
discussing a story we had read. One student (let’s call him 
Carl) made a point. The teacher was dismissive and basically 
said Carl was wrong. 

“The next day, after we took our seats the teacher said, 
"Before we begin, I was thinking about what Carl said 
yesterday. I was wrong to dismiss it so quickly. Let’s take a 
look at that again." 

“He then went on to repeat Carl’s point and initiate a 
conversation with the entire class. After the conversation, it 
became apparent Carl’s point was indeed off base, but I was 
impressed the teacher publicly owned his mistake and went 
down the path he should have.” 

10) NuluProton wrote: 
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“I want to shout out this teacher of mine. She was our 
Advanced Placement English Language teacher for our 
senior year of high school. On one of the first days in her 
class, she explained how she went from being a kindergarten 
teacher to a high school senior teacher. 

“She always saw off her cute and happy kindergarten kids, 
but as they grew up and they came back to visit her, a lot of 
them came to her troubled and dissatisfied with their lives. It 
made her real emotional about how people had treated these 
kids she loved so much, how she couldn’t afford to see kids 
so disconnected with life, and how she didn’t want them to 
suffer as they headed out towards college and their adult 
lives. 

“So she changed curriculums and started teaching seniors. If 
I remember right, it always came down to sending her kids 
off with a smile, prepping them for the real world. 

“I respect the hell out of her, and she’ll always be one of my 
favorites. Truly like a mother to all her students.”47 

48. “[SERIOUS] Redditors, What Was The Happiest 
Thing To Ever Happen To You?” 

1) justghstlol wrote, “I pump gas (live in NJ) and 
occasionally get tips, $1 and the rare $5 tip, and I am always 
grateful. The other day some guy with Georgia plates comes 
in with a fully loaded Ford Raptor. I walk up to go help him 
and he hops out, hands me $100 and says he will pump the 
gas himself. At first I thought he gave me the $100 because 
that’s how he was gonna pay but then he pulled his card out 

 
47 Source: ApacheAirCover, “What did a teacher do that made you 
automatically gain respect for them?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lfc976/what_did_a_tea
cher_do_that_made_you_automatically/ >. 
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and used it at the pump. He looks at me standing there and 
goes ‘That’s for you, bro. It’s real. Don’t worry.’ I was just 
shocked and it made me so happy. Biggest tip I’ve ever 
gotten!” 

notthebard commented: 

“I got in trouble because after our wedding, we got several 
thousand dollars from relatives. (It was like 8k.) 

“I was so excited about it, we ate out for a week, and I kept 
tipping like 40%. 

“My wife finally had to tell me to stop. 

“I still say it was worth it. Just seeing a 40% tip is going to 
make a server really happy, and it really was only an extra 
$15 most of the time. All in all, I probably ‘wasted’ $200 
with my over-tipping, but I probably made like a dozen 
people happy. That seems worth it to me. 

“I mean if you won like $100 million in the lottery, imagine 
if you just took $1 million of that and just spent a month 
finding the dumbest excuses to give people $1000 out of 
nowhere. That would be 1000 people whose MONTH you 
would friggin make, and that only took 1% of your money. 

“It’s probably better to give to charities, I suppose. So if you 
do that, make sure you donate lots of money to charities as 
well. I just think it would be cool to do something like that 
and maybe set a precedent where when people win the 
lottery, they surprise 1000 people with $1000.” 

justghostlol commented, “After working in the food service 
industry for a while, I really learned just how much a good 
tip can change someone’s night. I always dream of being 
super successful, enough to the point where I can leave 
insane tips for waiters / waitresses and see their reaction. :)” 
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2) Southern_Ad_6801 wrote, “My 12th birthday. I escaped 
an abusive household with my family. We didn’t get housed 
for around two or three months because the housing agency 
couldn’t find anywhere big enough for us, so we hopped 
from hotel to hotel and ate takeout EVERY NIGHT. It was 
three days before my 12th birthday. The best birthday I’ve 
ever had. I’ll never ever forget it. It was also the day I got to 
wear leggings and a shirt without being berated for it. I 
remember being so afraid of showing my body at all like 
that. It had its downs, but it was great.” 

3) theDeuce wrote, “Getting married. I’d say my wedding 
day was the happiest day in my life.” 

WombatInferno wrote, “My wife and I had a courthouse 
wedding, it wasn’t anything fancy, and afterwards we went 
to a Greek restaurant with family and some friends. Didn’t 
have to be big. That we were married was all that mattered.” 

JesuisBasque commented: 

“The marriage industry wants us to believe that the wedding 
day is all about being perfect. What matters most is having 
the most special people around you. 

“Also, Greek food is great!” 

Buwaro wrote: 

“I would have to say the whole week of my wedding / 
honeymoon. 

“Wedding went off perfectly, just a small gathering of our 
families and a very select few friends, then my wife and I 
went to Cedar Point for a couple days, and then, the best part, 
traveling Michigan, visiting breweries and restaurants with 
no schedule or structure at all. Just three days of her and me 
with no responsibilities or worries.” 
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4) Anonymous19372 wrote, “Probably when I was very 
little and my family was outside roasting marshmallows in a 
fire pit. All of a sudden, my grandma came with a cat carrier. 
Inside was a cat and I was so happy. That night, we played 
with the cat a lot! That was one of my favorite and happiest 
memories I’ve ever had. I’m happy I got the kitty and I 
would have been very lonely without him. He brought me 
joy.” 

5) zazzlekdazzle wrote, “I can’t pick just one, but I 
remember the moment in grad school where everything 
shifted and I was like, ‘Yeah, I got this.’ I stopped being a 
student that day and became an academic professional. I 
realized that other students and even professors respect my 
knowledge and expertise. I was a colleague, a very junior 
one, but a colleague at that.” 

6) Gretchenmeows wrote, “The day I officially met my now-
husband. We had eyed each other off on the bus for three 
weeks and the day he finally got the courage to talk to me 
will forever be my favourite day. He walked me to my shop, 
asked me for my number, gave me a cuddle goodbye and I 
felt like I was floating. We had our first date that afternoon 
and have been together for seven years next month. I love 
him more and more every second.” 

7) coniferous wrote: 

“I was a member of the air cadets. I was a weak, gangly, 
geeky, not-good-at-sports teenager. 

“I joined their sports league (technically exertion team) as 
something to do. I tried my best and wasn’t seriously trying 
for the team. I went, helped out people as best as I could, 
encouraged them, made sure to listen and enact feedback, 
and by the time selections were done, I had improved quite 
a bit and was proud of the time that I had spent. 
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“I did not, even once, for a moment, believe I was going to 
get selected for the team. 

“I watched and clapped along as all the people I would have 
picked got called to the front as they selected them. The last 
name to be called: Mine. 

“My jaw dropped and I walked to the front as people cheered 
and hollered because they were watching and were just as 
proud of me as I was. 

“We competed and came in #2nd place in the province. 

“I’ll never forget that.” 

8) nosferawoot wrote, “When I submitted an article to a 
magazine and it was accepted and they asked me to be a 
regular columnist.” 

nosferawoot added, “It was a humor column in a niche 
hobby magazine. Nothing cool, except to me since I always 
wanted to be a humor writer.” 

greenmildliner wrote, “The other day, while working on 
getting stuff ready to sell our house, my spouse, our kid. and 
I were just all working together and talking about things we 
want to do differently in our new house (i.e.: more family 
spaces, more organized craft stuff) and I realized all the 
things the two / three of us have gone through in the last 13 
to 15 years and like. We got through it. And we’re good. 
We’re happy. It wasn’t really a ‘thing’ that happened so 
much as a realization of where we are now, but it felt like 
such a GOOD moment.” 

9) Astonished_Hound wrote, “This one guy on a game added 
me as a friend. I messaged him and we chatted for hours. We 
talked about our interests and recommended things to check 
out. It was the first time I had a conversation with someone 
about those things and I felt really happy.” 
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AdityaSingh11 commented, “It is super cool to find 
someone with whom you can share your interests.” 

10) max_d_oubt wrote, “Through meditation, reading and 
psychedelics, I’m as convinced as one can be that death is 
not the end of consciousness, so I’m practically 
unfuckwithable on that deep level that matters most.” 

11) LaunchesKayaks wrote: 

“My sister was adopted the day after my 13th birthday. She’s 
my favorite person ever and I’d do anything for her. Sure, 
we bicker a lot, but we are incredibly close. 

“My sister tried to fight a kid once because they decided to 
talk shit about me in an attempt to bully my sister. When the 
teacher separated them, the kid made fun of my sister for 
being adopted. She pointed at him and yelled, ‘Well, at least 
my parents got to choose me!’ 

“I was so proud because I told her to say that if someone 
gave her shit for being adopted. 

“She’s a great kid, and I want nothing but success and 
happiness for her.”48 

49. “Teachers, What Was The Weirdest ‘The Student 
Was Right’ Moment?” 

1) SpicyPajamas21 wrote, “I wasn’t the teacher, but my high 
school valedictorian was brilliant. As in, founded a startup 
and then sold it to Google brilliant. He took calculus as a 
sophomore in high school, but spent his time playing 
Frogger (he programmed it into his calculator). One day, he 

 
48 Source: AdityaSingh, “[SERIOUS] Redditors, What was the happiest 
thing to ever happen to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lffxnq/serious_redditor
s_what_was_the_happiest_thing_to/ >. 
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was busy playing Frogger and his teacher got annoyed and 
wrote a really complex integral problem on the board. The 
teacher asked him what the answer was. He stared at the 
board for about a minute, said ‘zero,’ and went back to 
playing Frogger. He was right and the teacher never bothered 
him again.” 

2) CraftyCritter7 wrote, “I was teaching a math lesson and 
said that there was no way to simplify a certain fraction. One 
kid raised her hand and said, ‘Yes, there is.’ She hated 
spelling, so I told her if she came back tomorrow with a way 
to simplify the fraction, I’d let her skip the spelling test that 
week. The next day she came back and said that both 
numbers go into 372 and could be simplified from there. She 
was right. I asked her how long it took her to figure that out. 
She said, ‘Three hours.” I knew she hated spelling, but I 
didn’t know she hated it that much.”49 

50. “What Made You A Better Person?” 

1) fuggedhaboutit wrote: 

“Moments when my assumptions are completely challenged 
have made me a much better person. 

“I once was very irritated at a man staring at me on the first 
day of a college class. I thought he was being really creepy 
and every time I turned my head in his direction, he had his 
eyes glued on me. I even complained to a friend sitting next 
to me and grimaced at him a couple times. Class ended. He 
got up to leave and grabbed his white cane. 

 
49 Source: solvingtheunsolved, “Teachers, what was the weirdest ‘the 
student was right’ moment?” Redit. AskReddit. 8 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lfn059/teachers_what_
was_the_weirdest_the_student_was/ >. 
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“I felt so stupid and small and vapid in that moment and 
years later I still cringe at my foolishness, but I’ve grown 
from it. Incidents like that — and I’ve had a few — reminded 
me that we really don’t know everything about others’ 
situations, that making assumptions often sends you in the 
wrong direction, and to not lead with your ego. I’ve learned 
to be more forgiving, more understanding, and to realize 
there may be a lot more going on for the other person than I 
realize.” 

2) WckedProduction wrote, “Getting a chronic illness made 
me empathize with other people who had illnesses and to 
learn about the struggles that they have to deal with. This has 
caused me to live a more ethical life just by empathizing with 
the struggles that people have to deal with in their messy 
lives.” 

3) InnocenceMySister wrote: 

“Going vegan! 

“Recognizing that my actions didn’t align with my values 
made me take a closer look at myself and my goals, and 
triggered some big changes in my life. I changed my lifestyle 
and long-term goals, and started relating more to both 
animals and other people.” 

InnocenceMySister added, “It was definitely a big change, 
but honestly pretty easy. Once I knew what I was paying for, 
it would have been harder to not go vegan.” 

4) Emily_ballz wrote, “Psychedelics, haha. Definitely not 
for everyone, but I had a really profound experience with 
LSD and it really put everything into perspective. I think it 
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made me kinder, more empathetic, and MUCH more open-
minded as well as introspective.”50 

51. “How Did Smoke Breaks Become Socially Acceptable 
During The Work Day, But Not Breaks For Other 
Reasons?” 

1) ExcessiveGravitas wrote: 

“Quick story from back when I was a smoker. 

“Colleague came to the smoking area but didn’t have 
cigarettes. People offered him one. 

“‘Nah, thanks, I’ve given up.’ 

“‘Then why are you here?’ 

“‘I’ve given up smoking. I haven’t given up the smoke 
breaks!’ 

“He kept coming out for a year or so. The smokers didn’t 
begrudge him the break because they were having the same 
breaks, and the non-smokers weren’t even aware he’d given 
up.” 

BrugesMightImpressMe commented, “I’ve never smoked, 
but I would often hang out with the smokers in their breaks. 
It’s a good excuse for socializing.” 

Dodifer commented, “A co-worker of mine told me he 
bought candy cigarettes and would bring them out and eat 
them during his break.” 

 
50 Source: kylinki, “What made you a better person?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 8 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lfmoib/what_made_y
ou_a_better_person/ >. 
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hjb345 commented, “That’s some crazy willpower to keep 
going to the smoking area after quitting and turning down 
free cigs. Congrats to him.” 

Vap3Th3B35t commented: 

“I quit six years ago (after 20 years) when my daughter was 
being born. 

“After the first couple months, cigarettes smelled so bad that 
just the scent made me want to throw up.” 

2) Ordinary-Name-3909 wrote: 

“You’ve got it backwards. 

“Smoke breaks were not socially acceptable; the act of 
smoking at work was. But in the early 80’s, when workplace 
smoking became illegal, the CONCESSION made to 
smokers was allowing a smoke break outside. You should 
have seen the unhappy people back then. 

“Prior to that, non-smokers just had to choke and gag on a 
co-worker’s smoke. 

“Restaurants, planes, offices, stores, and malls all allowed 
smoking. It wasn’t unusual to be in a clothing store in a mall 
and have three or four salespeople standing around a two-
foot tall floor-mounted ash tray smoking while waiting on 
customers. 

“See the TV series Mad Men. You’ll see what it was like.” 

Alert-Direction commented, “In kindergarten or first grade 
(1987-88), I was sent to the teachers’ lounge for something. 
I remember opening the door and smoke rolling out. My 
teachers were chimneys.” 

swarleyknope commented, “My college in 1988 didn’t allow 
smoking in class, but some of the chairs / desks still had built 
in ashtrays.” 
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Trania86 commented: 

“Fun fact: They still build ash trays in the toilets of newer 
airplanes. The reason is that if someone does break the no-
smoking rule, they have a safe place to put out the cigarette, 
and they won’t cause a fire by trying to get rid of it in the bin 
with the used towels. 

“EDIT: Several people commenting on how stupid this is. 
But yeah, there are stupid people. Almost an entire flight 
died due to someone secretly smoking and not properly 
putting it out.” 

Miss-Indie-Cisive commented, “Yup. This would be why 
my pilot dad missed my little sister’s first real Christmas 
(where she got the Santa concept and was excited). Some 
idiot did exactly this and caused a fire and he had to do an 
emergency landing halfway to home. He was so sad about 
it.” 

Throwawayqwe commented: 

“I love sharing this dumb story. I flew to Turkey from 
Glasgow for a package-deal holiday and someone smoked 
on the flight five different times. It’s a four-hour-or-so flight. 

“An announcement kept going out about someone smoking. 

“I was sitting behind this guy and the air stewardess came 
over with the head air stewardess. She had to read from this 
clipboard with all this info on about what was going to 
happen when the plane landed. 

“He started kicking off and then she went from quietly to 
loudly saying, ‘You were smoking on a plane five different 
times! We caught you and realised you had been the person 
smoking all the other times we had smelled smoke and 
investigated. You’ve been up and down out of your seat to 
smoke! On a plane!’ 
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“This scruff thought he was being unfairly treated and was 
being aggressive towards her. 

“They said they were taking his passport and [and the 
passports of?] everyone else on his booking. It was a 
package deal and they were now not allowed to use their 
company for the return flights or for the hotel / rest of the 
package. They were to remain seated when landing because 
they were going to be escorted off the plane (not sure if 
police or airport security at the destination airport). This 
dude was losing his shit and all the stewardesses had to come 
over. 

“Then this scruff’s daughter went, “Oh, my god, Dad. Why 
did you do this again?’ Which was the weirdest part.”51 

52. “What Caused You To Burst Into Uncontrollable 
Laughter?” 

1) mymaskedpersona wrote, “I have an air purifier. One time 
my mom farted as she walked past it. the air purifier’s status 
light became red and the fans accelerated like crazy. I almost 
choked from laughing so hard and so did she.” 

ItAllDepends99 asked, “Do the members of your family 
freely fart in front of each other?” 

mymaskedpersona answered, “Um, yeah. Everyone is like 
this. no …? My mom and I even try to compete and be louder 
and have laughing fits.” 

2) cototudelam wrote: 

 
51 Source: MrBrian22, “How did smoke breaks become socially 
acceptable during the work day, but not breaks for other reasons?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 9 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lfx30z/how_did_smoke
_breaks_become_socially_acceptable/ >. 
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“One time I went to a student production of a short opera 
buffa (comedic opera). The main character, trying to be 
helpful, offered to ‘walk the dogs, graze the horses … swim 
the fish.’ 

“I pretty much lost it. The lyrics were already funny but 
afterwards I just couldn’t stop laughing. I was suffocating in 
the auditorium until the intermission where I managed to get 
to the ladies and laugh my ass off there. 

“Of course, with it being a small production, they saw me 
shaking and being red in the face as I sat only in the third 
row, and when I later wrote a review (high praise), they 
found it and connected it to ‘the tomato in the third row.’” 

3) Lupus_in_Pardula wrote, “We’re all in this together.” 

Dahhhkness commented: 

“It’s impossible to read this in anything other than a 
sarcastic, mocking tone now. 

“Turns out that even in the most difficult situations [ such as 
COVID], selfishness reigns.” 

4) kenzieshinx wrote, “A video of a wildebeest being killed 
by lions made me feel sad for the wildebeest, so I used 
computer-imaging technology to turn the wildebeest into a 
Nazi. Now I’m glad it’s dead.” 

5) geico_fire wrote: 

“A long time ago I posted a reply to an AskReddit comment 
that had something to do with sneezes and being an asshole. 
Someone replied with ‘Bitchoo’ as a pun and I was laughing 
and crying. 

“It has become my go-to word if anyone I dislike sneezes in 
front of me. Especially if they don’t have a mask on.” 
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6) saltfatfatfat wrote, “A colleague’s father had passed away. 
On her return to work I was giving the usual condolences. 
She said (and meant it), ‘It was just so unexpected.’ I already 
knew he was ninety fricken two: 92. Ricky Gervais slid into 
my brain and whispered, ‘Not really unexpected, is it?’ And 
I had to RUN AWAY AND LAUGH IN THE TOILETS 
LIKE A PSYCHOPATH.” 

AdvocateSaint wrote, “When my grandmother heard that her 
friend had died, her response was, ‘It’s about time! She was 
so old.’”52 

53. “What’s The Funniest / Most Creative Way A Child 
Has Ever Insulted You?” 

1) scumfederate. wrote, “I recently was working with a kid 
and another teacher, and the kid turned to the other teacher 
and said (about me), ‘She probably listens to “All by 
Myself” at night.’” 

2) Billbapawpaw wrote: 

“‘When is your baby due?’ 

“I’m very obviously a dude.” 

Brief_Argument_6990 commented, “Not me but my little 
cousin grabbed my dad’s chest and said, ‘Cups!’ My aunt 
started laughing hysterically as she explained that’s what 
their family calls boobs!” 

3) purple_explosion wrote, “I teach elementary Special 
Needs, and one of my students was angry with me, and 
yelled at me to ‘Go to lunch!’ My lunch break is really the 

 
52 Source: linwar_au, “What caused you to burst in to uncontrollable 
laughter?” 10 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lgou6e/what_caused_y
ou_to_burst_in_to_uncontrollable/ >. 
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only time I actually leave the classroom, so I know that was 
her way of telling me to get lost. It made me laugh so hard 
internally. Probably externally, too.” 

4) TheOriginalSim_092 wrote, “My six-year-old said while 
lifting my three-pound weights, ‘I’m getting some exercise 
so I don’t get fat like you, Mommy.’” 

webster089 commented, “I once told my mum she had a 
tummy like Santa Claus.” 

5) humanperson1989 wrote, “A student asked, ‘What boring 
thing are we going to do today, teacher?’” 

6) 1992_City_Champs wrote, “I did my student teaching 
placement with sixth graders. We were doing something and 
the principal stuck his head in to say hi. He said this dad joke: 
‘Don’t let any of these guys scare you away from teaching.’ 
Without missing a beat, some kid said, ‘Yeah, let the 
paycheck do it.’” 

7) brerosie33 wrote, “I have large lips. When my cousin 
Mollie was three, she asked me, ‘Hey, brerosie, why did God 
make your lips like a fishy?’” 

8) RedditRoxanne wrote, “My two-year-old neighbor said 
after trying a bite of a brownie that I baked, ‘Hmmm, now 
where should I put this?’ She placed it in the strawberry 
garden.” 

Kr_Treefrog commented: 

“This brought back a memory from childhood. My 
grandparents were visiting and helping my parents plant a 
very large garden. They had also brought us a cheese 
sampler to snack on. I kept bugging my grandma for a piece 
of cheese, and she finally gave me one before shooing me 
outside to the garden where my dad and grandfather were 
busy sowing seeds. 
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“Except when I finally tasted my prize, it was more like old 
gym socks than the cheddar I loved. But because I had 
begged so much for it, I thought I would get in trouble if 
someone saw me throw it away. I ended up just carrying it 
around in my pocket for a bit while looking for a safe place 
to ditch the sock cheese. 

“Eventually my dad noticed me wandering around and 
handed me the bag of seeds, telling me to drop one seed in 
each hole and push the dirt over top. I realized this was a 
perfect opportunity to get rid of the foot cheese and cover 
my tracks. With each seed I dropped in a hole, I also broke 
off a small piece of the cheese inside my pocket and dropped 
it into the hole as well, burying the evidence of my crime. 

“I guess at some point my grandfather had finished his row 
and was now behind me, watching me poke bits of cheese 
into holes. He barked a laugh and I bolted upright, certain I 
was busted. Grandpa just kept laughing and asked, “What 
are you doing, little ’un? Trying to grow yourself a cheese 
plant?” I mumbled something to the affirmative and he just 
laughed harder. ‘Go on back up to the house and ask your 
Grandma to get you, your daddy, and me something to drink. 
And tell her it will be a good crop of cheese this year!’ Good 
memories.” 

9) Instar5 wrote, “My niece went through a phase where she 
thought all women were pregnant, including Grandma in her 
70s and herself (at three or four years old). I think it was 
because her mom was pregnant twice after her and it was 
confusing. I’m glad I was there to let her know that not all 
women were running around constantly pregnant.” 

10) varontron wrote: 

“Me to 10-year-old: How do you catch a unique rabbit? 

“Ten-year-old: I dunno. 
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“Me: Unique up on him. 

“Ten-year-old: (Silence.) 

“Ten-year-old: You hear that? 

“Me: What? 

“Ten-year-old: It’s the sound of no one laughing.” 

11) Hour-Article4464 wrote, “Your nose is TALL.”53 

54. “What Remarkable Coincidence Have You 
Experienced?” 

1) fexikam646 wrote: 

“About ten years ago I tried to get into Six Flags with a tiny 
keychain Swiss Army knife. It literally had a dull 1” blade. 
They told me I could either throw it away, take it to my car 
a mile away or rent a locker for like 10 bucks. 

“So I decided to hide it in the planter. I looked down and saw 
a big piece of bark lying in the dirt and figured it would be a 
good hiding place. I picked it up and found another fucking 
mini Swiss Army knife! 

“I placed mine next to the first and went into the park. When 
I returned, the other knife was gone and a smiley face was 
etched into the dirt in its place.” 

2) Grump_Monk wrote: 

“I worked at a Sears Outlet. Had a customer who was 
intense. Went and got his own merchandise off the floor and 
brought it to the dock. He sparked a joint at the dock, too, 

 
53 Source: scumfederate, “What’s the funniest/most creative way a 
child has ever insulted you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lh8t2x/whats_the_funn
iestmost_creative_way_a_child_has/ >. 
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and offered me some (I love weed but I was at work so I said 
no). He strapped things to his car while smoking the weed. 
He talked back to everyone and when it was finally time for 
this guy to go, he turns to me and says, ‘When is your shift 
done? I’ll give you a ride home.’ 

“That was creepy to me. I said, ‘No, thanks.’ 

“Here is the crazy part. He didn’t need to know I lived about 
an hour and a half by transit to work and he didn’t have to 
know I had a new place. It was in fact a very new place at 
the time and I had been living there for only about two 
weeks. 

“As I’m walking up to my place after my shift, he is there on 
my street. 

“He looks shocked. He then says, ‘Yo, what the fuck? Are 
you a cop or something?’ 

“I’m like, ‘What the fuck are you doing here?’ 

“He yells, ‘I FUCKING LIVE HERE, MOTHERFUCKER.’ 
He was angry 

“I explained I, too, lived on this street. 

He was my neighbor. Two doors down. 

“I work on the other side of the city … anyway, it blew my 
mind. Went and got drunk with the guy. He was and is an 
absolute mad man.” 

oujiasshole commented, “I unironically love people like 
that.” 

Grump_Monk replied, “The loud-and-in-your-face kind 
who don’t physically touch you? Yah, I can tolerate them! 
It’s the ones that touch ya, I can’t stand.” 

3) cawagar wrote: 
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“An American friend of mine by the name of Tom took his 
family on vacation to check out Antarctica. He met an 
Australian guy named Paul on Christmas day in Antarctica. 
They didn’t exchange contact info. 

“A year later, Christmas day, they take their vacation to 
Machu Picchu. He is looking down at a map when he hears, 
‘Hey, Tom, how the hell are you?’ It was Paul, taking his 
family on their annual trip as well.” 

4) pprunepacker wrote: 

“A new animal shelter opened in my city. My best friend and 
I were cruising on a Saturday night, and passed the shelter. 
We decided to stop and check it out. 

“The shelter had added outdoor cages where you could drop 
off animals. (This was in 1971.) There was a sign instructing 
you to put your animal in a cage, then get a lock from a rack, 
and lock the cage door shut. I know, it sounds odd, but that’s 
how it was set up. 

“I wanted to see what the inside of the cages looked like. 
There were at least 18 cages of various sizes. The front door 
of each one was solid, so you couldn’t see inside. I picked 
one at random and opened the door. And there was a puppy 
looking back at me. We ended up looking in every cage 
without a lock, but that was the only one with an animal in 
it. 

“Of course, we couldn’t leave that little dog behind. I took 
him home, convinced my folks we needed a second dog, and 
that’s how we got Rowdy, who lived 14 years and was the 
best boy ever.”54 

 
54 Source: usernamenotfound789, “What coincidence is so big the it 
cant be just a coincidence?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 February 2021 < 
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55. “So What Was Your What-The-Fuck Christmas 
Present?” 

1) Sla88lom wrote, “This was actually really funny. It was 
from my grandmother. I unwrapped it and it was a little tin 
box. I opened the box and there was a fake gift card there, 
like an indication of this is where you put the gift card. And 
I just looked at her like, What is it? or What’s going on? And 
she goes, ‘It’s a gift card holder. You can put all your gift 
cards in there.’ And I just started laughing saying, ‘Noooo, 
you are supposed to put a gift card in here to give to 
someone!’ It was really cute, though. Bless her heart.” 

Ace_of_Clubs commented: 

‘Your grandma reminds me of my parents. 

“My parents are notoriously bad at giving gifts (also, we 
were kind of poor), and being one of five, I learned early not 
to get my hopes up on Christmas. 

“I remember one year, my brother asked for a video 
for months. He was a good kid, got good grades, worked a 
paper route, etc., he totally deserved it. Anyway, Christmas 
morning comes around and my brother has a huge gift 
wrapped under the tree. He was already confused because an 
Xbox game should have been a tiny gift. And I knew it was 
about to get good. So, he tears it open and it’s a fucking trash 
can. He looks inside to see if it was a joke and the game was 
inside — it wasn’t. 

“I was laughing so hard, which was ironic because my mom 
completely forgot to get me anything. I told her that 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lhtgo6/what_coinciden
ce_is_so_big_the_it_cant_be_just_a/ >. 
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watching my brother open up a trashcan is the best gift I 
could have received. 

“The trashcan was only slightly better than the second best, 
which was getting a ‘big family gift’ instead of individual 
gifts, and that gift was a vacuum cleaner, which we were 
promptly made to use and clean the house.” 

2) Emperor_Cartagia wrote: 

“A coloring book of clowns. 

“I was 19 and a United States Marine. 

“That was the year we found out Great-Aunt Ruth had 
Alzheimer’s.”  

3) Back2Bach wrote: 

“A scary Jack-in-the-Box with a frightening clown inside. 

“Apparently, my aunt took pleasure in giving little kids 
nightmares, because that’s exactly what it did.” 

4) shah357 wrote: 

“My uncle was really into giving funny gifts. He wasn’t rich 
by any means so it was things like nose-hair trimmers, which 
actually came in handy, calendars featuring old male 
strippers, calendars featuring super-mega-obese naked 
women, lots of themed socks — black Santa, Hanukkah, 
socks with embroidered cock-and-balls, etc. He once got us 
all portraits of himself from a glamour photo studio, in sexy 
poses, in greasy work coveralls with unkempt hair and 
pocket protector. His name tag said ‘Dale.’ His name was 
Gary. 

“Then one year he didn’t tell anyone he’d won $10k in the 
lottery, so he took the entire family on rides in a glider above 
the Los Angeles Mountains. These were like $400 a ticket 
back in the mid-90s, so he spent some coin. 
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“I miss that man. He was a real card.” 

5) Impossible_Rabbit wrote: 

“My grandparents once got me a weird long-sleeve collared 
shirt with an embroidered Winnie the Pooh on the pocket. 

“Worst thing is they told everyone (including me) how the 
picked it out. They were at the store and my grandpa wanted 
to leave. My grandma says, ‘We still have to get something 
for Impossible_Rabbit.’ My grandpa just grabs the shirt that 
was next to him and says, ‘Here.’” 

6) SuchTrust201 wrote, “My mother gave me a t-shirt in a 
size large followed by the statement, ‘You’ll never see a 
medium size again.’” 

7) HeyOItsMayo wrote: 

“We need more positive WTF moments. 

“I asked my mom for an Iron Man movie poster and she got 
me an ORIGINAL script SIGNED BY RDJ [ROBERT 
DOWNEY, JR] AND STAN LEE! WTF.”55 

56. “Where Are Some Places Adults Can Wear A Formal 
Dress? (So Not Prom / Homecoming.)” 

1) veggielovvvvvver wrote, “Anywhere you want to!” 

tee-eye-doubleGUH-er commented, “When I worked at a 
restaurant, one day a group of friends came in who were 
probably around 18-21 and they had all planned to dress up 
just because (I overheard their conversations while bussing 
tables around them) and one girl wore her old prom dress — 

 
55 Source: SuchTrust101, “So what was your WTF Christmas present?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 12 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lijf3o/so_what_was_yo
ur_wtf_christmas_present/ >. 
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Cinderella style. It was like 2pm on a Saturday afternoon on 
the patio in August. So, yeah, you can literally were a formal 
dress anywhere! Live it up!” 

2) indigo-jay-n wrote, “Literally anywhere. I wear formal 
dresses to the grocery store. It seems daunting, but no one 
actually judges you or cares. It’s awesome.” 

Internal_Use8954 commented, “Now I want to do this. I’ve 
got a dress in my closet I’ve been wanting to wear. Maybe 
my grocery trip is the right occasion. I might even wear a 
matching mask.” 

AmbiguousFrijoles commented: 

“You should! I’ve done it accidentally coming home from 
an event and needing to stop for something last minute. And 
then deciding that it was actually glorious just meandering 
between the grapes and deli meat in a shimmery formal 
gown. So I’ve done it like three times since. 

“And it’s super fun to tell people who ask whatcha doing so 
fancy, that you dressed up to make getting the toilet paper a 
special day, it makes people laugh and that’s a really good 
feeling. I do it when I’m feeling a tad depressed.” 

3) cmk467 wrote, “My best friend and I dress up to drink in 
her kitchen sometimes because why not?” 

BlueAvocadoBurger commented, “I love this so much! I 
also have this silly idea that my friends and I should wear 
our wedding dresses one night and just look great and drink 
in the kitchen, because we all paid out the ass for dresses that 
we got to wear only one night.” 

epicstpryaddict7 commented, “This reminds me of Rachel, 
Monica, and Phoebe [characters from the sitcom Friends] all 
wearing rented wedding gowns and drinking wine on the 
couch. :) You guys should do it!” 
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BlueAvocadoBurger added, “You know now that I think 
about it, this might be where I subconsciously got the idea 
from since this episode is buried somewhere in my lizard 
brain from 20 years ago.”56 

57. “If You Grew Up Celebrating Christmas Without A 
Chimney, How Did Your Parents Tell You Santa Got 
Into The House To Deliver Presents?” 

1) veelagirl wrote, “We had a ‘Santa key’ that was gold and 
intricately engraved with Santa’s face that we put by the 
door. He could magic the key to himself to get inside. When 
we moved to a house with a fireplace, we still kept it out in 
case Santa wanted to use it for old times’ sake.” 

BooksAndStarLover wrote, “Stealing that for the future. 
That’s adorable.” 

2) LetUsBeginAnew wrote: 

“The place we lived in up to my fifth Christmas had no 
chimney. 

“But my parents had a cheap, vinyl image of a chimney they 
tacked to the wall and they told us Santa was magic and that 
would be all he needs! 

“By the time my sixth Christmas rolled around, we had a real 
fireplace, and that first Christmas it was all ablaze and I 
remember just staring into the flames feeling wonderful that 
now, we have a real chimney!” 

 
56 Source: xoemily, “Where are some places adults can wear a formal 
dress? (so not prom/homecoming.)” Reddit. AskWomen. 12 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/limwtu/where_are_so
me_places_adults_can_wear_a_formal/ >. 
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3) Apophylita wrote, “My dad took baking soda and formed 
it into footprints leading from our sliding patio doors to the 
Christmas Tree. He said it was magic snow and takes longer 
to melt. I will always cherish that memory.” 

4) ShufflePlay wrote, “I lived in a mobile home as a kid. I 
asked my mom how Santa gets in houses without chimneys 
and she told me that his elves make keys, too. So obviously 
he just comes in through the front door.” 

5) TunaIn2D wrote, “Mom mailed him a key!” 

6) 4ruepaillet wrote, “That’s why we always went to 
Grandma’s on Christmas. She had a chimney and Santa 
couldn’t deliver to our house.” 

7) ipakookapi wrote: 

“We had a chimney but lived on an island, so ‘Santa’ always 
left the presents on the pier. 

“It was really sweet. We got to watch Santa’s boat lantern 
from the window but didn’t have to interact with any creepy 
old dudes.”57 

58. “What’s The Stupidest Thing You Did As A Kid That 
Still Makes You Laugh Today?” 

1) SenseStatements wrote: 

“When I was in the first grade, I was holding hands with a 
boy on the playground and walking off toward the swings. 
A teacher’s aide asked where we were going and I replied, 

 
57 Source: foggygoggles11, “If grew up celebrating Christmas without a 
chimney, how did your parents tell you Santa got into the house to 
deliver presents?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lj2l88/if_grew_up_cele
brating_christmas_without_a/ >. 
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‘To have sex.’ I guess I’d heard it in a show or something, I 
have no idea. 

“We both went to the office and my mom got called. I still 
think about that and laugh sometimes. My mom was 
mortified.” 

2) LaithianEmperor wrote, “In seventh-grade Social Studies, 
we were learning about Japanese Samurai and how they 
meditated. When the teacher was talking about it, I raised 
my hand and asked, ‘Is it like masturbation?’ (I didn’t know 
what the word meant.) She just smiled and continued her 
class. It wasn’t until like a couple of months later until I 
actually learned what the word meant from a Two and a Half 
Men episode. Oh, god, was that embarrassing.” 

3) celtictortoise wrote, “I would give snails a ride in my 
wagon and then put them back on the wall or under a plant.” 

4) International-Eye676 wrote, “I rubbed a Gobstopper on 
my forehead when I was 11 or 12.” 

LathianEmperor asked, “Why?” 

International-Eye676 answered, “Oh, gosh. I was sucking on 
one in the car, and I was just kind of rolling it around on my 
tongue, and it fell on the floor, and my mom was just like, 
‘Why don’t you just rub it on your forehead?’ I took things 
way too literally as a kid, so that’s why I did it. Not my finest 
moment. Lol.” 

5) Jimsuckweiner wrote, “In pre-K, I was playing Power 
Rangers with my friend in the back of the lunch line and 
kicked him into one kid and the whole line went down like 
dominoes.”58 

 
58 Source: LaithianEmperor, “What’s the stupidest thing you did as a 
kid that still makes you laugh today?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 February 
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59. “What’s Your Funniest ‘Brain Fart’ Moment?” 

The Original Poster added, “You know, those times where 
you accidentally say ‘chanks’ to the bus driver instead of 
‘cheers’ or ‘thanks,’ or dump your socks straight into the bin 
instead of the laundry, or say ‘You, too!’ when the Chinese 
food delivery man says, ‘Enjoy your dinner.’” 

1) mrnneee wrote: 

“I was working abroad and felt like a short holiday. So I saw 
what I thought was a travel agency, walked in and sat down, 
all spontaneously. Tell the nice guy I wanted to go on a 
holiday, somewhere warm. And he goes, ‘And you want to 
… insure that?’ Apparently I sat down in an insurance 
company of some sort. I’m still not exactly sure what 
happened. So I walked, or ran as fast as I could, away. 

“After I actually managed to book a holiday, at the end of it 
I packed my bags and enquired at the ‘front desk’ when my 
shuttle was going to arrive. I was one day too early and had 
another day at the beach, yay! And a good laugh with 
everybody there.” 

2) thatkoolkoala wrote, “I was talking to an R&B [Rhythm 
and Blues] artist, sharing about my love of the genre. He 
asked me if I liked rap, too. Feeling puzzled about why he 
changed the topic so suddenly, while not wanting to be rude 
on pointing that out, I just went with it and exclaimed, ‘Oh, 
of course! I have them for lunch daily! I love the spinach 
wraps especially.’ He did the biggest what-the-fuck face I’ve 
ever seen in my life.” 

 

2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lj7atb/whats_the_stupi
dest_thing_you_did_as_a_kid_that/ >. 
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3) parezcounapina wrote: 

“When I was living in Spain, I matched with a guy on Tinder. 
We moved the conversation from Tinder to WhatsApp and 
were talking there for a few days. I can’t remember what the 
context was, but I mentioned to him that I had very flat feet. 
A few hours later, I mentioned that I had tattoos on my feet. 
Another few hours later, I mentioned that I was very tall 
(183cm or 6’0”) and he asked for a picture of me standing 
up so he could see. I wasn’t fluent in Spanish at the time. The 
Spanish expression for standing up is estar de pie. The 
Spanish word for foot is simply pie. For some reason, I 
thought he was asking to see a picture of my foot. I was a bit 
confused but obliged and sent him a picture of my flat-ass 
foot with a tattoo on it and he just replied with a question 
mark. I realised my mistake and apologised, while he was 
just like ‘ok.’  

“So embarrassing.” 

4) Thierry_mugler wrote, “I was on a flight looking through 
a window and was genuinely amazed at the white stuff 
surrounding the plane. I was so intrigued I called over a 
flight attendant and asked, ‘What is the white stuff?’ and he 
just looked at me and said, ‘Clouds.’” 

5) bluejellies wrote: 

“When I was at the self-check-out in Australia trying to buy 
a red pepper, I completely blanked on what they call them 
(it’s capsicum). And I didn’t want to feel like an idiot asking 
an employee, ‘What is this called?’ 

“So I just entered it as a tomato.” 
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6) amotivatedgal wrote, “I called a pig a ‘pork chicken’ in 
conversation with my boyfriend once.”59 

60. “What Is The Nicest Thing A Stranger Did For You? 
What Is The Nicest Thing You’ve Done For A 
Stranger?” 

1) Trix_Rabbit wrote: 

“When I was at my lowest point in life — recently 
heartbroken and cheated on, broke, and alone — I had a huge 
passion for a certain radio personality on a local station. 

“She posted one day on Facebook one day in a way that felt 
like it was specifically written for me. Her post was 
something like, ‘Hey, ladies, I know a lot of you are going 
through the toughest time of your life right now. I’ve been 
there. When I was there, I wish someone would have picked 
me up and showed me I was cared about. That’s what I want 
to do for you. If this means something to you, send me a 
private message.’ 

“It really felt like she wrote it specifically for me, although I 
was only one of her thousands of fans. I messaged her and 
she invited me to an NBA game with box seating. She 
invited about three of us there, and after that, we became a 
group of women helping women heal. 

“I made friends. I started going out. It was so helpful to me 
in that time of life that I can never repay her kindness for 
that. I probably would not have made it otherwise. 

 
59 Source: 3v3r9r33n, “What’s your funniest ‘brain fart’ moment?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 14 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/ljn5mu/whats_your_f
unniest_brain_fart_moment/ >. 
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“I’d like to say that group and I stayed friends forever, but 
over about a year, we all started going separate says and it 
fizzled out. We were there for each other when it was 
needed, and for that I am eternally grateful.” 

2) FlippyFlippenstein wrote, “I had a language course in a 
different country. One of the guys didn’t have a dictionary 
from his unusual language and had a really hard time to 
communicate as he barely knew English. When the teacher 
asked why he didn’t have a dictionary, he just said he 
couldn’t find one from his language. I realized he was just 
poor and could not afford one. I went to the largest book 
store in town and found one. I bought it and put it on his seat 
and wrote some anonymous message. He was very surprised. 
Didn’t know who had been nice to him.” 

3) Tealy_bored wrote, “A stranger on public transit in 
Portland let me hold his baby duck.” 

4) maekeyisntcool wrote, “I was walking with my friends in 
the mall, and I see this pretty girl coming up next to me. As 
soon as she passed me, I said, ‘Damn, that girl was really 
pretty.’ I saw her look back and smile at me. It felt pretty 
good. :)” 

5) mndeane wrote, “A really nice thing that happened to me 
was back when I was a college student pulling two jobs. One 
of those jobs was pizza delivery. I was out on a delivery at 
about 11pm, no money in my bank, all I had was the money 
I made in tips. I had a double delivery in my car and my tank 
was on E. The closest gas station I went to was closed on the 
inside but it was already out of my way and I knew I wasn’t 
making it to another gas station. There was a man pumping 
gas from a few pumps away; he was on the phone when I 
approached him and was a bit annoyed I interrupted him. I 
asked him if I could give him $10 in cash to put $7 in my 
tank from his debit card (I’m pretty sure they charge you 
more when you use card). He agrees and comes over and 
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starts getting the gas pumped and is asking me about what I 
do and if I like my job. I told him how I work full-time doing 
pizza delivery and part-time at Publix and I am a full-time 
student, yada yada yada. I look over and see the pump is at 
$15 and quickly tell him to stop, but before I could even say 
it he just put his hand up and said, ‘You’re working hard, 
you approached me, who could have been anybody (which I 
didn’t even consider at the time), and you don’t need to be 
stopping anymore for gas.’ I couldn’t stop grinning the 
whole rest of my delivery.” 

6) ViperKira wrote: 

“I’m a bartender. This guy was there with his girl and they 
wanted a gin tonic, but he wasn’t working so he had money 
for only one drink, so he wanted to split it in two glasses. 

“I then made a double and split it. Essentially gave one for 
free. Been there, too.” 

7) therempel wrote: 

“I was really sick for a nearly two years and lived alone. 
Since I was on disability, my budget for groceries for an 
entire month was less than $80, so I had to stretch 
everything. Rice and baked potatoes were often the only 
thing I ate for days at a time. The one luxury I got from time 
to time was chocolate milk. 

“So I struggled my way to the grocery store on a day when I 
was at my lowest. I picked out a big bag of rice and some 
other essentials, counting everything carefully and realising 
I had enough money left over for a jug of chocolate milk if I 
carried it all back home. 

“When I got to the cashier, one of the items I was counting 
on being on sale was no longer, so suddenly I was short by a 
couple bucks. As I was asking the cashier to please put the 
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milk back, the lady behind me offered her card and paid for 
it. 

“I am much more healthy now and I try to reflect on that 
moment whenever I see people struggling and do what I can 
to help. It was probably something she forgot about right 
away, but it was a bright spot in a very dark time for me.” 

8) adamkane13 wrote, “I was in Las Vegas with my fiancée 
(girlfriend then) and we were walking out of the casino to go 
on the strip. As we walk out I see this girl drunk and sitting 
in a cab with the cab driver keeping her in the car until she 
paid. I have reason to believe she was out with friends and 
got too drunk and they threw her in a cab and left her alone. 
I ended up paying for the cab so the cab driver would let her 
go. I then went on my way and won $250 that weekend. 
Fiancée guessed 24 black with a $5 chip.” 

9) b01_25 wrote, “Someone on the bus told me that my hair 
was cool. That makes me happy every time I think about it. 
Bus girl, if you ever read this, thank you.” 

10) Amethysr2311 wrote, “One time I went to the local 
Tesco I thought I had about £5 on me. I had got some cheap 
snacks and two two-litre bottles of juice. When I got to the 
cashier I reached for my wallet only to realize I had forgotten 
to take it. As I was about to put everything back and go back 
for my wallet, this woman who got served before me turned 
around and paid for my items. I tried to politely refuse saying 
I just had to go back for my wallet (I don’t like taking money 
from people), but she insisted on paying. I thanked her for it, 
and we both went our separate ways. I’m still thankful she 
was nice enough to do that.”60 

 
60 Source: Florencegucci, “What is the nicest thing a stranger did for 
you? What is the nicest thing you’ve done for a stranger?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 15 February 2021 < 
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Chapter 4: Questions 61-80 

61. “Teachers Of Reddit, What Amusing Family Secrets 
Did You Accidentally Learn From Your Overly 
Talkative Students?” 

1) OpenLocust wrote: 

“A kid in one of my classes told me that they learned that 
Santa isn’t real, and in fact, it’s actually their parents eating 
the milk and cookies. But, as they said, ‘It’s not right they 
have to make the milk and cookies and eat it. They cook for 
me and I eat it. So I learned how to make cookies and pour 
milk now!’ 

“So wholesome! They told me they have a younger sibling, 
and they’re going to keep making milk and cookies for 
‘Santa’ until their sibling gets older and they’ll teach them 
how to do it, too!” 

2) CaptainCodeine wrote: 

“Special Education teacher here. I had a student who was an 
absolute terror. He bullied the other students and constantly 
disrupted lessons. His mother was just as bad. She would 
routinely stop by to ‘visit’ my classroom and would sit there 
and give me the stank eye. Then she would go to the 
principal with made-up stories of my inability to teach and / 
or my bias against her son. She would call meetings with 
district-level administrators and rail against me for hours. 

“One day I was asking my students if they could write down 
their address for a class project we were doing. ‘The Terror’ 
gives me an address that is different from the one we had on 
record. In fact, the address was in the next town 15 miles 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lk7qr4/what_is_the_nic
est_thing_a_stranger_did_for_you/ >. 
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away. He and his mother had moved nine months earlier, but 
had neglected to register in their new school district (as is 
required). I notified my principal and the next day ‘The 
Terror’ is gone. 

“The icing on the cake was that Terror Mom was sued by our 
school district for the loss of funds during that nine-month 
period.” 

3) Xaraxa wrote, “A student told me, ‘Mommy and Daddy 
like to take naps in their room in the middle of TV time.’”61 

62. “What Is The Most Memorable Moment With Your 
Grandmother?” 

1) talibob wrote, “My grandmother was diagnosed with 
breast cancer and ended up needing a double mastectomy. 
She got implants afterwards and was so excited about them. 
The first time I saw her she screamed at me, “Talibob! You 
have to feel my new boobs!” She grabbed my hand and made 
me feel her boobs before I could say anything. It was 
awkward but also really funny and that interaction summed 
up who she was. A fun-loving, impulsive person who wanted 
to share her joy with everyone. I really miss that crazy 
woman.” 

2) tradders wrote, “I was about six, and I unscrewed the taps 
in her bathroom. Water sprayed absolutely everywhere. I 
must have absolutely ruined the carpet and wallpaper, I 
swear, but all my grandmother did was laugh lots and help 
me stop panicking.” 

 
61 Source: reasonable_doubt1776, “Teachers of Reddit, what amusing 
family secrets did you accidentally learn from your overly talkative 
students?” Reddit. AskReddit. 15 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lkitqv/teachers_of_red
dit_what_amusing_family_secrets/ >. 
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3) Remixthefix wrote: 

“My grandma was tough as nails and super hard on me 
growing up. On her deathbed she said to me, ‘I like the 
person you grew up to be.’ 

“It still makes me cry, even years later. She’s my grandma, 
of course I always knew she loved me. But to say she liked 
me, holy shit. It blew my mind in a way that I can’t 
describe.” 

4) bluehunger wrote, “When she’d call me by my sister’s 
name every single time I visited without my sister. And she 
was not senile.” 

Dayna_04 wrote, “I’m 17 now and my grandma to this day 
calls me by my mom’s name. She’s not senile either. Lol. 
Apparently I look just like how my mom did at my age, I 
guess. At this point I just go, ‘Wrong name, Grandma,’ and 
we have a good laugh.” 

5) ohboy045 wrote: 

“Before we knew my grandma got a brain tumor and then 
died very suddenly, she used to ask me to go for a walk to 
look at her flowers at their cottage. I was never really 
interested because I was pretty young so I always declined. 

“One afternoon she asked me again and for whatever reason 
I agreed to walk around with her. We spent a good hour 
walking around looking at her beautiful flowers and 
gardening and just spending some quality time together. 

“She really declined very soon after that and died a few 
weeks later and that is my last vividly positive memory with 
her. I’m so grateful I chose to walk with her that day. She 
was a beautiful person inside and out.” 

6) idgahoot2 wrote, “My grandmother is a huge Chicago 
Cubs fan, so 2016 when they finally won was pretty 
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amazing. Additionally, during the 2019 season, a few 
months after Anthony Rizzo got married, he was under-
performing at the start of the season. I remember talking with 
my grandmother about this and asking her why she think 
he’s off to a slow start. Her response: ‘Probably due to all of 
the sex he’s been having now that he’s married.’ I lost it.” 

Thirty_Helens_Agree commented, “Mine, too. She was 
young when baseball and boxing were THE sports and she 
kept up with both her whole life. It was always wonderful 
and unexpected to hear this sweet little old grandma drop 
some really insightful comment about Mike Tyson’s fighting 
style.” 

7) dimsumpyuous wrote: 

“I had to granny-sit one summer. 

“One weekend, I woke up late and everything was silent. Her 
usual mid-morning TV chatter wasn’t on. So I made my way 
down to the kitchen, off to apologize for not being up in time 
to help with brekky [Australian slang for breakfast]. But, 
there were red stains all over the stairs. I fucking panicked 
and raced down, thinking she had a bad fall. 

“I was dreading what I’d see when I’d turn at the landing, 
but it was really just more red. I FUCKING RACED 
AROUND TO TRY TO FIND HER. I must’ve said 
‘GRAN?’ twenty times by then. She wasn’t anywhere, but 
the front door was latched. 

“I remember slumping against the wall, having a ten-second 
panic attack, until … she walked out of the bathroom and 
asked me what was the matter. 

“Apparently, she dropped her vial of nail polish and it 
bounced and spattered all the way down the stairs. I walked 
in about two minutes after it had happened, while she was 
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off throwing away the broken bits and getting cleaning 
supplies. 

“We had a cute brunch after that.” 

8) Dayna_04 wrote: “I know the question says only one 
memory, but I have a few. My grandparents are a huge part 
of my life, and I thought I’d share some of it. 

My grandma used to watch me (and my little brother 
eventually) on Mondays and Fridays instead of me going to 
the babysitter’s. She is a librarian and doesn’t work Friday, 
Monday, or Sunday. EVERY MORNING I would insist on 
watching either The Lion King or Beauty and the Beast while 
eating breakfast. I don’t know how she put up with watching 
them so much. 

“After lunch we would always bake, whether it be cookies, 
muffins, bread, etc. We would make them and put them in 
the oven and I would go have my nap. When I woke up, the 
food we made before my nap would be hot and fresh. We 
would usually eat it with a cup of tea. 

“Every Friday we would walk up to the corner store in town 
to get our ‘Friday Treat.’ The treat usually being ice cream 
no matter how cold it was out. When my mom and her 
brothers were little, if they were good that week, they would 
do the same thing. 

“I have so many great memories with her. We would go on 
walks and pick / eat wild raspberries, skip stones in the lake, 
feed her friend’s horses apples and carrots on the way to the 
park. We would go sledding and have snowball fights. It 
would snow so much my grandpa would have to shovel a 
path for me around the backyard or else the snow would be 
over my head. We’d play card games or watch musicals. We 
would water the flowers in her huge garden; we’d usually 
end up soaked from water fights. 
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“With the pandemic, we don’t get to see them as often, 
especially with lockdown. Where I live, the lockdown 
wasn’t in place during the summer because the cases went 
down a lot. The day after it got lifted, we went to my 
grandparents’ house. I’ll never forget running up to my 
grandma and hugging her for the first time in six months. We 
both just cried because we could finally hug again. We’re in 
lockdown again (since Christmas), and I’m looking forward 
to the day I can hug my grandparents again.”62 

63. “What’s The Best And Worst Birthday Experiences 
You’ve Had?” 

1) BPT_Race_Verifier wrote: 

“When I was seven, my brother beat me up at my birthday 
party and made all my friends laugh at me. He dragged me 
across the carpet, and the rug burn felt like fire on my back. 
Thanks, bro! 

“Best was when my girl took me to the Philippines for a 
birthday vacation.” 

2) BugSaladChewySauce wrote: 

“Best was when I was seven. I got to pretend to be some 
kid’s brother and I beat the shit out of him. 

 
62 Source: AppointmentWarm7589, “What is the most memorable 
moment with your grandmother?” Reddit. AskReddit. 15 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lkjh35/what_is_the_mo
st_memorable_moment_with_your/ >. 
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“Worst was when I was forced to dress like a girl and pretend 
to be some guy’s girlfriend. I even had to take him to the 
Philippines for his birthday when it was my birthday, too.”63 

64. “What Is Something You Witnessed That You Will 
Never Forget?” 

1) Single_Database_2930 wrote, “I watched the solar 
eclipse from a mountaintop with a 360-degree view. Pictures 
don’t do it justice. I saw the shadow coming over the ridges 
towards me for a moment, incredibly fast, blacking them out. 
Then the light just goes out and the temperature instantly 
drops. You look around and you can see the sunlight, in the 
distance in every direction, but not on you. And you actually 
understand fully that you’re standing in the shadow of the 
moon, pure white sunlight shining around it. Then it’s over, 
and you see the light disappearing over the ridges again.” 

cototudelam commented, “Agreed. I was in the totality belt 
for a glorious three minutes and six seconds, back in Turkey 
2006. It’s like being temporarily transported to another 
planet. The twilight around you is unreal, almost mystic. 
Birds go absolutely bonkers. You see faint stars on the blue 
grey sky. There was a mountaintop further away, in full 
sunlight, covered in snow and glittering like a jewel on the 
horizon over the darkened land. I looked on the landscape 
just as the shadow left me and saw it fleeing — it’s 
incredibly fast.” 

moviesandcats commented: 

 
63 Source: Sol_TRN, “Whats the best and worst birthday experiences 
you’ve had?” Reddit. AskReddit. 15 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lktbsq/whats_the_best_
and_worst_birthday_experiences/ >. 
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“Wow, I bet that was stunning to be on a mountaintop like 
that. 

“My husband and I sat out on our hammock and watched the 
eclipse with our special glasses on for safe viewing. 
We had a bowl of hotdogs with us because we knew the 
skunks would show up for dinner. And sure enough, they 
came. We tossed them some hotdogs, and when they ate and 
the eclipse was over, they disappeared until later on at their 
usual time for dinner. 

“That must have really messed them up … but at least they 
got an extra meal that day. None of the other wildlife showed 
up, like the deer, raccoons, and possums. But the skunks are 
usually the ‘first responders’ anyway.” 

3) Kuneria wrote, “It was the first time I went snorkeling! It 
was a little gloomy out, the sun was shining through some 
clouds a little bit, but the surface of the water was like a dull 
dark blue and so I wasn’t expecting anything great, but when 
I put my head under the water, I was instantly hit with the 
most magical experience of my life. Hundreds and hundreds 
of fish swimming at me, the sparkle of the mica in the water, 
the rays of light shining through the water, the deep, deep 
ocean below me, even the forests of kelp looked so beautiful. 
At the same time there was a light twinkling sound, it may 
have been the sound of chains underwater, but it made it feel 
extra magical. I’ve seen some stuff in my life, but I 
remember thinking in that moment, everything that I’ve ever 
been through has been worth it up to this point. It sounds 
super corny, but there’s just so much beauty in this world.” 

Kuneria added, “Catalina Island! It was straight up the best 
day of my life. The fish were just a bunch of calico bass and 
garibaldi. The bass aren’t exactly spectacular fish, but they 
certainly have their own kind of beauty and lots of 
personality. The garibaldi are STUNNING little orange 
fellas in the green waters against the dark rocky shore. We 
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went during garibaldi brooding season so the new fathers 
were swimming right up in our faces trying to get us to back 
off; it was so funny. It was a good, easy experience and 
totally non stressful, I highly recommend!” 

4) zazzlekdazzle wrote: 

“The complete, eerie quiet of NYC on September 12th, 
2001. 

“The weather was perfect, about 70ºF and clear skies with 
lots of sun. Stores were closed, people weren’t working, 
there were no airplanes, very little subway service (if any), 
very little traffic, many people’s cell phones didn’t work and 
we were told not to use them anyway. The hum of 
transportation, cell phone chatter, and commerce was gone. 

“It was just a lot of people walking outside, especially in the 
parks, making eye-contact and nodding to each other with a 
sad smile as we passed.”64 

65. “Where Were You On New Year’s Eve 2012?” 

SofaKingSharp wrote: 

“NYE 2012. My friends and I are hanging out in our New 
Jersey town thinking of something fun to ring in the New 
Year. We decide on a whim to go into the city. It’s around 
9pm and we figure we’re not gonna see the ball drop, but at 
least we can take in the energy of what should be a crazy 
scene. It helped that it was a year that didn’t have the usual 
bitter cold. 

 
64 Source: instantaneouspickle, “What is something you witnessed that 
you will never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ll79db/what_is_someth
ing_you_witnessed_that_you_will/ >. 
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“We take a bus to Port Authority and start walking towards 
the madness, and there’s a panhandler asking for cash. One 
of my buddies says, ‘Fuck it, it’s New Year’s.’ Hands him a 
few bucks and tells him to have a good night. The guy is 
pretty happy and starts chatting with us. 

“‘You guys trying to see the ball drop?’ 

“‘Nah, it’s too late. We’re just hanging out and walking 
around.’ 

“‘If you guys wanna, I know a guy who can get you close.’ 

“We look at each other and it’s a kind of ‘Why the hell not? 
Let’s see what happens.’ 

“The guy takes us to (I was pretty buzzed from pre-gaming, 
so I think) 43rd Street. It’s gated off ,but there’s some people 
gathered and a guy with a lanyard. Our new friend brings us 
to him and says, ‘I got three more who wanna get in.’ We 
each hand over $20 and get through the gate and walk down 
the street where more people are gathered, but it’s blocked 
off. 

“We can see the main crowd, but we can’t see the actual ball. 
Can’t really see anything. Starting to get pissed that we got 
scammed, but it’s already 10pm and we’re closer than we 
would have been anyway and at least we’re not the only 
ones, because there’s a group of like 50 people there. Other 
than that, the street is pretty empty and blocked off due to 
security, likely because this is an exit street for the giant 
Times Square crowd. 

“NYPD is there and they decide to let us get closer. Still 
can’t see the ball but it’s 11:00pm and this is pretty cool. 
Then, 11:30pm approaches and they decide to let us go 
closer. We can now directly see the ball. It’s at a very odd 
angle, but we can actually see it now, and we’re fucking 
psyched. This is amazing. 
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“We make friends with people who came from North 
Carolina and sing that Petey Pablo song together about them 
repping their state. We’re just enjoying this improbable 
situation and feeding off each other’s energy. 

“Eventually, we count down to the New Year and lose our 
shit. All kinds of screaming and celebrating. But then, 
somebody decides to toss over the last barricade and we 
flood into the main crowd right into the heart of it all, with 
confetti flying everywhere, and we’re less than 50 yards 
from the famous American Flag NYPD mobile station. 

“One of my friends picks up a confetti piece that says, ‘To 
finding love and happiness,’ and we take a picture together. 
Just an amazing experience overall. We soak it all in and 
then head back to Port Authority, and we’re back at my 
house by 1:00am. 

“That year, I get engaged in May and married in October. 
Going eight years strong and just had our second baby boy. 

“Apologies for the novel. And I’m not an overly sentimental 
/ spiritual guy, but it was something odd about the way the 
stars aligned that night, which started with a small gesture of 
kindness and that’s really stuck with me. I certainly count 
myself as lucky because I know a lot of people go through a 
lot more anguish for the same outcome. 

“But hot damn if it wasn’t one of the best experiences of my 
life.”65 

 
65 Source: istrx13, “What is something you’re convinced people only 
pretend to like?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/llawp7/what_is_somet
hing_youre_convinced_people_only/ >. 
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66. “Teachers, What’s The Weirdest Thing You’ve Had 
To Take Away From A Student?” 

1) swanyMcswan wrote: 

“Not a teacher, but if you were to ask her, this would 
probably be it. 

“Various vegetables. 

“She was super strict about no phones and would check at 
the slightest sign you might have your phone. 

“As half-protest-half-prank, we began our shenanigans. 

“A girl’s family member passed away, and she was texting 
on her phone about it to other family members. The teacher 
took her phone. 

“So we began bringing in potatoes, celery, carrots, tomatoes, 
and other vegetables. 

“We’d smuggle them into class and then hold them under 
our desks and look at them as though we were texting. She 
kept trying to catch us, but then just thought we were weird. 
This goes on for at least a week. Finally she instituted a zero-
tolerance policy against vegetables. 

“So we switched to fruit. So for a few weeks she was 
constantly confiscating various fruits and vegetables. 

“We finally stopped when it wasn’t as fun anymore, and she 
wasn’t ever quite as strict about phones after that.” 

2) ElderCunningham wrote, “First thing that came to mind 
— a drawing of a peanut. One kid said he had a peanut 
allergy, so a boy drew a peanut on a piece of paper, and 
started shoving it in the other boy’s face and being a general 
dick with it.” 
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3) VinnyVinnieVee wrote, “A can of Cheese Whiz. It was 
from a student visiting from another country, and she was 
enamored of the incredible canned cheese product she had 
discovered. So much so, she kept either opening her 
backpack to stare lovingly at it or taking it out during class 
to get some sweet, sweet cheesy goodness. It was pretty cute 
actually, and I made sure she got her cheese product returned 
to her at the end of class. Man, did she love Cheese Whiz.” 

4) SmegmaSmeller wrote, “Obligatory not a teacher but …. 
if my teacher saw this, he’d surely be giving this as a 
response. I saw a meme online where somebody drained 
Windex out of the bottle and filled it with Gatorade. I 
decided to do this during class for a refreshing drink and my 
teacher was not happy with that decision. He already thought 
I was a bit … slow, but I think that confirmed it for him.” 

5) backaritagain wrote, “Tampons. From sixth-grade boys. 
They liked to unwrap them, throw them, and yell ‘mouse.’ 
The girls were like what the fuck? The boys found out what 
they were for in health class. They started adding ketchup. I 
had to institute a tampon check at the door. For the boys. The 
girls room got a […] full basket of tampons once the boys 
got over the idiocy.” 

6) aecarol wrote: 

“I was a student, but I had a bunch of expended mentions 
[weapons?], including an expended CS grenade (think tear 
gas), taken from me by my seventh grade vice principal. I 
used to scour the NATO training grounds when my dad was 
stationed in Germany in the 1970’s. I found an expended CS 
grenade and brought it (and other finds) to school to show 
off to my friends. 

“Not knowing there had been a terror bombing earlier that 
day at another NATO facility, I brought a bunch of my stuff 
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to school. They brought a bomb dog onto our school bus at 
the Ramstein Air Force Base gate, the dog ignored me. 

“I was showing off the grenade to my friends when the 
teacher walked in. The grenade had been expended, but CS 
is really a fine dust and the active material was gently 
‘dusting’ the room. She could easily smell the tear gas and 
sent me to the office. 

“They took my stuff, chided me for bringing it, and returned 
it two weeks later. A few weeks after that, the vice principal 
asked if I had had everything returned. I said I had. He said 
someone turned in a 105mm shell casing into ‘lost and 
found’ and offered it to me. It gladly took it. 

“Being the 1970’s, everyone was chill, the teacher was right 
to get that nasty stuff out of her class, and I scored another 
cool thing. Today, they would have had the SWAT team 
there and I might well have had to go to court.”66 

67. “When Did You Fuck Up, But Were Pleasantly 
Surprised With The Outcome?” 

1) ambmas13 wrote, “Accidentally requested a higher pay 
rise than I had initially decided to ask for — £5000 higher. I 
got the pay rise!” 

2) Malruhn wrote, “Met a girl, married her three months later 
(as in 90 days to the day). Thirty years later, we’re still 
together.” 

3) RoseyDove323 wrote, “When I was 15, I ended up with 
more rabbits than I originally intended by not keeping a male 

 
66 Source: SpoonSArmy, “Teachers, what’s the weirdest thing you’ve 
had to take away from a student?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lmu7zs/teachers_whats
_the_weirdest_thing_youve_had_to/ >. 
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and female rabbit separated long enough. But their babies 
ended up being the sweetest things imaginable. Also fun 
fact: baby rabbits have a smell. Sort of like a combination of 
dandelion and cotton.” 

4) isolatingpickle wrote, “When our office started 
teleworking, we used Skype to screenshare and they mostly 
used somebody else’s screen. One day, I had to share my 
screen and the meeting went over by an hour. I sent my 
friend an IM saying, ‘Will this meeting ever fucking end?’ 
forgetting that literally everybody could see my screen. My 
boss just said, ‘She’s right. We need to wrap this up,’ after a 
moment of awkward silence and my butthole being firmly 
puckered.” 

5) baklaid wrote, “Had plans to sell my car, was told it was 
worth about 2900 euro. Smashed it completely in a car crash 
and insurance payed me 5400 euro. Totally worth it.”67 

68. “What’s A Song That A Lot Of People Will Recognise 
But May Not Be Able To Name?” 

Jsnooots wrote, “If you watched Bugs Bunny cartoons as a 
kid, you will know lots of classical music but not know the 
name or composer.” 

The_Mad_Hatfield commented, “Kill the wabbit, kill the 
wabbit.” 

DavyWithTheGoodHair wrote: 

“Phone rings inside piano Bugs Bunny is playing.  

 
67 Source: samanthuhh, “When did you fuck up, but, were pleasantly 
surprised with the outcome?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lmw31g/when_did_yo
u_fuck_up_but_were_pleasantly/ >. 
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“Bugs answers:: ‘Eeeeeeehhhh … what’s up, doc? Who? 
Franz Liszt? Never hoid of him. Wrong numbah.’” 

deafballboy commented: 

“Man, I had a history prof who couldn’t believe I didn’t 
know what the Danube was. she played the ‘Blue Danube’ 
for us and I was like, ‘Oooohhh! The Bugs Bunny song! He 
ice skates to it!’ 

“She was unimpressed.” 

LanceMcDashing commented, “I got all my classical music 
training as a kid from Loony Tunes.” 

Note by David Bruce: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZzTv0Sb4Zg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yxiv3CBMS4M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy5f87-kI8c 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYM84n-2Sas68 

69. Redditors With Toddlers, What Was Their Irrational 
Meltdown Moment Today? 

1) dissociativetwit wrote, “I live in Texas where there has 
been a no power / unreliable water shit show this week [due 
to a snowstorm in February 2021] so there’s a water boil 
notice, but we couldn’t boil the water without power; 
therefore, I couldn’t wash the dishes. Well, we found an 
open pizza place and got some pizza, which my son loves, 

 
68 Source: PaintingIcy, “What’s a song that a lot of people will 
recognise but may not be able to name?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lmqleh/whats_a_song_
that_a_lot_of_people_will_recognise/ >. 
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but when he saw I was serving it on a paper towel and not 
his Paw Patrol plate he lost it. Son, we’ve been eating 
sandwiches for three days. I would eat this pizza off the 
ground.” 

IsNoMore commented: 

“Honestly, given the circumstances I wouldn’t call this one 
a irrational meltdown. Sounds like there’s more than enough 
on his plate. 

“Okay, bad pun, but seriously I hope you guys are doing as 
well as possible.” 

dissociativetwit replied: 

“Yeah, true, he’s been a trooper through everything even 
though he doesn’t understand what’s going on really. Just a 
very toddler-like moment letting out what I’m sure is a lot of 
pent-up frustration from the past few days. 

“Thank you, the power is back on now so we’re very 
thankful for that. When the lights came on finally, he gasped 
and yelled, ‘Mom, look, the light is on! The light is on!’ and 
ran to hug me with a big smile. I cried then and I’m tearing 
up now thinking about it — he’s such a sweetie.” 

2) Tourette_syndromer wrote, “I wouldn’t fill up his milk 
cup, because it was already full.” 

seriousname65 commented, “Aw. Yeah, now this is quality 
tantrumming!” 

MadCapHorse commented, “Same but with juice! ‘You 
already have some’ was NOT the right answer.” 

3) chocfrogaddict wrote, “He’s not a toddler anymore but the 
one that I remember most was when my son screamed his 
head off at the age of four because ‘the sun was sunning in 
my face.’ I offered him sunglasses and a hat before we left, 
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and I spent 30 minutes in the car with a screaming toddler 
because the sun was sunning his face.” 

4) verylovelylife wrote, “He wanted to pick his own spoon 
to eat cereal. No problem I open his plate / bowl / utensil 
drawer and let him pick. He gets to his seat with his spoon 
of choice then is upset because he actually DID want the 
plane-shaped spoon I pointed out while he was deciding. 
Okay, still no problem. So I bring him the plane spoon but 
he then is quickly upset again realizing he actually wanted 
the third, adult-like spoon all along.” 

5) MoonPrismPowerUp wrote, “I wouldn’t let him eat dog 
food … again.” 

shiguywhy commented: 

“When my brother was a toddler, he ate dog food because 
mom made the mistake of letting dad watch us for a day. He 
didn’t chew it well and a piece scratched the inside of his 
throat, which made him gag and start vomiting blood. I was 
five or six and had to calm my adult father down enough for 
him to call the ambulance and all he kept saying was, ‘My 
wife is going to kill me.’ 

“All this to say, give your toddler only soft dog food, leave 
the Kibble for pupper.” 

7YearOldCodPlayer wrote: 

“When your kid is vomiting blood, you probably aren’t 
thinking rationally. 

“As a paramedic I go to a few infant- or child-choking calls 
a year. 

“First thing I have to do is calm down the parents since the 
kid almost never is choking, but is so worked up because 
Mom / Dad is crying and freaked out.” 
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punkterminator commented, “When I was two, I lost my shit 
because my parents didn’t let me eat cat treats. In my toddler 
mind, this was evidence my parents hated me.” 

DelightfulFrightful commented, “What I ended up doing 
was putting cereal in a bowl and putting it on the floor for 
my niece. She kept trying to eat the dog food, so might as 
well let her have her fun with something a little more tastier. 
My sister said I better clean the mess my niece makes, but it 
all worked out; the dogs ate the leftover cereal instead.” 

6) gibberishkat wrote, “First meltdown: Her toothbrush 
didn’t have enough toothpaste. Quick fix, gave her more 
toothpaste. Second meltdown: her toothbrush had too much 
toothpaste. -__-” 

7) sorrygirl818 wrote, “I was watching my nephew the other 
day, and he was upset about the spelling of ‘pizza.’” 

8) t12aq wrote: 

“My daughter is seven now but my favourite of all of her 
irrational tantrums was when she was three and I wouldn’t 
let her lick the bowl when I was making chicken meatballs. 

“Turns out three-year-olds don’t understand that you just 
cannot eat raw chicken. 

“She then held a grudge and told EVERYONE, including 
random people in the supermarket several days later, 
‘Mummy didn’t let me lick the bowl.’ IT WAS RAW 
CHICKEN, DAMMIT!” 

9) MrsPyroPenguin wrote, “She wanted to go play in the 
snow, but did not want to wear socks or pants.” 

10) Gobyinmypants wrote, “We didn’t have pickles in our 
spaghetti. Sorry, buddy, that ain’t happening.” 

11) Njdevils11 wrote: 
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“He asked me to set up his little indoor slide. Which I did. 
That is it. That’s what made him fall on the ground 
screaming like I was murdering him. 

“I got a few unprompted kisses today, though, so that’s a 
winning day in my book.”69 

70. “People Who Work In Food Delivery, What’s The 
Craziest Set Of ‘Special Instructions’ You Had To 
Follow?”  

1) PmMeUrMommyMilkers wrote: 

“The most common answer is that we don’t follow most of 
the crazy ones. 

“It’s the funny, unique, and easy to do that actually get done. 

“I ain’t paid to break my back for you, just to get the food 
from A to B.” 

2) EndoShota wrote, “I regularly include the instructions 
‘Use the secret knock.’ It’s amusing to see what delivery 
people come up with.” 

3) EidolonMom wrote, “Working at a pizza place, we once 
got a request to ‘fuck that thing up with bacon.’ We 
MURDERED that thing with bacon!” 

4) quiveringness wrote: 

“Order going to this farmhouse. Instead of going to the front 
door, though, there was a note on the order that said to go to 
the ‘side of the ranch.’ What the fuck is that about? I 

 
69 Source: PsychonautDad, “Redditors with Toddlers, what was their 
irrational meltdown moment today?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ln249w/redditors_with
_toddlers_what_was_their_irrational/ >. 
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wandered around for a while trying to figure out which side 
they were talking about. 

“Never could make sense of it. Wound up eating the guy’s 
sandwich.” 

5) HeliumAlloy wrote: 

“Megan wrote, ‘Don’t knock, just meow.’ 

“So I stood outside her front door with her pizza and I 
meowed. She answered right away and tipped me $5. Good 
delivery. 

“Got some strange requests for box art, too. My personal 
favorite was a bear fighting an eagle.” 

Note by David Bruce: If you do this kind of stuff, tip well.70 

71. “What Is The Best Comeback You’ve Ever Heard?”  

1) lovelywavies wrote, “This lady was being a huge bitch 
saying, ‘You’re a follower, not a leader, people like you 
can’t say no’ over something stupid and a guy with her was 
like, ‘You have four kids. When have YOU ever said no?’” 

2) TriplePowers wrote, “‘Your birth certificate is an apology 
from the condom factory.’ Always makes me laugh.” 

3) TonieBelt wrote, “Someone yelled out in a Walmart, ‘I’m 
not ashamed of who I am.’ Another voice echoed back, 
‘That’s your parents’ job.’” 

 
70 Source: weirdbokoblin, “People who work in food delivery, what’s 
the craziest set of ‘special instructions’ you had to follow?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 19 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lnpn46/people_who_w
ork_in_food_delivery_whats_the/ >. 
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4) Back2Bach wrote, “You consistently set low expectations 
and then fail to achieve them.” 

5) Hot-Spicy79 wrote: 

“My best friend: After an argument with some kid from our 
school in a shop, we began walking away down the street. 

“Kid: ‘Where you going, pussy?’ 

“Friend: ‘Your mom’s house.’ 

“Kid: ‘My mom lives the other way, idiot.’ 

“Friend: ‘Nah, I meant your real mom.’” 

6) R3DwinGs55 wrote, “Crazy lady in a retail store going 
off on me because I asked her to leave. She was being 
belligerent, throwing groceries, the works. Anyways, she 
gets high and mighty and brings up god and how I’m a sinner 
for making her leave. She starts yelling, ‘Haven’t you heard 
the word of god!’ I calmly replied, ‘Which one? Burn the 
witches or kill the infidels?’ My manager and the other 
customers just start laughing. I think it really applies here 
because she just totally shut up and walked out of the store 
after that.” 

7) AlreadyOlder wrote, “A drunk woman became 
belligerent with me and claimed she was a witch who would 
put a spell on me. She went on to assure me that witchcraft 
was real and she was serious as she was a witch. I normally 
ignore crazy people, but she wouldn’t let up, so after about 
15 minutes I asked her calmly, ‘Are all witches ugly inside 
and out, or just you?’ She left immediately.”71 

 
71 Source: HeftyArea51, “What is the best comeback you’ve ever 
heard?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 February 2021 < 
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72. “Garbage Men / Woman Of The World, What’s The 
Best / Worst Thing You Have Found Thrown Away?”  

1) paulippolito wrote: 

“My father was a garbage man who also did clean-outs for 
homes and businesses, where they’d rip apart the entire 
building and throw everything out in their dumpsters. He 
worked on a ton of really massive houses, some worth tens 
of millions of dollars; one was worth $40 million and wasn’t 
even the permanent residence. 

“Best things I got as a kid: A pretty much unused trampoline 
with a net and everything. 

“A go-kart that my dad’s friend was able to fix up and we 
used all the time. (I live on a dead-end street.) 

“And once he cleaned out a deli that was closing down, and 
we no joke had unlimited Snapples and Sodas of every flavor 
for almost a year. I’d drink the Snapples while out on the 
trampoline. I used the hell out of all three of those things in 
my childhood.” 

vickylaa commented, “We sometimes have to do house 
clearances at work (dead people with no family and the 
house is to be sold). A lot of the time stuff isn’t worth the 
time it takes to sell it, so we get to keep stuff that’s gonna be 
thrown out. I’ve gotten so much fabric, embroidery thread, 
all sorts of sewing / dress-making materials, and I will never 
have to buy another button in my lifetime. I like to think the 
old ladies it used to belong to would be glad to know it was 
gonna be used.” 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lo8u4r/what_is_the_be
st_comeback_youve_ever_heard/ >. 
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entropy2421 responded, “There is no way they wouldn’t be. 
You probably have a whole crew of spirits hanging around 
and looking out for you!” 

2) gozba wrote, “In the eighties I picked up a number of 
Philips colour TVs. I had a few, so fixing them was just a 
question of swapping parts. I then sold them cheaply or gave 
them away to fellow students.” 

3) PsychedelicWeaselGun wrote, “My little brother was 
emptying out a client’s basement and everything was going 
to be thrown away, so my brother was told to keep anything 
he wanted. He saw a nice-looking bike and took it. Turns out 
it was a Dahon mu p8 30th anniversary limited edition and 
in perfect condition. From what I found on it, it goes for over 
$4K.” 

4) Glove_Compartment wrote, “My father was a garbage 
man when I was born. I don’t remember because I was like 
three months old. But my first dog was in the trash. My dad 
stopped. Picked up a box and heard some shuffling on the 
inside and there were two puppies. My dad kept one and the 
driver kept the other. They were brother and sister (my dad 
assumed). He kept the male and named him Jasper. He was 
literally my best friend growing up. I had him for 13 years 
and my dad tells me the job was worth it just for that dog. 
He called the police and animal control on the residence but 
doesn’t know what happened after that. All I know is I’m 37 
and still love that dog so much. I’m so thankful my dad saved 
him and his sister.” 

5) Jedimasteryony wrote, “Not me, but my brother. 
Someone apparently threw out their grandpa’s stuff from the 
attic after he passed away. This was the last scheduled 
pickup at the house and everything was already moved out. 
Nobody was living there. Driving an automated (claw to 
grab and dump) truck, my brother was irritated there were 
these two bowling bags he had to get out to throw in the 
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truck. He realized they seemed a bit heavy, so he opened 
them to see why. Inside there was real silver silverware / 
flatware. He ended up selling it for scrap prices to a jeweler 
and got $3000.” 

mynextthroway commented, “My mom inherited a huge 
wedding set she got when her grandmother passed away. It 
was from the late 1800’s. She thought the same thing, that it 
would be worth only the silver weight. The scrap dealer 
originally offered her $2500 for the pile, and then he really 
looked at the silverware. He realized it was worth something 
as a set and withdrew his offer because it was worth far more 
and the work on the pattern was too beautiful for him to melt. 
Offered her 10k and said she could get 15k easy if she 
auctioned it. She auctioned it and received 18k after fees. I 
don’t remember much about the set except that the flatware 
pieces were very heavy and beautiful and you could have 
killed someone with the serving spoons. The serving platter 
could have easily held a whole, cooked lamb.” 

RhodesianOG commented, “It’s pretty great how he didn’t 
try to rip off your mom.”72 

73. “What’s Something You’ve Always Wanted To Tell / 
A Story You’ve Always Wanted To Share, But Never 
Found The Right Platform Or Opportunity For It On 
Reddit?” 

throwaway2593290044 wrote: 

“When I was about 10, my parents had recently divorced and 
my dad was left pretty poor. He wanted to take my little 

 
72 Source: wayne88imps, “Garbage men/woman of the world. What’s 
the best/worst thing you have found ‘thrown away’ ??” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 20 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lo8bg6/garbage_menw
oman_of_the_world_whats_the_bestworst/ >. 
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brother (age seven) and me on vacation but couldn’t afford 
much, so we went camping. As a kid it was fun and I didn’t 
think anything of it being cheap. 

“We spent the first day fishing, which my dad and brother 
absolutely loved. They really bonded over it. We had only 
two fishing poles so I mostly hung around playing my 
Gameboy and reading, which was totally fine by me. 

“The style of fishing they were doing meant leaving the 
poles propped up (but not actually holding them) for a long 
time. Basically, it keeps the line really still, and then when 
the head of the pole begins to bob, you pick it up and  reel it 
in. So you have to watch pretty carefully, for a long time. 

“But as previously mentioned, my brother was seven and I 
had a Gameboy, so he wasn’t paying very close attention. 
I’m sure you can see where this is going. He got a bite, 
missed it, and the whole pole went into the water. 

“They were both devastated: my dad, because he couldn’t 
afford another fishing pole, so one of the only events planned 
for our low-budget vacation was effectively ruined, and my 
brother, because he had let our dad down. 

“I felt terrible and ended up walking to a little bait shop on 
the campground (it was a cool little campsite with an 
enclosed lake and a poorly-stocked shop on the complete 
opposite side) to spend my allowance money from Mom on 
a Jeff Gordon fishing rod for my brother (hey, it was that or 
Barbie) and bringing it back so they could fish together. 

“Everyone was happy. My dad got the rod all set up, and 
they went right back to fishing. My brother got another bite 
right away, and he was so desperate to prove himself this 
time that he reeled in a fucking 10-pound catfish on this 
chintzy little fishing rod. I have never seen my dad so proud. 
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“Then we noticed this monster of a catfish had like six hooks 
still in his mouth. He had broken many a fishing line. One 
was still connected, so we started pulling it, and pulling it … 
and out of the lake comes the entire first fishing rod. 

“In the end, we wound up with three fishing rods and 
everybody got to fish. Best vacation ever.” 

mikesurovik asked, “This is a good fish story. Did you guys 
eat the catfish?” 

throwaway2593290044 replied, “Thanks! Normally we 
would’ve, since I love catfish and my dad is a fantastic cook, 
but he said he respected the fish too much after the whole 
ordeal, so we ended up letting him go.”73 

74. “What Changed In Your Life That Made It So Much 
Better?” 

Billlliejean wrote, “Quitting alcohol. My life has completely 
changed in only the best ways. Most notably I’ve 
accomplished all of my dreams. I went back to school and 
earned my bachelor’s degree, found the love of my life and 
got married, lost a bunch of weight and somehow look like 
I’ve aged backwards. Now my only problem is coming up 
with new dreams.” 

Poem_for_your_sprog commented about “Now my only 
problem is coming up with new dreams”: 

“And so, with all the dreams I had,  

 
73 Source: some-law-student, “What’s something you’ve always wanted 
to tell/a story you’ve always wanted to share, but never found the right 
platform or opportunity for on Reddit?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lo47wb/whats_somethi
ng_youve_always_wanted_to_tella/ >. 
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“With all that extra time … 

“I bought myself a writing pad, 

“And wrote a pantomime — 

“I took a walk around the park 

“To watch the birds in flight — 

“I sat and stared, and after dark, 

“I viewed the stars at night — 

“I learned to craft a boat or two 

“To sail across the sea — 

“I found the perfect thing to do, 

“And spent some time with me — 

“I shaped myself a silver scene 

“Of homes and hills and lakes — 

“I made a glossy magazine 

“For baking tasty cakes — 

“I took a swim beyond the tide 

“And through the foam and spray — 

“The world was waiting just outside 

“For me to start the day. 

“I wandered roads and streets and streams, 

“And lands from sands to shore — 

“I lived my hopes … 

“I lived my dreams … 
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“And then I made some more.” 

BexYouSee commented, “Best sprog yet and I’ve seen some 
good ones. You are a gift. Thank you for your effort and 
love.”74 

75. “Potterheads Of Reddit, If You Were Able To 
Conjure The Patronus Charm (Expecto Patronum), 
What Happiest Memory Would You Use?” 

1) Boudicccaaa wrote, “My daughter latching as quickly as 
she did when she was born. I had had a lot of troubles with 
my son and was very worried. But she latched before they 
were even done stitching me up! Also, the first time my son 
discovered his own way of telling us he loves us. He grabs 
our faces and headbutts us, then gives ‘kitten kisses’ 
(rubbing noses), and then slaps us. It’s very confusing, but 
he’s only 20 months old, so it’s still cute as fuck. Lol.” 

2) bestdarnthing wrote, “The sound of my dog’s paws hitting 
the floor when I call her name.” 

3) Spottedtigers wrote, “I remember when my dad came 
home from Afghanistan after I hadn’t seen him since I was 
five years old. I vividly remember him surprising me at the 
school and me breaking down in tears as I ran toward him. 
One of the happiest moments of my life.” 

4) -jesse-james- wrote: 

“The first time I saw my daughter smile. 

 
74 Source: Ji myb_3333, “What changed in your life that made it so 
much better?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/loo05u/what_changed_
in_your_life_that_made_it_so_much/ >. 
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“The day she was born, I was a mess. She was breach, and it 
came to needing an emergency C-section. 

“They whisked the mother away, and I wasn’t allowed in the 
room. 

“What felt like hours later, my daughter’s grandmother came 
out, holding my screaming baby. Boy, she was 
SCREAMING. 

“As soon as she handed her to me, she stopped crying and 
looked at me, looked up at my face and stared, and started 
softly cooing and she relaxed her body and calmed down. It 
was surreal and I’ll never forget it.” 

5) Shallot-666 wrote: 

“Up until two years ago I had no answer. Now I do. 

“Looking at my partner tilting his head to the side and 
smiling with that face that says, ‘I am in love with you’ every 
time I get super excited by literally anything. It makes me so 
happy that I feel like I could blow up.” 

6) cairnschaos wrote: 

“Two years ago, school trip to Germany. Been there a week 
and it was totally brilliant. Off the plane and on the bus back 
to our hometown, I was sitting next to this girl I totally 
fancied and probably still do fancy her. She said she was cold 
and I let her borrow my hoodie. About an hour into the bus 
journey she falls asleep with her head on my shoulder. 
Honestly the best part of the entire trip. Didn’t get my hoodie 
back until after the summer holidays. And no, I didn’t ask 
her out afterwards because she had a girlfriend.”75 

 
75 Source: ttv_DonSaidTV, “Potterheads of Reddit, if you were able to 
conjure the Patronus Charm (Expecto Patronum), what happiest 
memory would you use?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 February 2021 < 
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76. “What’s The Nicest Interaction You’ve Ever Had 
With A Stranger?” 

1) shekdark wrote: 

“I was at the grocery store picking up salad dressing today, 
and an old woman had been staring at the mayonnaise for 
seriously like 10 minutes … like I left the aisle for a solid 
chunk of time and returned as she was still considering her 
options. 

“She then turned to me and said, ‘I like Ralph’s brand 
mayonnaise as much as the name-brand stuff and I don’t give 
a FUCK who knows about it!’ and walked off. 

“It was actually strangely inspiring.” 

2) DerJUngeGoethe wrote, “A baby smiled at me while I 
was having a bad day.” 

3) Buwaro wrote, “I ran out of gas miles from town, and a 
guy picked me up and drove me to the gas station and back 
to my truck. Super nice guy.” 

4) JoshDaws wrote: 

“I lived in Crown Heights in grad school, south of Eastern 
Parkway. Two things for those who don’t know: My old 
neighborhood is one of the world headquarters for Hasidic 
Jews, and on high holidays Hasids attempt to get more 
secular Jewish people to perform mitzvahs, and they’ll often 
ask strangers, ‘Excuse me, are you Jewish?’ Normally, if you 
say no, they’ll just stop talking to you. 

“Now it was 1am and I was getting home from a bar on what 
was apparently Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. An 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lotkd4/potterheads_of_
reddit_if_you_were_able_to_conjure/ >. 
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older rabbi is on my block with like three or four teenagers. 
He stops the conversation when he sees me and asks, 
‘Excuse me, are you Jewish?’ And I said, ‘Nope.’ And I’ll 
never forget the joy in his voice when he said, ‘Ah, no 
worries. Have a great year. You don’t have to be Jewish to 
have a great year.’ I still sometimes think to myself, he’s 
right. I don’t have to be Jewish to have a great year.” 

5) saptap_casually wrote: 

“I rear-ended a woman on my way home from work once. I 
was in the middle of a heated conversation with my 
passenger, came upon a line of cars at a red light, slammed 
on my brakes but just couldn’t stop in time. The whole thing 
was my fault, nothing but stupidity and negligence. No 
serious damage, but I hit her hard enough to make her car 
rock forward. 

“She got out, asked if I was okay, and gave me a hug before 
getting back in her car and going on her way. 

“Made me rethink how I interact with strangers and changed 
my perspective of people forever. 

“Still think of her often.” 

6) moomin08 wrote: 

“The driver pulled over since I had already arrived at my 
destination. I did not have any change on me, so I paid with 
a slightly large bill. He, too, did not have any change on him. 
He was obviously irritated, so I hurriedly went to the nearby 
store to ask for any coins, but when I got back to him, he was 
gone, or he drove away. I was confused. There was a guy, 
whom I did not even know, who said to me, ‘I already paid 
for your fare.’ 

“I had a sigh of relief! Thank you so much for that guy!  
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“While writing this, I suddenly remembered that I did the 
same for some guy many years back. I did not even know 
him. I just paid for his fare because he did not have any 
change on him. 

“I GUESS WHAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND. 
HUH.”76 

77. “What Is The Biggest Bullshit Your Parents Has 
Ever Told To You?” 

1) imscaredtotelltruths wrote, “Okay, I HAVE to share this. 
When I was little, I was a loudmouth. I was a total backseat 
driver (I am, at this point, four or five years old in this story) 
and probably told my dad one too many times to honk his 
horn at idiot drivers, ones so bad a little kid like me could 
see them. He told me that he ‘can’t honk the horn too much 
because the horn fluid will run out.’ I want you to think real 
hard how long this took me to figure out. Maybe seven years 
old? Eight years old? No. I was FOURTEEN YEARS OLD 
when I figured out horn fluid wasn’t real and it was by 
accident when I mentioned it in front of my friend’s mom. It 
took me ten years to figure out horn fluid isn’t real. My dad 
laughed his ass off.” 

2) ItsEkostreem wrote, “I HAVE A GOOD ONE! When my 
sister was around seven, she would always eat the 
watermelon seeds when she finished the watermelon and my 
mom got tired of it so one day she told her if she kept eating 
watermelon seeds she was going to get pregnant. Now she’s 
17 and still hasn’t eaten them to this day.” 

 
76 Source: u/v_rose23, “What’s the nicest interaction you’ve ever had 
with a stranger?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lpo7ht/whats_the_nices
t_interaction_youve_ever_had_with/ >. 
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smg658 wrote, “Not my parents but myself. I used to tell my 
kids that if they told a lie their tongue would turn black. They 
believed that one for ages.”77 

78. “People Of Reddit, What Have You Done That You 
Will NEVER Forgive Yourself For?” 

Mucho_Yabai wrote, “Trust that one fart while in public.” 

fallingleaf271 commented, “Or trying to time it to the 
loudest parts of the music you’re hearing … and then realize 
you’re listening to your MP3 player with earbuds. Happened 
to me once as a kid.”78 

79. “What Is The Best Homemade Gift You Received 
From Someone?”  

1) JakeInBake wrote: 

“A calendar that my special-needs son made for me. On it he 
drew a picture titled, ‘Summer — Shark Season.’ In the 
drawing there was a bright sun, an ocean, and a stick figure 
guy on a surfboard being attacked by sharks. When I asked 
him who the guy on the surfboard was, he said, ‘You, Dad.’ 

“Twenty-six years later, the calendar month pages are long 
gone, but that drawing still hangs on my fridge.” 

2) Informal_Analysis wrote: 

 
77 Source: SneakSlasher268, “What is the biggest bullshit your parents 
has ever told to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lpmzwu/what_is_the_b
iggest_bullshit_your_parents_has/ >. 
78 Source: IcarusTheTaker, “People of reddit, what have you done that 
you will NEVER forgive yourself for?” Reddit. AskReddit. 23 
February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lqmq5u/people_of_red
dit_what_have_you_done_that_you_will/ >. 
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“My mom surprised me and all my siblings with handmade 
quilts once the youngest of us finally reached adulthood. 

“The quilts were made of all our favorite t-shirts from our 
childhoods, and each was unique to the recipient. It was like 
being given a blanket made of all my favorite childhood 
memories. 

“Knowing that Mom had been hiding those shirts, sorted by 
which one belonged to whom, for all of those years, with the 
express purpose of making this gift, absolutely brought me 
to tears. There aren’t words, man. That’s love.” 

3) nievac wrote, “My brother made me a playlist and I could 
tell he really spent time on it. Still listening to it, ~15 years 
later.” 

4) I_dont_like_sushi wrote, “Usually food. People make 
sweets, pizza, cake. I love it. Don’t give me material shit, get 
me fat and happy.”79 

80. “What Was The Most Beautiful Thing You Have 
Ever Seen / Experienced? And How Did It Affect You?” 

1) Koshenkorva013 wrote, “I cannot decide which of them. 
There are so many beautiful girls.” 

2) lonely-biscuit wrote, “Took a one-day trip with my 
college best friends to a recreational park after only knowing 
them for a few months. It was the first time I genuinely felt 
happy being with people who were not my family. That was 
the moment I realized what a true friendship was supposed 
to be like.” 

 
79 Source: pieuwie, “What is the best homemade gift you received from 
someone?” Reddit. AskReddit. 24 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lrkefm/what_is_the_be
st_homemade_gift_you_received_from/ >. 
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3) DirtySingh wrote, “For me it’s my in-laws who go out of 
their way to make my favorite foods. Like they’ll go to a 
special butcher for hamburger patties. They’ll go to a special 
baker for buns. Etc. It’s affected me by making feel totally 
unworthy. It’s probably the kindest thing anybody has done 
for me and they do it every time we visit.” 

4) gk0330kg wrote, “As a kid I loved the night stars, but 
lived in suburbia so never saw anything. Six or seven years 
ago, we took a trip to the middle of nowhere with no big 
cities within a 50-mile radius and mountains surrounding us. 
It was jaw dropping and awe-inspiring. Had me questioning 
my place in the world and the universe for the entire week 
we were there. It was awesome and beautiful!” 

5) MasteringTheFlames wrote: 

“The solar eclipse that crossed the USA a few years ago. I 
drove ten hours each way with some friends to see it, and it 
was well worth the drive. For just a few minutes, the Earth 
felt like an alien world. The orange glow of a sunset wrapped 
all the way around the horizon in the middle of the day. 
Crickets started chirping as the ground was covered in 
shadows of the crescent sun. And then you look upwards, 
where just minutes ago there was the sun in all its blinding 
glory, now was a perfect circle of the most absolute black 
you’ll ever see, with the thin wispy ghosts of the sun’s 
corona peeking out from around the edge of the moon. And 
around that, scattered throughout the sky, were some of the 
brighter stars and planets. In the middle of the day! 

“Witnessing a total solar eclipse is probably the closest I will 
ever get to standing on another planet, because it is just that 
unlike anything else one can experience on Earth. I’m very 
much looking forward to another 20 hours of driving for the 
2024 eclipse.” 
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6) HPWombat wrote, “I’ve seen the Grand Canyon three 
times, once as a child and once as a teen, but it wasn’t until 
I was an adult and had seen enough of the world to 
understand just how amazing it was that it actually affected 
me. It made me tear up. Fuck, it’s making me tear up now 
just remembering how massive it was and how small I felt 
and how big and amazing the world felt.”80 

  

 
80 Source: Chiefpoundererhard93, “What was the most beautiful thing 
you have ever seen/experienced? And how did if affect you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 24 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lrl2n8/what_was_the_
most_beautiful_thing_you_have_ever/ >. 
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Chapter 5: Questions 81-100 

81. Would You Enjoy A Cute Friendly Purring Cat Sit 
Right Next To You To Keep You Company Right Now? 
Why Or Why Not?” 

1) wombat1800 wrote, “I have an half-blind, arthritic 19-
year-old tank of a cat with a face like a bag of spanners who 
yowls and honks whenever he wants anything and interrupts 
all my meetings and tramples on my keyboard. Wouldn’t 
replace him for the world.” 

pebbals_succ commented, “You know the feeling when you 
just took a shower and got in bed and are so unbelievably 
comfortable and happy yeah that’s rich people always id 
love to be rich some day I mainly would be exited for the 
food and things like this everyday things I like mountain 
biking sonic like have some nice riding gear but Bugatti’s 
aren’t for me I’d rather a fancy bidet heated toilet, flooring 
and also cats in every room” 

adrienr commented, “This man can’t even afford 
punctuation.” 

ExtinctForYourSins commented, “Jesus, why did you have 
to do him like that? The man’s already poor, and now he’s 
gonna be saddled with burn-ward bills for the rest of his 
life!” 

2) Dread_Wolf_TakeMe wrote, “As opposed to on my neck 
where she usually is, yes.” 

Teegster commented:  

“I would certainly prefer mine sitting beside me and not on 
top of me as he currently is. 

“I’ve had to pee for an hour.” 
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3) ChrisAqe wrote, “I have a 13-year-old female brown 
tabby, and her default setting has always been purr. Wants 
food? Purr. Wants to be cuddled? Purr. Dog starts sniffing 
her? Purr. The vet was trying to listen to her heartbeat, but 
couldn’t hear it over the purring. They tried running water in 
the sink to make her stop (apparently cats don’t like that 
sound), but she kept on purring and started trilling and 
chirping, too.” 

spacey_kassey commented, “My cat purrs for like 20 
minutes after even a small amount of attention (sometimes 
being in the same room will get his purr going). He also purrs 
loud enough that you can hear him from across the room.” 

peanutbutterand_ely wrote, “Is my cat broken? He’s never 
ever, ever purred. He hates us. Haha.” 

TOMSDOTTIR wrote, “The cat that lives with me (Bloody 
McTavish) hates me, too, although he does bring in the 
occasional dead mouse that he throws contemptuously at my 
feet before walking away in disgust.” 

4) criscodisco6618 wrote, “My ridiculous cat is obsessed 
with the sound of running water and the only thing that keeps 
her off my lap when I poop is running the sink so she can sit 
on the sink and look straight up in the air the whole time. 
She’s a special girl. :)” 

NikkiVicious commented, “Ours learned how to turn the 
faucets on. They broke their previous fountain by chewing 
through the power cord (I have a pretty good idea which one 
of our cats has the electrocution fetish), so she now turns the 
faucet on to give herself drips. We had to childproof the ones 
in the kitchen because she turned the sink on and our faucet 
was wide open for two days while we were gone … and that 
was a massive water bill. Our normal water bill is under $100 
a month. That month, it was almost $300.” 
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FairyOfTheNight commented, “Oh, god, why! We love 
them, but man, does that hurt the wallet.” 

NikkiVicious replied, “Oh, they’re all spoiled as fuck, so the 
water bill is the least of it. Miss ‘I need drips from the faucet’ 
doesn’t like the two new fountains we’ve bought 
(thankfully, the others cats do) so we’ve been trying out 
others to find one she likes. I’m refusing to get another of 
the massive dog fountain bowls like what we had before, 
because I broke a toe on it twice, waking up in the middle of 
the night and going to get something to drink from the fridge. 
In a battle of wills, though, I think she’s probably going to 
win.” 

5) cATSup24 wrote, “Earlier today I had TWO cats 
snuggled up to me and purring. One was on the back of the 
couch with her front half perched on my shoulder like a 
pirate parrot, and the other to my right on the arm of the 
couch with my arm wrapped around her.” 

cATSup24 added: 

“We have a third one who’s … we’ll say he’s ‘aggressively 
affectionate.’ He’s a Maine Coon (so super fluffy), and will 
meow for attention and even grab at your arm with his paws 
if he can in order to pull your hand to him for pets. 

“We had another one who died a couple years back who 
would’ve been the perfect lap cat if it weren’t for the 
shedding and bad breath. He was always loving and liked 
being hugged, and would lie on you for hours of you let him. 
He did have an annoying habit of sitting in my spot as soon 
as I got up, even if only for a moment (but only me, guess I 
just have a really warm butt); and the wife and I learned real 
quick that we’d have to send him to another room if we were 
going to be intimate when he head-butted my danglies from 
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behind in the middle of the deed. The wife and I laughed so 
hard it ruined the mood.”81 

82. “Teachers Of Reddit, What’s The Silliest ‘He / She 
Wrote That Just So They Didn’t Leave It Blank’ Exam 
Answer You’ve Seen?” 

1) Really_Dank_Kitsune wrote: 

“I’m not a teacher, but I do have one to share! 

“I once had an English test where it required me to use a 
specific word in a 12-word sentence. Now, these are words 
that people don’t generally use in a normal conversation nor 
will you normally encounter them anywhere. These word, by 
the way, are given to you a week before the test and you have 
to memorize the meaning of all of them because the words 
are randomly selected to appear on the test. I forgot which 
word it was but whatever it was, I didn’t know the meaning 
of it but I didn’t want to leave it blank so I made a sentence 
that didn’t explain the meaning of that word at ALL. I wrote, 
‘My friends and I don’t know the meaning of the word insert 
word.’ 

“And yes, the teacher gave me full points for that part!” 

2) kdevari wrote, “The question was something like: John 
wants to leave a 15% tip on a meal that cost $24. How much 
tip should he leave? The student wrote 20%. She wasn’t 
wrong. I mean servers deserve more than 15%, so I gave it 

 
81 Source: Moonrider257812, “Would you enjoy a cute friendly purring 
cat sit right next to you to keep you company right now? Why or why 
not?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lspj6z/would_you_enjo
y_a_cute_friendly_purring_cat_sit/ >. 
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to her. All the other questions were right, so I knew she knew 
how to do the math.”82 

83. “What Is The Pettiest Thing You’ve Done To 
Someone For Revenge Or Out Of Spite?” 

1) 40oz_Mouse wrote: 

“I work in costuming for live entertainment. 

“I had someone on the crew be really rude to me one time 
(like yell and cuss at me rude), and then the next day brought 
a costume piece (some crew members had to wear 
jumpsuits) in to my assistant for her to repair. 

“After she fixed the zipper, I told her to leave his jumpsuit 
on my desk and hold off on letting the guy know that the 
repair was completed. 

“I shortened the pockets of his jumpsuit about 2” and hung 
it up as a completed repair. 

“The pockets in his costume were still functional, I just made 
the pockets annoying to deal with … like him.” 

2) ConnieC60 wrote, “My controlling ex always said that if 
I got a second tattoo I would ‘look like a man.’ When I 
finally got free of him, I got a second tattoo. It felt good. And 
surprise, surprise, I don’t suddenly look like a man.” 

3) WilliamBsGirl wrote, “I was 19 with a pixie cut. I had had 
the pixie cut since I was 16, well before I got the boyfriend 

 
82 Source: Safe-Dense wrote, “Teachers of Reddit, what’s the silliest 
‘he/she wrote that just so they didn’t leave it blank’ exam answer 
you’ve seen?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lv4izb/teachers_of_red
dit_whats_the_silliest_heshe_wrote/ >. 
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who promptly told me I should grow out my hair because he 
felt like he was ‘sleeping with a boy.’ So I shaved my head.” 

4) madmadmadmadamemim wrote, “My college roommate 
called me a fat bitch, so I used her toothbrush to clean the 
toilet.” 

snugget commented, “Not exactly proud of it now, but I did 
the same. LOL.” 

Flaming-Fairy commented, “Not sorry to say I’ve done this 
before, too!” 

5) queenfool wrote, “When I was 11, my dad yelled at me in 
front of my friends so I put Vaseline on the seat of his toilet.” 

6) queenoreo wrote: 

“This just happened today and I’m still laughing. Over the 
last two weeks my husband has done a few food-related 
things that have irritated me. I made him dinner and he 
warmed up something else as a side dish that I had plans to 
eat when I got home. He ate my candy that is my special 
night-time chocolate. He used all the cheddar cheese when 
there were two pounds of Swiss (he’s the only one who eats 
Swiss!). So dumb things, but still, I’m annoyed with him and 
he knows it because I won’t shut up about it. (It’s fine. This 
is how we are.) 

“Today we were in the car for four hours and he had a little 
container of mints. I love mints and can’t be near them, I eat 
them like crazy. So every time I opened the mint container 
he would hold his hand out and I would give him one. About 
ten minutes from home, he says, ‘You know, I really prefer 
two mints at a time,’ and I said, ‘I know,’ and closed the 
container back up. I almost peed myself laughing as he 
called me ‘a petty, petty woman.’ Yep.” 
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7) SlyFoxJrLady wrote, “Husband’s cruel ex added him on 
Snapchat a while back. He didn’t add her back, but I actively 
supported his posting stories of our happy relationship and 
family. We later decided against it, and he blocked her. It felt 
sweet in the moment, though.” 

queenoreo commented, “Sometimes plotting it out is all you 
need to feel fulfilled.” 

8) Miss_Meaghan wrote, “I enjoying kicking men who ghost 
me off my Netflix and Prime accounts, but I always make 
sure they’re halfway through a movie or series before I do 
it.”83 

84. “Danny Devito And Keanu Reeves Are Some Of The 
Most Wholesome Celebrities. Are There Any Others 
Who Are Comparable To Them?”  

Nazoragoth wrote: 

“My girlfriend wrote to every Robin Williams in America 
with handwritten letters about me and how he shaped my 
youth when we started dating, trying to get an autograph for 
my birthday. 

“She got a response from one that matched his known 
address with a signed poster for Hook (my favourite movie). 
His death hit hard less than a year later.”84 

 
83 Source: hdbaker009, “What is the pettiest thing you’ve done to 
someone for revenge or out of spite?” Reddit. AskRedit. 28 February 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lus1f4/what_is_the_p
ettiest_thing_youve_done_to_someone/ >. 
84 Source: wantwaturhaving, “Danny DeVito and Keanu Reeves are 
some of the most wholesome celebrities, are there any others who are 
comparable to them?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 March 2021 < 
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85. “What Is The Happiest Moment Of Your Life?” 

The Original Poster added, “This doesn’t have to be some 
great accomplishment or major life event. In fact, I would 
suggest that these are sometimes not happy moments at all 
as they often feel anticlimactic. It might simply be watching 
a movie with your dad, taking a walk in the park when for 
some inexplicable reason you have never felt more alive, a 
particularly great date … or it may well be the birth of your 
child.” 

1) geekgirlnz wrote: 

“I had a mother and daughter pair of cats pass away aged 21 
and 20 within a few months of each other and I was 
devastated by the loss, and a few weeks later I was sitting in 
the garden having a coffee when I saw the little face of a 
kitten poke through the wooden fence at the bottom of my 
garden. Enchanted I said, ‘Hello,’ softly and it ran up the 
garden and into my arms. I’d never had a cat do that before 
and it filled my heart with joy. 

“It’s been three years and she’s currently asleep next to me 
on the couch. I get echoes of the same feeling whenever I 
look at her.” 

geekgirlnz added, “I was out there deciding whether I could 
put myself through getting another cat as the loss was so 
heavy on my soul and in one move she dissuaded me of that 
notion. My two were so refined they wouldn’t deign to chase 
a lazer pointer or sniff at catnip and this Daft Muffin is a 
tuxedo ball of complete nutter energy I laugh and delight in 
life daily.” 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lvxa7n/danny_devito_a
nd_keanu_reeves_are_some_of_the/ >. 
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2) HerVoiceEchoes wrote: 

“When my husband broke down into tears during his 
wedding vows to me. He’d written them himself and I hadn’t 
heard or seen them before. Just seeing and hearing how 
much he loved me was an incredible feeling. 

“I had been married once before him to a very abusive man. 
I always felt like damaged goods after that. When I met my 
now-husband and we fell in love, I felt (and still do, if I’m 
being honest) like he was out of my league. I couldn’t 
understand why he loved me and sometimes wondered if it 
was real. 

“I still don’t understand why he loves me. But since that 
moment when he broke down into tears in front of our 
children, family, and friends. I haven’t wondered if his love 
is real. He really does love me for me. That was the moment 
it clicked.” 

3) SwizzlesstickLegs wrote, “It’s hard to pinpoint a singular 
moment. I feel like I have so many little moments with my 
husband. Like just earlier today, he was sitting and playing 
guitar, I was knitting, and the cat was sitting next to me, 
hypnotized by the movement of my needles. It’s just such a 
warm, cozy feeling, each of us doing our own thing, but 
together. I love these moments so much, and I look forward 
to having so many more of them!” 

4) Lizziimae wrote, “Anytime my daughter randomly runs 
to me for a hug and then continues whatever she’s doing.” 

SteamyShowerThots commented, “My toddler just started 
saying ‘I love you’ a lot, usually very casually between 
thoughts, and I always want to happy-cry.” 

5) Vixrotre wrote: 
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“It’s a tie between seeing my boyfriend for the first time and 
marrying him in game. Lol. 

“We met in an MMO [Massively Multiplayer Online game] 
and started dating when he proposed to my character. I was 
almost late to my ‘wedding’ because my dad disconnected 
Internet to randomly do chores. We got our in-game wedding 
with over 30 guests total, in-game and his in-real-life friends. 
Preparing for the ceremony and going through it together … 
I’m pretty sure I’m going to marry this man one day. 

“We met during lockdown, so it took some time before we 
could see each other. I was waiting outside the airport with 
my parents (we couldn’t go inside), my mom spotted him 
first. I was staring towards the entrance and when he 
emerged, he was looking the other way. I called out his name 
and suddenly realized I was running. Before I knew it, I was 
in his arms. I was scared he wouldn’t like me or find me 
attractive, I didn’t know how we were going to work out the 
distance, but when I was hugging him, everything felt 
perfect. 

“We’ve been together for nine months, and it’s been the 
happiest time of my life.” 

6) RainbowIyana wrote: 

“Honestly? In a dream. I was literally my favorite blanket. 
It’s the first time I remember ever inhabiting an inanimate 
object in a dream. I was my giant brown fuzzy blanket 
crumpled up on the floor at the foot of my bed. It was 
relatively comfortable, being all wadded up like that. No 
bones, no nervous system, and so no pain. 

“My husband walks into my room, picks me up, and floofs 
me over the bed. My blanket self thinks / feels: 
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“‘Oh! How wonderful to feel stretched from edge to edge! 
Feel the dust and air swirling around my soft fluffies! 
Luxurious!’ 

“As I settle down over the expanse of the bed, I enjoy feeling 
the way my corners drape and hang over the edges of the 
bed. I desire my mistress. 

“Husband walks around the bed and sit on the edge, pulling 
me taut in places. I am mildly perturbed. I’d rather feel 
RainbowIyana under me. He leaves. I’m partially wrinkled. 

“Then she comes! At last she is here! She fwumps onto the 
bed! Oh, her warmth! She’s crying. I feel her tears and 
treasure the sensation of them absorbing into me. If only I 
could hug her, everything would be perfect. 

“And then she burrows under me, and tightly wraps me 
around her shoulders as her entire body trembles with the 
force of her emotions. And I realize, when she holds me tight 
and snug across her shoulders, it’s like I’m hugging her! 
Oh, JUBILATION! Oh, wonderful day / moment! 

“And then I woke up. 

“My happiest memory is in a dream.”85 

86. What’s The Craziest, Most Wacky Thing You’ve 
Done In Your Life? 

1) CrazyIrena wrote: 

“I went sky diving. Jumped out of a plane and screamed my 
tits off the whole way down. 

 
85 Source: Ok_Belt_426, “What is the happiest moment of your life?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 1 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lvq684/what_is_the_h
appiest_moment_of_your_life/ >. 
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“To this day, my butthole is two size smaller than it ought to 
be because of the fear.” 

2) GiraffeXL wrote: 

“It was sixth grade and my class went on a field trip to this 
camp that had a big lake. However, only one side of the lake 
had bathrooms. I ended up peeing myself on the side without 
the bathrooms and then proceeded to fling myself into the 
lake, despite not knowing how to swim, in order to conceal 
it. 

“Did I almost drown? Yes. But did anyone find out that I 
pissed myself? Heck, no. Totally worth it.” 

3) Misseskat wrote, “Walking topless to work in the morning 
through Central Park, hiking topless upstate (see a pattern? 
lol), moving from Alaskan wilderness to NYC with no job, 
getting myself fired from my job (too lazy and impatient to 
quit) to get into Film / TV, sleeping in the same bed with gay 
guy to not end up homeless. …” 

4) Penetrative wrote, “I’m told I’m crazy with extreme 
regularity. I prefer weird or quirky, but I don’t get to pick. 
So ‘crazy’ isn’t something I’m very qualified to outline, but 
the most recent ‘you are crazy’ I got was when I told an 
acquaintance about this fun game my kid and I came up with 
called ‘Pioneer.’ We were not allowed to use any electricity 
and lived by candlelight for a whole weekend. We were 
pretending we were Pioneers. We got really into it, lit a 
bunch of candles, pretended the toilet was an outhouse. 
Cooked pieces of venison over a candle. The funnest part 
was chores, and putting laundry away by lantern light. 
Sleeping on the kitchen floor without blankets — that was 
not fun. I told my son that Pioneers had blankets and pillows 
and he refused to believe me. So, I went along with it and he 
and I snuggled on the kitchen floor and slept there overnight. 
I was called crazy twice for this. My husband when he found 
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us on the kitchen floor in the morning with a bunch of lit 
candles in the kitchen sink (safety first) and by the person I 
told this story to.”86 

87. “Muslim Ladies: What Is The Coolest Thing For You 
About Living Your Life According To Your Faith?” 

Hearts_A-Mess wrote: 

“I am not sure I quite understand your exact question, but 
here’s what I like about my faith as a Muslim woman. 

“I LOVE my headscarves. I have so many pretty scarves. 
They keep my ears warm and oh, since I am so lazy, I can go 
weeks or even months without covering my greys (I am in 
my mid-twenties, by the way). Again, I am lazy, so running 
late? Don’t have the time to wash my hair? Ah, just slap on 
my headscarf, sunscreen, lip balm, perfume, and voila … I 
see a queen staring at me in the mirror. Also, makeup goes 
really well with different scarves and you can experiment a 
lot with different styles every day. 

“This second thing is very subjective, but it works for me 
and my mental health. I love reading Quran and hadith. And 
no, I am not about to blow myself up. You know, I am a firm 
believer of ‘take the good, leave the rest.’ My holy book is 
the reason I am not depressed anymore. I was literally hours 
away from hanging myself. So now I try to read the book 
and try to live my life in balance between this world and the 
next. 

And life can’t be lived in a ‘Muslim box’ or a ‘Christian 
box.’ I mean believe and follow whatever or whoever you 

 
86 Source: Thatnameistaken107, “What’s the craziest, most wacky thing 
you’ve done in your life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lvmkfg/whats_the_cra
ziest_most_wacky_thing_youve_done_in/ >. 
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want, but still get out there. Enjoy. Live your passion and 
never let anyone put you in a box. You can be a Muslim / 
Christian / other / atheist and be the coolest person you can 
be without your faith defining you. You are a human first. 
Remember that.” 

Soukayyyna123 commented, “This is so wholesome. I like 
the ‘take the good and leave the bad’ part. I live by that not 
just with religion but also culture. You have the ability to 
shape the life you want to live. Take some things from 
religion, some things from culture (or multiple cultures), and 
bam, you’re living the best life for you.” 

weallfalldown310 commented: 

“Salaam from a Jewish sister! Totally agree! It is how I read 
Torah every week. There is good and bad and, we need to 
realize that. Reading Torah and haftarah and praying more 
(the daily prayers, not personal ones) have helped me with 
my mental issues as well. I think it is the ritual and reframing 
my thoughts upon waking and before bed. 

“And I plan on covering my hair after I get married later this 
year. I love how I look when I cover it for services and I love 
how it covers my icky hair after working hard all day moving 
around, especially in the summer. Hope you keep rocking 
your scarves!” 

Hearts_A-Mess replied, “Congratulations on getting 
married. Wishing you a healthy, happy married life. I love 
saying the word ‘torah.’ My great-grandfather was named 
Torah. Lol. I didn’t know you guys had two books. Is 
"haftarah" another name for Bible or is it like an entirely 
different book? Please excuse my ignorance.” 

weallfalldown310 answered: 

“No ignorance are all! The Torah is the five Books of Moses. 
Haftarah portions are thematically linked to the Torah 
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portions of the week. They are from the books of the 
Prophets. […]. 

“Questions are how we learn! Questions are super important 
in Judaism. We are supposed to question, to wrestle (Israel) 
with the text. Besides. Best way to clear up 
misunderstandings is to have conversations and learn. I was 
in Muslim Club in high school for that very reason (well, that 
and to protect my friends after 9-11. I was scared and since 
I knew martial arts I figured I could protect the other girls. 
Thank G-d, that never had to happen). 

“Thank you for the kind words on my marriage. I can’t wait 
to marry my love. We have known each other since 
childhood and were friends long before we embarked on a 
relationship. 

“I hope you continue to find meaning and positivity in your 
studies and continue to ask questions.”87 

88. “Students Of Reddit, What Was The Weirdest Thing 
You’ve Caught Your Teacher Doing?” 

1) Skootchy wrote: 

“My history teacher back in high school was the fucking 
best. I’m just going to list some shit he did. 

“Day 1 of class, he starts ranting about how strict he is and 
how rules were meant to be followed and out of nowhere, he 
grabs his stapler and says, ‘Right away, Mr. President!’ And 
runs out of the room. Doesn’t come back for 20 minutes. 

 
87 Source: Atelier-Nabil, “Muslim ladies: what is the coolest thing for 
you about living your life according to your faith?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 2 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lwelx9/muslim_ladies
_what_is_the_coolest_thing_for_you/  >. 
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“I once derailed him from class by asking what his favorite 
pizza place was and he went on a rant about poop particles 
in movie theaters, and that he wears a trash bag to avoid it. 

“He told us his real name was Zod and that he would run into 
basketball games in college and smash LED lights and run 
out. 

“He randomly said once while we were taking a test … it’s 
totally silent, he said he learned how to run fast because his 
parents would put antlers on his head and send him in the 
woods during hunting season. 

“He claimed his dad invented the flatscreen tv back in the 
1950’s, so he’s always had one. 

“My favorite was he told an hour-long version of how he 
won the Olympic gold medal for duck duck goose. And it 
was fucked up. It involved child abuse, mutilation, Russians, 
tetherball … it was strange, but it was hilarious. 

“He always said if he had a son he would name him Elam. 
Male spelled backwards. I heard after I took his class that he 
did indeed do this. 

“Shout out, Mr. Eldridge. I think I heard he became a 
principal in NY. I know this sounds like he’s an absolute nut, 
but he was one of the best teachers I ever had. I barely had 
to even read the history books because he was so engaging 
when he spoke, I just remembered the years and all the stuff 
he said. He was the best.” 

2) ambassadorodman wrote, “Former teacher, self-story. I 
ate an elementary student’s lunch almost every day for a 
year. His mom always packed him a lunch and he’d still pick 
up his free school lunch anyway. He randomly asked if I 
wanted it one day, and then I got into quite the lazy pattern 
of just having his. He didn’t show up once, and I just didn’t 
have anything to eat. Not my proudest moment.” 
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3) MintyFreshStorm wrote, “My history teacher strode in 
one day wearing Ancient Egyptian garb with a kopesh [an 
Egyptian sickle-sword] and a spear along with other various 
ancient tools. He taught us with all of that on. He was the 
best.”88 

89. “What Random Stranger Will You Never Forget?” 

1) RosaNigrum700 wrote: 

“A stranger in my therapist’s office told me I was the most 
beautiful girl she had ever seen. At that point in my life, I 
was nowhere near feeling beautiful. There were a lot of 
regulars in that office, but I saw her walk in, take a seat next 
to me, tell me, and leave. She didn’t even see anyone. I never 
saw her again. 

“I wonder how she’s doing, you know?” 

2) jack11058 wrote, “I was working as loss prevention at a 
record store when a shoplifter sliced my face open with a 
box cutter. A random customer sat with me in the bathroom 
and kept pressure on until the paramedics game. Just spoke 
to me calmly, kindly, kept me chill. He even cracked a few 
jokes. Said he was a chef and he was used to cuts and blood. 
Wish I’d gotten his name. What a champ.” 

3) MakesLOveToGundams wrote: 

“One time, I was at a concert with my friends and I started 
rubbing the back of my neck because it was sore. After a few 

 
88 Source: TheBeast94YT, “Students of Reddit, what was the weirdest 
thing you’ve caught your teacher doing?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 March 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lwixmw/students_of_re
ddit_what_was_the_weirdest_thing/ >. 
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seconds of rubbing my neck, I feel someone else start to rub 
my neck! 

“I looked around to see which of my friends it was ,but they 
were all in front of or beside me. I turn around and it’s just 
this random girl. Lol. I said, ‘Thanks,’ and she was like, “No 
problem!’ 

“She kept going for a few minutes and that was that. 

“In hindsight, I probably should have talked to her or asked 
for her number or something.” 

4) 77_parp_77 wrote: 

“I was sitting on a virtually empty train here in the UK when 
a girl comes onto the train and sits in a seat on the opposite 
side of the aisle. 

“I sneeze and she says, ‘Bless you.’ I politely look over to 
say thank you. She’s absolutely drop-dead gorgeous and I 
immediately blush (at this point I was dreadful with girls and 
a lot younger) and turn a very, very bright red. 

“For some reason this 10/10 girl decided to have a nice 
conversation with me for an hour about our lives as students, 
genuinely showing an interest in what I had to say. 

“She single-handedly restored my faith in the opposite sex, 
especially pretty girls. I was a lot more confident after it, too. 

“Thank you, random girl on the train coming back from 
Swansea. (Also, her emerald-green eyes were amazing, like 
wow.)” 

5) Bartholomew_m_quint wrote, “The several who have 
helped me when I had car troubles.” 

UnreasonableVoice wrote, “I’ve had people offer to help 
when my vehicle wouldn’t start. It’s like a breath of fresh air 
to get help in those situations.” 
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6) brownluvcony wrote: 

“For some time I was having a lot of self-esteem issues 
regarding my face without makeup on. One night while 
traveling in Hong Kong, my mom and I decided to go out 
around 10 pm or so, I had already taken all my makeup off 
and couldn’t be bothered to put on some more. At the 
pedestrian crossin,g I made eye contact with a cute guy. As 
we crossed, I look back at him and he was looking at me, 
too, and kind of smiled a bit. Maybe I looked like someone 
he knew or just likes to smile at strangers, but I felt real giddy 
that night. 

“I know self-esteem shouldn’t be anchored on others, but in 
that moment, it was a nice boost, ok.” 

7) CheeseRelief wrote: 

“My 21st birthday a few years ago. Went out to a place 
known for huge goblets of drinks with all kinds of candy in 
them. They play music and you can pick your own song to 
play when they bring the dessert out for your birthday. The 
whole restaurant is a party basically and I love it. Our waiter 
was incredible, like above and beyond. You know when you 
just instantly meet someone and they’re just like a light? So 
happy and good spirited. That was this man. 

“We were a group of about 10 people, and we were all just 
there to enjoy our time and have fun. Our waiter was so 
attentive, he talked, he really got to know us. He was just one 
of the kindest, easiest-to-talk-to people you’ve ever met, and 
even though it was busy as fuck in there, it seemed like he 
always went out of his way to ensure we had a great time. 

“When my dessert came and my song came on, he came over 
and danced with us as he brought it out. He accidentally 
spilled some of the ice cream on my brother-in-law’s shirt 
and he immediately helped him get the stain out and even 
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offered to have it dry cleaned. He apologized profusely all 
night and he checked on us constantly. 

“At the end of the night, we had such a good time and I 
tipped him pretty well. I’m not sure what everyone else at 
the table tipped him, but after he took our checks and ran 
them, he came back and he was sobbing. He said that we’d 
tipped him enough to finally take a day off and he was so 
thankful. Turns out his wife had just had a baby a month or 
so previously, so he was working hard for his family and 
hadn’t been able to take a Sunday off to go to church with 
his wife and new daughter since she’d been born. He said we 
gave him that. To say we were all shocked and moved was 
an understatement. I’ve never forgotten that waiter and the 
incredible birthday he gave me. I still have the picture that I 
took with him that night.” 

8) pike_was_taken wrote, “When I was in third grade, my 
mom worked at this nice restaurant downtown in our small 
city. I would often get off school and go and hang out there 
until she got off, but since none of my friends could ever 
come with me, I was usually alone. However, one day while 
sitting at the bar (no, I wasn’t drinking, I just liked talking to 
the bartender, she was rad), I saw this guy sitting alone on 
the patio. My child brain thought, ‘Hmm, why don’t I go talk 
to this random stranger without remembering stranger 
danger?’ Thank god, I didn’t remember. That man was 
probably the nicest stranger I’ve ever met. His name was 
Randy, and he wore this silly white hat with this nice white 
suit. He sometimes came in as I got older, and would order 
something and ask how I was doing, school activities, etc. 
My mom quit the job eventually, and we stopped seeing him. 
But I’ll always remember how nice he was.” 

9) AyyLube wrote: 

“My boyfriend and I were hiking a well-populated path up a 
small mountain. Due to many, many stupid decisions, my 
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boyfriend at the time and I were both near the point of heat 
exhaustion and severe dehydration by about 2/3 of the way 
up. We sat under a tree, trying to cool off, and this guy took 
the time out of his walk to see if we were okay, and he 
offered us some of his water and made sure that we were 
good before he left us. We ran into him again on the way 
back down and he walked down with us and drove us back 
to our car. 

“I think about Mike often. He was our guardian angel that 
day.” 

10) Thatonedregdatkilyu wrote, “When I was four, I was 
thinking about how I see a bunch of strangers every day but 
don’t see or remember any of them, and I was like, for 
example, this guy, I won’t remember him. Nine years later, 
I still remember him.” 

11) Malignantrumor99 wrote: 

“I was robbed at knifepoint. I had no money to catch the bus 
to get home, so I decided to panhandle it. The first person I 
asked for change (I needed like 42 cents) told me to fuck off. 

“Then this homeless-looking guy came up and asked, ‘Are 
you with Star Wars or the dark side?’ I told him, ‘Star Wars,’ 
and he gave me a transfer ticket for the bus.” 

12) imaginationkween wrote: 

“Vicky. 

“I was 13, now 18, and my friend and I got soft-serve ice 
cream in cones. My ice cream fell off the cone not two 
minutes later, so I walked back up to buy a new one. The 
woman in front of me saw the ice cream fall earlier and 
offered to buy me a new cone. I tried to refuse nicely, but 
she insisted. I got free ice cream just out of the kindness of 
her heart. Never forget you, Vicky.” 
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13) Joemc67 wrote, “A random Sunday morning. Standing 
in a cafe in the west end of Glasgow. I sit at the window 
awaiting my roll and square sausage. The next thing I see is 
a black man about 70 years old. dreadlocks down to his arse. 
He’s wearing a dazzling white three-piece suit, black shirt, 
and red cravat. White fedora and white suit shoes. walking 
along like Huggy Bear [Huggy Bear Brown, from Starsky 
and Hutch] — genuinely like a stereotypical pimp from a 
bad 1970s movie. In one hand he has a long black cane with 
a golden handle and in the other he has a husk of raw corn 
still in the leaves. and he’s eating this with real enthusiasm, 
just living his best life. Wish I had thought to take a photo.”89 

90. “Ladies, What’s The Kindest Thing A Man Has Ever 
Done For You?” 

1) Meretneith wrote, “When I attended my first ‘real’ 
scientific conference and was standing in a corner alone and 
terrified, because didn’t know anyone or how to start talking 
to anyone, an older colleague took me under his wing and 
just started introducing me and my work to pretty much 
everyone he knew. I still profit from the contacts I made that 
day and will forever be grateful to him. He just said, ‘I have 
been where you are and someone did this for me. Do it for 
someone else someday.’” 

Meretneith added, “I didn’t even say anything to him. He just 
noticed me standing there, understood what the problem was 
and helped in the best possible way. He is an amazing person 
(and researcher, despite being officially retired now) in 

 
89 Source: Disastrous_Choice879, “What random stranger will you 
never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lwygsa/what_random_
stranger_will_you_never_forget/ >. 
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general. Everyone who knows him has similar stories to tell 
about him.” 

2) not_doing_that wrote, “Got a giant ass bug out of my car 
when I pulled over into a gas station and ran away from it 
screaming.” 

3) eppydeservedbetter wrote: 

“When I was a teenager, my friends and I were on a crowded 
train. It was late in the evening as we were heading home 
from a concert, and a drunk man was getting rowdy. The 
World Cup was on, so there were more drunk people than 
usual using public transport. The drunk fella started making 
lewd comments. I was the closest to him and we were 
frightened because his behaviour was getting worse, and a 
man further down the train spotted what was happening. He 
said ‘NO!’ loudly and came to stand at my side, blocking the 
drunk man. He was a tall, strong-looking guy, so I felt safer. 
When the drunk man was removed by police at the next 
station, the man who stood next to me asked if we were all 
okay. He insisted on calling a taxi for us because he was 
getting off at the next stop and told us that he wouldn’t be 
able to rest his head knowing kids were travelling on the 
train alone. 

“I always appreciated that. I’m a street-smart adult now, and 
I’m happy to use public transport at any time of day, but it 
can be scary when you’re a naive teen. We were relieved to 
get into a taxi and head straight home.” 

4) why_sug wrote, “A random guy at a gas station in the 
boonies helped me fix my bike’s flat tire when it blew out 
halfway through my 30-mile ride. He was a construction 
worker on his lunch break and he saw me pouting with my 
fucked bike on the curb. He pulled some duct tape and rubber 
cement out of his truck and fixed me right up. He even gave 
me his roll of tape in case I needed more.” 
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5) msstark wrote, “Gave me $2 when my card was declined 
and I didn’t have enough cash to cover my groceries. To be 
fair, he was probably paying for the line to fucking move 
already, but as a really broke student it still helped me.” 

6) GreenMountain85 wrote: 

“When I was in my early 20s, I was working a retail job and 
was in a terrible financial situation. I was beyond broke. […] 
I didn’t even have money for food. 

“My coworker noticed that I wasn’t eating lunch for a couple 
of days. He bought me lunch, then told me after work we 
were going to the grocery store so he could buy me groceries. 
He paid my rent for one month so that I could get ahead and 
out of the hole I was in. 

“When I asked him how I could repay him, he told me 
someday I’d be able to help someone and that would be 
repayment enough. 

“I am leaps and bounds from that situation, but I will never 
ever forget his kindness and generosity to me.” 

7) probablyafraid wrote: 

“A few things: 

“A now-ex drove me to the Emergency Room twice in the 
middle of the night after I had a meltdown from my body not 
agreeing with the new antidepressants. He waited outside for 
hours. 

“A drunk man tried to follow a friend and me in broad 
daylight, and a man physically blocked him until we could 
safely get away. 

“I had been attacked earlier in the year and I was just getting 
used to walking home alone again, but my friend who I’d 
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gotten dinner with that night knew I wasn’t comfortable and 
called me as soon as I left his sight. 

“My dad drove 30 minutes to me with garbage bags and an 
extra coat after a woman puked on me on the train halfway 
home.” 

8) Shes_Wicked wrote: 

“A few things: 

“At age 16 my truck tire went flat and a stranger helped me 
by buying that fix-a-flat thing so I could at least get home. 
Told me to pay it forward 

“At age 18 when I had a horse I was trying to get her loaded 
in a trailer for a show I was going to. Ten-plus minutes later, 
and she just wouldn’t load. A man who didn’t speak any 
English and worked at my stable walked over, took her from 
me, and loaded her like it was nothing. I was so grateful.  

“Also at age 18, multiple men stepping in to defend me from 
an angry aggressive customer when I worked at a small-town 
tourist gas station.  

“When I was 10ish, I was swimming in the ocean. I was a 
pretty proficient swimmer, but there were some sudden 
riptides. I was struggling and latched onto a man probably in 
his 20s. He didn’t really have a much a choice, lol, but he 
walked me back to where I could reach. 

“I was about 19/20. It was 6am and I had to drop my 
boyfriend at the time off to work before I went to work, so I 
was a bit rushed. I was craving donuts like mad (periods, 
man), so I went into the donut store, waited in a long line and 
got $3 of donuts. My card declined. I was embarrassed. I had 
money, just in a different account. A man behind me paid for 
them. It was a small kind act, but I was very grateful. Turns 
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out he knew who I was since he knew my ex (very small 
town) and probably did it only for that reason.  

“I could go on, but that’s just a few off the top of my head.” 

9) Sudden_Bonus wrote, “I dunno, my boss, who 
unfortunately for both of us had to lay me off (we lost our 
funding), gave me two months to look for a job, pulling me 
in only when he needed me, and gave me stellar reviews 
when I applied for new jobs. He knew I was going through a 
rough time and pointed me towards resources. Really went 
above and beyond honestly. I’m a good employee and I 
deserved the reviews, but the other stuff was really extra.” 

10) scarlettlyonne wrote: 

“I was at a Walmart shopping alone, but unbeknownst to me, 
my brother and his friend were also shopping there at the 
same time. They had seen me, but I hadn’t seen them, and as 
a joke, they started following me around to try and scare me. 

“As I turned into an aisle, a worker came up to me and asked 
me if I was shopping alone. I said yes, and asked why. He 
said, ‘I don’t want to alarm you, but there have been two men 
following you throughout the store. Do you want me to keep 
an eye out for you?’ I said yes and thanked him. 

“When I got down to the end of the aisle, my brother’s friend 
turned the corner and almost ran into me. The worker 
immediately walked up to us and started telling him that he 
needed to leave, until I cut him off to explain the situation. 
My brother and his friend were really embarrassed and 
apologetic, but I thanked the worker profusely. 

“I was extremely lucky that it was only my brother and his 
friend who were ‘following’ me, but I’ll never forget that 
worker, ever. I just wish he understood how important that 
gesture was to me, and how meaningful it was (and would 
be to many other women, as well).” 
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11) neetykeeno wrote: 

“Like … random man, not an established friend, lover, suitor 
or family member? I broke down in inconsolable sobs on the 
bus one time when my marriage was going to hell. I fought 
it for a while, but it just broke out. And an old man (maybe 
in his seventies) just quietly handed me a clean pressed 
handkerchief as he was leaving the bus. 

“That was 1992. He is probably no longer alive. I hope the 
world was as kind to him as he was to me.” 

12) bluejellies wrote: 

“Hmm, friends and family have done many kind things for 
me. 

“With random men, one that stands out is two guys who 
helped me change my tire on the highway. My three female 
friends and I were pulled over and trying to do it ourselves, 
but the ground was too soft and we couldn’t jack the car up. 

“While they were helping me, another man also stopped to 
see if we needed anything. That was really nice.” 

13) Okay_Face wrote: 

“I got a flat tire in the middle of nowhere out in Kentucky. 
A couple pulled over to help, but their accents were so thick 
I couldn’t understand them. Another man came over to help 
and he was the preacher at their church. I basically had to 
empty my car (moving across country) to get the spare. They 
helped me change it and gave me directions to where I could 
get a new tire. 

“I got another flat several years later, and a neighbor came 
out and helped me. I was unable to loosen the bolts. 

“I’ve been very fortunate to have the help of such kind 
people.” 
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14) dondavies954 wrote: 

“This story takes place at my old apartment. We had a snow 
storm and got literally like over a foot overnight, and my 
landlord took his time getting there to plow the driveway. I 
had an interview that was time sensitive because it was for a 
nursing job where I had to get my PPD skin test read within 
the window of receiving it two days prior. I called him, no 
answer. My dad was working. My husband was working. I 
NEEDED this job. 

“My neighbor across the street saw me shoveling my car out 
with my toddler daughter’s toy frozen shovel, came over and 
snowblowed my car out, and snowblowed a path to the door 
so I could carry my daughter out to the car. I had no money. 
I was bawling thanking him. I’m tearing up typing it. Lol. 
He had no reason to come help me, but he did. 

15) frenchdipsandwiches wrote: 

“When my dad was dying / died, a guy I used to work with 
(and for only a short time, and had no contact with until 
Facebook) messaged me to give me his frequent flyer miles 
and Airport Lounge Tickets. My dad lived in another country 
so I had been flying back and forth to take care of him as he 
had no one, and I had a seven- and a nine-year-old at home 
in school. “\I was exhausted, was about to lose my job, and 
was running out of money. The frequent flyer miles allowed 
my kids to see their grandpa one last time and go to his 
funeral and the Lounge Tickets made international flying 
with the two kids SO much easier. 

“At that point, I hadn’t even seen the guy in YEARS. The 
following year, though, one of his sales trips brought him to 
my area, and I asked him to come stay at our place so we 
could spend time with him and thank him in person by 
showing him cool tourist things here in Europe. 
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“I’m really glad he did because not long after that he himself 
died of a heart attack, leaving behind two little boys. I’m glad 
I got to know what an amazing person he was, just that short 
interaction created a very deep bond, and I’m glad I got to 
thank him.” 

16) EnglishBrunette wrote: 

“When I was a trainee solicitor, I used to always say yes to 
attending a dinner or award for networking events. A couple 
of young, female lawyers (some were NQs [Newly 
Qualified] so knew my position) attended and there was no 
allocated seating on the tables. I was ditched before the meal 
/ awards and thankfully the Head of Planning in our firm 
(male in his 40s with two daughters aged 10ish?) was sitting 
next to me and noticed immediately and made a point of 
including me in all his conversations with other people, 
introducing me to people and asking about me. I spoke to 
(mainly listened) to all the partners and head of finance, etc. 

“He really didn’t have to do that […] and I know many 
colleagues wouldn’t, but it reminded me of my dad, who 
would do the exact same.”90 

91. “What Is The Funniest Thing You’ve Ever 
Overheard?” 

1) HappyRainbowSparkle wrote, “A girl who was on the 
same bus as me was having a phone call while incredibly 
upset because a guy had helped another girl with her Magic: 
The Gathering deck. I don’t recall exactly what was said, but 
she was very jealous and near tears.” 

 
90 Source: art3mis-morningstar, “Ladies, what’s the kindest thing a man 
has ever done to you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 3 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lwuqlv/ladies_whats_
the_kindest_thing_a_man_has_ever/ >. 
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2) eveoneverything wrote, “Overheard this snippet in a 
supermarket and always wondered if they were telling a 
joke: ‘That’s the thing about proctology. You always 
recognize people from behind.’” 

3) funkwallace wrote: 

“I was on my university campus, walking up to a couple of 
people who passed me just as the man was saying, ‘And we 
all know what happened to Fred Savage.’ 

“But listen, I most definitely do not know what happened to 
Fred Savage and it’s been eating my brain for like 13 years 
since.” 

4) parezcounapina wrote, “It wasn’t even what he said — it 
was the way he said it. I was in a coffee shop that also sold 
cakes with a friend of mine. We were sitting there minding 
our own business when a teenage boy swaggered in and 
started looking at the cakes with a painfully confused 
expression on his face. The cashier asked if she could help 
him and he waited a beat before saying, ‘What’s it? Just 
cake?’ (If you don’t speak teenage boy from north Dublin, 
he was asking her if all they sold in the shop was cake.) He 
said it so fast that it sounded like one word: Whatsihjuscake? 
He said it so confidently yet so confused. for some reason it 
gave my friend and me the giggles. Now every time either 
one of us is confused about something, the other says, 
‘Whatsihjuscake?’” 

5) andreav- wrote, “A patient said they were scheduled for 
their autopsy. (They meant biopsy.)” 

6) EfficientInfluence wrote: 

“I was sitting in the bus when two nine-year-olds were 
sharing a four-seater with a university student. They 
whipped out their phone and asked him, ‘Do you know 
YouTube?’ 
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“We’re already looking so old and behind the times in their 
eyes, they think we don’t know about the biggest site on the 
internet (not counting Google search).” 

7) JenineMenine wrote, “A five-hour flirt fest between two 
people on a train to New York. He was a young Belgian guy, 
and she was a typical American young woman. They had 
absolutely nothing in common, and he was DEF [definitely] 
trying too hard. But it was really funny and cute to listen to 
throughout the train ride.” 

8) Sudden_Bonus wrote: 

“I overheard people talking on the bus one day about ‘Why 
can’t I give dog people-food? Back in my day, dogs were 
given scraps’ and ‘I was calling my 90-year-old father the 
other day, and he was cooking grits for the goddamn dog!’ 

“I love the image of this grandpa dude cooking breakfast for 
his dog.”91 

92. “What Is The Funniest Thing A Child Has Ever Said 
To You?” 

1) whatsuppity wrote, “My five-year-old cousin told me, 
‘I’m not supposed to tell, but the doctor said to my dad he’s 
fat.’” 

PersonMcRealhuman commented: 

“I hope you acted like this was a huge revelation. 

“‘He’s fat! I had no idea!’” 

 
91 Source: hemin245, “What is the funniest thing you’ve ever 
overheard?” Reddit. AskWomen. 4 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lxiecn/what_is_the_fu
nniest_thing_youve_ever_overheard/ >. 
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BobosBigSister commented, “My niece was about four 
when she took to trying to pick fights to avoid doing things 
she didn’t want to do. Looked me dead in the eye and said, 
‘You’re fat.’ I said, ‘Yep … and you still have to eat your 
vegetables before you can have dessert.’” 

2) akchemy wrote, “I let my niece out of her car seat and 
said, ‘You’re free!’ She responded, ‘No, I’m free and a half!’ 
She was 3 1/2 years old.” 

3) ItsYourLocalRock wrote: 

“Kid comes up (Male. 10? 11?) to me and he points at his 
face and says, ‘We have the same!’ 

“Me: ‘The same?’ 

“Him: ‘We have the same!’ 

“Me: ‘Same what?’ 

“Him: ‘Your teeth are messed up just like mine.’ 

“Out of nowhere, roasted by a child. Laughing my ass off.” 

4) Jack1715 wrote, “My cousin who was like three at the 
time asked me how old I am and I said I was 22. He goes, 
‘Oh, I thought you were 50.’” 

HelleBirch commented, “My son was four or five. It was my 
birthday (38) and I told him I was turning 20. He believed 
me and got so mad at his kindergarten teachers when he told 
them and they didn’t believe him. I’ll never forget the look 
of betrayal on his little face when I had to confess to lying to 
him.” 

5) kutuup1989 wrote: 

“I remember my nursery teacher seeming really old back 
when I would have been about three or four. I remember her 
because she was literally the sweetest woman I think I’ve 
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ever known. She was a cuddly mother hen, and we would all 
snuggle up to her for story time and stuff. Just really happy 
memories with her. 

“She was 22.” 

6) UnsavouryPie wrote: 

“I baked muffins for my five-year-old and he said, ‘Well, 
they taste ok … but I’m thinking the people at the stores do 
a better job.’ 

“I just LOVE how brutally honest children are, and not in a 
passive-aggressive way like adults tend to do, just straight 
up honesty. 

“He gave me a hug afterwards and asked if we could play 
outside. I love kids, they’re great — most of the time.” 

7) cornishben wrote, “My four-year-old nephew asked me 
why there was a man in a field dressed in a horsey suit. He 
was looking at a horse.” 

Raphaeldagamer commented, “That kid is going 
somewhere. Maybe not Harvard, but definitely somewhere.” 

Atmaweapon74 commented, “He’s going to the 
optometrist.” 

8) frescafrescacool wrote: 

“Teaching Spanish to a third-grade class: 

“Me: Could someone give me an example of a male noun? 
(Nouns in Spanish can be male or female.) 

“Student: Perro (dog). 

“Me: Good job! 

“Student: But it could also be a female noun because some 
people like to call women perras (bitches). 
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“I just looked around to see the rest of the class focused not 
realizing what their classmate said.” 

9) writingsofadeadpoet wrote: 

“My four-year-old brother was messing around with a knife, 
and I grabbed it away from him, and told him to be careful. 

“He asked me why.  

“So I said he could really hurt himself and die. I then said, 
‘You know (insert brother’s name), if you ever die, my heart 
would be broken.’ 

“His reply: ‘If you ever die, my heart would be fixed.’ 

“Man, I was so offended but it caught me so off guard I 
couldn’t help but laugh.” 

10) PurpleFunk36 wrote: 

“During a lesson as a swim teacher: 

“Kid: So do you live here? 

“Me: What do you mean? 

“Kid: Once the lesson is over, do you like live in this pool?” 

11) Swanbrother wrote, “I was sitting on a rock looking 
kinda haggard because I was overheating in a satyr costume 
at a Renaissance Faire. A passing child looked me up and 
down and went, ‘It’ll be okay, goat.’” 

12) erinwen wrote, “When my daughter was two, she said, 
‘Mommy, I’m not going to use the potty anymore! I’ll just 
go in my pants.’” 

MellieSIU commented, “My two-year-old daughter 
informed me this afternoon that she doesn’t need to use the 
potty because she can just go in her pull-up and change it 
herself. Smack my head.” 
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miam5319 commented, “Being pregnant has honestly made 
me contemplate this more times than I’d like to admit.” 

13) MopsyMom wrote, “Saw a cute little boy, probably three 
or four, smiling at me while in line at a grocery store 
checkout. I smiled back. He said, ‘Hi,’ so I said, ‘Hi,’ back. 
His mom was smiling, and I said, ‘What a handsome little 
man.’ He said, ‘If you come to my house, I have chocolate 
money.’ Best offer I’ve ever had.” 

14) taxdude1966 wrote: 

“We were on a tour of China a few years ago, and the group 
was taking the bullet train from Beijing to Shanghai. The 
tickets for our group had us all sitting on one side of the 
carriage, and the other side was all Chinese locals. It was the 
middle of summer and everyone was wearing shorts. 

“Halfway through the five-hour trip, a young Chinese girl, 
about three years old, starts walking up and down the aisle 
tapping everyone’s bare legs as she walks past. She’s got the 
attention of the whole carriage by now. 

“The Chinese people on one side all have smooth legs. But 
when she gets to one of the guys in our group, a 
Mediterranean type with thick black hair on his legs, she 
stops in her tracks. Pokes it. A couple of times. Then says 
something in Chinese and half the carriage roars with 
laughter. 

“One of the locals announced, ‘She said Panda,’ and the 
other half of the carriage lost it, too.” 
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15) locke3891 wrote, “My friend’s little cousin was giving 
us all Pokémon names. When he got to my biggest friend, he 
said, ‘And you can be Pokémon stadium!’”92 

93. “Glasses Wearers Of Reddit, What Is The Worst 
Thing That’s Happened To Your Glasses?” 

1) bpvanhorn wrote: 

“Don’t laugh, but … 

“Okay, you’re going to laugh, and almost 20 years later I can 
handle it, but I couldn’t have handled it for the first year or 
two. 

“At a birthday party in middle school, I was trying to be 
festive so I tied balloons to my glasses and they floated away 
and were gone forever.” 

Ceejalaur commented, “I laughed and my twelve-year-old 
son who is sitting at the foot of my bed working on a project 
for school asked me what was so funny. I read it to him and 
he also had a good laugh. Sorry.” 

helps_you_google commented, “I was at the beach and 
buried my glasses so that I could find them later as hidden 
treasure. Turns out using palm trees as landmarks is a bad 
idea, especially if you can’t see.” 

estherstein commented, “My then-boyfriend and I were once 
at my grandfather’s house and it was drizzling as we left at 
night for a date. I opened my umbrella as we walked down 
from the porch and it somehow caught his glasses and flung 
them into the hedge. Turns out it’s not so easy to find small 

 
92 Source: Childish_Gremlin, “What is the funniest thing a child has 
ever said to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lxd4ey/what_is_the_fu
nniest_thing_a_child_has_ever_said/ >. 
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pieces of glass by flashlight when all the leaves are reflective 
from being wet!” 

2) _Goose_ wrote: 

“My dog chewed a pair up. 

“It remains the only thing my dog has ever chewed up in his 
life of at least 13 years now.” 

tir92 commented, “My friend’s dog chewed up his mom’s 
false teeth two times in a matter of months. False teeth are 
not cheap and insurance pays for only one pair every so 
many years.” 

colincreevey wrote, “Seems that the chewers have become 
the chewees.” 

3) TasyRamon14 wrote, “When I was like nine years old, I 
almost lost mine in a pool. I was absolutely freaking out 
because I basically can’t see without my glasses. Luckily a 
nice lady found them and put them on the edge of the pool.” 

4) Pinktrixrabbit wrote, “I was a catcher in high school. 
Caught the ball at home plate and guarded it while on my 
knees to make the tag out. The runner who was a foot taller 
than me decided to steam roll me and ran straight into me 
and jammed her knee in my face. I didn’t drop the ball and 
she was out but my glasses snapped in half and cut my face 
pretty badly. Next time she was up, she bunted and I picked 
up the ball and nailed the bitch square in the back with laser 
precision as she ran the first-base line — without glasses.” 

craptastico commented, “Oops! Sorry! I couldn’t see. My 
glasses are broken.”93 

 
93 Source: Gabby_Craft, “Glasses people of Reddit, what is the worst 
thing that’s happened to your glasses?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 March 
2021 < 
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94. “What Is A Movie Everyone Loves But You Hate?” 

1) ihavepills wrote, “I don’t hate it, but I have been 
absolutely terrified of E.T. the Extra-Terrestial since I first 
saw it as a kid. I am a huge horror fan and have hundreds of 
horror DVDs, but if I really want it be scared, I watch E.T. I 
don’t understand how it is a kids’ film and everyone thinks 
he’s so lovable. His neck stretches, he makes noises that 
sound like they come from hell. When he is all dried up and 
dying just … urgh. Don’t get it at all. I still have nightmares 
now (I’m 31) about him, standing at the end of my bed or 
pulling my hair with his sticky-looking, creepy-ass long 
fingers. Fuck right off.” 

whoriasteinem commented: 

“My four-year-old niece sat through E.T. and loved it. Not 
even a little scared. 

“So I showed her The Witches (old version with Anjelica 
Huston). BAD IDEA. She watched 2/3 of it before deeming 
it too creepy so we turned it off. She seemed fine … then she 
went home. 

“That night my usually super sweet and polite sister texted 
me at midnight like, ‘You know what? Fuck you! You 
showed her THE WITCHES! She is sobbing in her father’s 
arms right now, refusing to close her eyes because the 
witches will get her! Are you OUT OF YOUR MIND!’” 

whoriasteinem added, “I was eventually forgiven. (I’m a free 
babysitter who will take her on short notice!) Being an aunt 
is awesome, all of the fun, minimal responsibility.” 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lx1ks7/glasses_people_
of_reddit_what_is_the_worst_thing/ >. 
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2) corruptcoot wrote, “Mamma Mia. It just makes me 
cringe.” 

loverlyone wrote, “Best part of that movie was sitting with 
my sis and mom in the dark theater singing along. Worst part 
was Colin Firth in satin jumpsuit. WHY?” 

hatsnatcher23 answered, “They filmed it in Greece and took 
nearly five months, I’d wear all manner of satin if it meant 
essentially vacationing in Greece for five months.” 

Rumpleminzeman commented, “I got dragged to see it like 
three times in theaters by my first girlfriend. The shit you put 
up with as a horny teenager.”94 

95. “What’s A Random Act Of Kindness That Stuck 
With You?” 

1) tadpole511 wrote, “A few years ago, living in South 
Korea. I had just got back from a trip and was trying to get a 
taxi from a highway rest stop at like 2am (very difficult to 
do). Finally managed to book a taxi, but I couldn’t find the 
driver when he got there. He was calling me and getting 
frustrated, and I was getting overwhelmed. I don’t know if 
you’ve ever had to exist in a language that’s not your native 
language, but there usually comes a point where you’re so 
tired, you just can’t anymore, and even if you know you 
understand, it’s just not making sense. I had reached that 
point, so I sat down and resigned myself to losing the taxi 
and having to camp at the rest stop for the night. Some 
random old Korean man saw me crying and saying, ‘I don’t 
speak Korean well. I’m sorry. I don’t understand,’ and 
grabbed the phone, got me to the taxi, and his wife (I assume) 

 
94 Source: TheBioNickdraws, “what is a movie everyone loves but you 
hate?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lxpvfz/what_is_a_movi
e_everyone_loves_but_you_hate/ >. 
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handed me some candy and patted my arm and told me I’d 
be okay. And then the taxi driver was super sweet and was 
all like ‘It’s okay. You’ll be home soon.’ All of them could 
have very easily ignored me, but were just like, ‘Here’s a 
person who obviously needs help, so I’m gonna help.’” 

Y00000000000T commented, “The exact thing happened to 
me in Italy. I was so done with Italians trying to scam me 
and then this guy called us a cab and I thought, maybe not 
all Italians suck.” 

MsAndoofthe Woods commented, “As someone who lives 
in Korea, you may have met the only kind taxi driver! Jokes 
aside, I had a similar experience when I arrived at the airport 
in Korea last year and I was at that totally exhausted, brain-
dead feeling. They had just started testing for COVID last 
year and I had no clue that I’d have to stay at the airport for 
eight hours or overnight to get my test results. I was coming 
from Japan and moving to Korea for work. Anyway, a man 
seemed really concerned about me and basically spent the 
time at the airport translating what was going on. Although 
my anxiety level was still high, I really appreciated the 
kindness from a stranger and I’ll always remember him.” 

wara2-3enab commented, “My answer to Original Poster’s 
question is sort of similar to yours, minus the language 
barrier. I was almost stranded in a small town where I knew 
no one as an international student in Scotland. I had just 
finished hiking when I discovered that all trains heading 
back to my city got cancelled. I was in a resort kind of town 
where they had no taxi services and it was already cold and 
dark. My phone was also dead by this point. The people 
waiting with me at a bus stop were very kind, though, and 
started ringing different places until they finally found one 
with a vacant room (it was peak season). They were 
employees who had just finished their shift at the Oak Tree 
Inn. Go there, people! The least I could do is advertise them 
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when they saved my life. :) I could’ve slept in the forest that 
night.” 

Note by David Bruce: There is a bed-and-breakfast Oak Tree 
Inn in the village of Balmaha, Loch Lomond, in Scotland. 

2) TheDood715 wrote: 

“My manager texted me with a random cartoon question and 
when I had the answer he came in on Monday with $100 for 
me because I apparently had won him money. 

“Felt pretty random since we nearly never talked and I think 
he just knew I was the office nerd.” 

3) Tobaias_Flenders wrote: 

“Ran out of gas on a large interstate in the Midwest in the 
middle of the day. I was headed home (three-plus hour drive) 
for the weekend with my fiancée for wedding planning stuff. 
Got out and hoofed it with a makeshift container in hand to 
haul gas back to the car and asked my fiancée to stay seated 
with the only cell phone between us. 

“As I walked up and got gas a mile down at a major 
interchange, a skeezy-looking dude rolled up in a 
Thunderbird. He says, ‘Hey, man, can I take you back up to 
your car?’ I must have given him a look; he’s dismissive, 
waves off my concerns, and says I can trust him. 

“I don’t want to walk and I figure it’s broad daylight, so we 
leave and he’s going off on a state highway in the literal 
opposite direction I need to go. I’m sweating my ass off and 
it is not hot out. 

“He asks about five minutes in where I’m coming from and 
where I’m going. I give as little info as possible and 
mention that my fiancée has a phone in case I don’t show up 
soon. I am absolutely shaking at this point. 
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“The guy says, ‘Hey, man, you seem nervous … what music 
are you into?’ I tell him I’m honestly open minded, which 
I’m sure doesn’t mean a thing. He hits the power button on 
the cd player and, as sure as the sun will rise tomorrow, the 
cd player plays the same damn record on the exact same song 
that my wife and I were playing when the car ran out of gas. 

“This dude takes a few quick backroad turns and pops out on 
the interstate behind my car in no time. I ask him why he 
helped me, he says he’s a dishwasher at the Cracker Barrel 
next to the gas station. He was on smoke break and saw me 
coming a way off. 

“When he pulls up, he refuses any acknowledgement of his 
good deed and literally pulls off when I say, ‘Hold up, let me 
throw you a five for your troubles.’ Probably sounds stupid, 
but I just want to be as anonymously awesome as this dude 
was. 

“He saved me from suffering just to save me from suffering. 
I don’t know what saints are, but this felt saintly as fuck.” 

4) Rhylain wrote: 

“When I broke my ankle, every single person looked at me 
on the ground bleeding and walked on. It was really strange 
to experience. Then one guy saw me, brought his whole 
truck around and offered to take me to the hospital. There 
was already an ambulance coming so I declined, but he sat 
there and talked to me and told me it’s going to be okay. 

“He really sticks out. Almost 10 people walked by and 
minded their business while I was on the ground, my bone 
sticking out of my leg. He came up and helped. I really hope 
he’s doing okay.” 

tadpole511 wrote: 
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“I crashed my mom’s car into a lamppost when I was 19 
(mechanical failure, the little bolt that connected the steering 
wheel to the axle broke while I was turning). Some guy saw 
and jumped into action to make sure I was okay. Another 
random guy from the corner store saw and came running out 
with ice and rags. (I’d hit my head pretty good on the steering 
wheel and was bleeding.) 

“It was all a huge rush of things happening, but I clearly 
remember my first thought being ‘I have to call my parents,’ 
so I grabbed my phone and opened the conversation with 
‘Mom, I got in an accident’ and hearing the guy saying over 
my shoulder, ‘Tell her you’re okay. Tell her you’re okay. 
Ma’am, she’s okay!’ He stuck around until EMS and my 
parents got there. 

“Sometimes the best thing to do if someone is hurt is to stay 
out of the way, but only if someone is already helping them 
and you helping would only put you in the way. I’m glad 
you’re okay!” 

Smart-Connection6154 commented: 

“My husband and I were in a car accident where a drunk guy 
ran onto the highway and we hit him (in the middle of the 
day, just bolted in front of the car). 

“We sat there in a smashed-up car with a dead body lying 
behind the car for 15 minutes before a car stopped and helped 
us. Neither of us could speak because of the shock. This lady 
saw us in the car and made her husband come back around 
so she could help. Hundreds of cars passed; she was the only 
one who stopped. She called the police and ambulance and 
waited until they arrived. Really grateful for her and her 
husband.” 

Smart-Connection6154 added, “We are ok now. This was 
years ago. I do feel uncomfortable when I see people 
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walking on the highway, but not as bad as when it first 
happened.” 

austinll commented: 

“One time I was out for my normal run, and I hit a red light 
just as a good song turned on. Since I didn’t want to stop, I 
turned and ran down a new road. 

“I ran straight down the road and hit a stop sign, figured it’s 
probably a good time to turn around. 

“When I turned around, I saw something out of the corner of 
my eye. Ended up being a really old lady. Fell on the other 
side of the road, couldn’t get up. I missed her my first pass, 
but I went over to ask if she was ok (obviously not, she was 
practically face down). 

“When I got to her, I heard her mumble something like ‘I bet 
he’s gonna just walk right by again.’ I helped her, but I really 
just didn’t see her the first time.” 

5) Ginger_Chick wrote, “When I was maybe 19, I was flying 
back home to see family. I had a layover in Atlanta, Georgia, 
USA; it was short. I had to absolutely haul ass to make my 
flight. I managed to get to one of the trains that take you to 
the next terminal. I had never been on one before and had 
my ear buds in, so I didn’t hear the automated voice telling 
me to ‘hold on.’ The train lurched forward and before I could 
fall on my ass, a guy next to me grabbed my arm and stopped 
me from falling. I thanked him and he just nodded. That was 
a decade ago and I am still appreciative.” 

6) randomjerafangirl wrote, “In seventh grade, I wasn’t 
allowed to board a bus for one reason or the other. So I’m 
standing outside in the dark at seven in the morning quietly 
crying when this kind old lady who just dropped off her 
grandchildren offered to take me home. I’d seen her around 
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before so I knew she was safe. We talked for a bit and she 
let me off at my house. Never forgetting that.” 

7) KuroOni wrote: 

“A lady in the park with her husband were passing by, both 
well dressed. There was a guy sitting there who didn’t look 
homeless but looked like he hadn’t shower for a while; he 
wasn’t crying then, but his face suggested he had been crying 
his eyes out. 

“The lady got on her knees, spoke to him and hugged him; 
she kept hugging him and comforting him. Her husband 
didn’t like that and kept telling her that they should be going. 
She just gave him a cold stare and kept hugging the sad dude. 

“I fell in love with that lady right then.” 

IamFuckofffious commented: 

“A hug can really change a person’s life. 

“I’m an addict who used to get in trouble A LOT. I had a 
lawyer who was always very helpful, understanding and he 
never judged me. About 2.5 years ago, I was homeless and 
living on the street with my girlfriend when we found out 
she was pregnant. She started her sobriety right then and 
there, and I freaked and lost my shit and disappeared for a 
few days. When I came out of my hole and was walking 
down the street, my lawyer happened to drive by. He 
immediately pulled over and asked how I was doing as he 
hadn’t seen me for a while. I told him that I wasn’t doing 
good at all and my girlfriend was pregnant and I’m afraid 
and I don’t know what to do. He listened to me intently. and 
when I was finished, he simply put out his arms and asked 
me if I needed a hug. Without hesitation I said yes and started 
sobbing in his arms. He told me everything was going to be 
okay and that he believed in me and he knows I’ll do the 
right thing. An hour later I went to my girlfriend, told her 
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I’m sorry, and she took me to my first NA [Narcotics 
Anonymous] meeting. We’ve both been sober for 2.5 years 
and have a wonderful home for our children. 

“Note: This wasn’t really random as I knew him previously. 
but it was that act of kindness that really opened me up to 
loving myself again and changed my life drastically.”95 

96. “Ladies, When Have You Been Disrespected And 
How Did You Get The Last Laugh?” 

ThatsWhyShow wrote, “A person told me I had to go back 
to my own country. (I towed his car.) I told him I’m more 
American than he was because he’s the one who couldn’t 
read the ‘No Parking’ sign.”96 

97. “To The Grubhub, Doordash, Or Any Other Food 
Delivery Employees, What Is The Strangest Scenario 
You Have Had With An Order?” 

1) AtG68 wrote, “I worked for a delivery company about six 
years ago. I got an order for a single cigar. Total cost of 
goods about $3. Delivery fee $13.50. (He lived way the hell 
out in the boonies.) He also tipped me $10. Turns out he was 
drunk and ‘delivery fee is less than a DUI.’” 

deyesed commented, “Honestly, a baller move and a safe 
one at that.” 

 
95 Source: Daqueef, “What’s a random act of kindness that stuck with 
you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lyrv2j/whats_a_rando
m_act_of_kindness_that_stuck_with_you/ >. 
96 Source: weaselbee7, “Ladies, when have you been disrespected and 
how did you get the last laugh?” Reddit. AskWomen. 7 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lzr30p/ladies_when_h
ave_you_been_disrespected_and_how/ >. 
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2) milbog wrote, “I used to deliver pizzas, and one time I 
arrived at a house at the same time as a driver from another 
pizza place. We looked at each other confused for a second 
before we went to the door. Turns out they had some people 
over and one of the people there really liked one restaurant 
over the other, so much so that they ordered a separate 
pizza.” 

HarveyMushman72 commented, “Had that happen to me 
too, except it was three different companies. The customers 
made bets on who would make it there first; it was pretty 
funny. They tipped all of us well. I was the first on scene.” 

mattsloe commented: 

“I had this happen, too. The other guy got there just ahead of 
me. They took his order, closed the door on me and never 
answered it again. They must have been doing a first-come 
kind of thing and I didn’t make the cut. 

“Then we blacklisted that address.” 

3) Wandersail99 wrote: 

“I pick up two filet o’ fishes from McDonald’s and drive 
them to the address listed as the customer’s residence. The 
address is for an entire mobile home park. 

“I text the customer through the Postmates app to see if I can 
get more specific instructions. No answer. I call. No answer. 
I text again. No answer. I call again, and a woman picks up; 
she sounds about 60 or 70. She attempts to give me 
directions about how I’m supposed to navigate to her place, 
but, as I find out later, I’m on the wrong side of the street in 
the wrong half of the park to be following those directions. 

“After several minutes of unsuccessful navigating, she’s 
yelling at me about her food getting cold and accusing me of 
pranking her and not taking my job seriously. She asks 
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where I am. I tell her the number of the closest mobile home. 
And she screams, ‘Well, that’s a pretty long way from 
number 9, isn’t it?’ This is the first time she has mentioned 
she lives in home #9. ‘Yup, it is,’ I say. She uses some 
colorful language to describe me and Postmates in general, 
then hangs up. My phone notifies me that she has canceled 
her order, meaning I won’t get full pay for that delivery. 

“I feel like I have something to prove, so I drive among the 
mobile homes for a while and eventually find hers. I knock 
on her door. She opens it. 

“‘Is this the right place?’ I ask, daring her to question my 
work ethic again. 

“It is the right place. She acts all sweet like she wasn’t 
yelling at me a few minutes ago, and she gives me a fat tip 
of $20. 

“Later that night, a guy offered to tip me with weed.” 

4) ManicExpressive wrote: 

“I got one! That one time I followed a weird middle aged 
guy into his basement for a life-affirming surprise. 

“Delivering pizzas, my attitude is that nothing can really 
go that wrong so long as I drive carefully, avoid muggings, 
and never enter a customer’s home. When I was younger and 
hadn’t yet adopted that last rule, I delivered a proper stack of 
pizzas to a really nice house in a very wealthy neighborhood 
where I was greeted by a classic mid 1950’s suburbanite guy. 
I had like 50lbs of pizzas and he was just vibrating with 
excitement like a little kid asking me if I wanted to see 
something amazing in his basement where the pizzas were 
going anyway. 

“Yeah, it sounds like a lot of red flag, but from his vibe and 
the amount of pizza he’d ordered I figured he was having 
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some kind of game night with his buddies and was eager to 
show off his layout, entertainment system, bar, etc. Wealthy 
guys love showing the sweet toys they worked for to broke 
younger folks, and when you’re working for tips sometimes 
an ‘oooh’ or an ‘aaah’ at a car or in-home luxury you don’t 
care about is worth an extra $10. So I followed him into his 
huge house, preparing myself to express amazement at his 
whatever. 

“We get down to the basement and it was a puppy party. A 
true and actual puppy party, some sort of adoption event he’d 
set up for his kid’s birthday. Exactly as I’d expected, there 
was a classic rich guy basement with a full bar and pool table 
and wall-sized entertainment center and huge sectional 
couch and recliners. What I didn’t expect was a gaggle of 
eighth-grade girls playing with DOZENS of puppies being 
supervised by handlers. Every kind of puppy I could 
imagine. I set the pizzas down on the bar and just sat on the 
floor and squealed and giggled while puppies tried to eat the 
smell of pizza off of me, succeeding only in devouring my 
heart through my face. 

“After a few minutes I stood up all teary eyed and flushed 
with happiness and the guy just grinned his understanding at 
me, gave me an envelope of cash, and sent me on my way. 
The hit of oxytocin and seratonin from those puppies still 
warms me years later. Fuckin puppy party, man. My life is 
fuller, knowing that can even happen.” 

5) EmmyCrossingx wrote: 

“I worked as a delivery driver for a sub chain — my first 
week there I was told of a regular, David. David would 
frequently order a veggie sandwich, NO ONIONS (onions 
do not come on this sandwich). Any time I answered the 
phone to take his order, he would compliment my voice and 
generally make things weird, which wasn’t really surprising 
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because the sandwiches he ordered were not for him — they 
were for Casey, his favorite stripper at the local strip club. 

“I tolerated talking to him on the phone because nothing 
brought me more joy than delivering this sandwich to Casey. 
Every time I went I stood patiently in the front area / sex 
shop listening to the extremely loud bass at 12:30 PM, 
waiting for Casey to finish whatever she was doing to accept 
this Gift. Casey always wore these amazing stripper heels 
that made her tower over me, and she was always happy to 
see me, mostly because she was absolutely loaded every time 
I saw her but also because I was basically the only female 
driver she ever saw, and I know damn well the men I worked 
with also loved delivering to Casey. 

“There were multiple times where she would roll her eyes 
and say, ‘I brought lunch today!’ but she would always tip 
$5 on a $6 sub and that’s what matters. I worked there for 
only six months, but I saw Casey at least once a week, 
usually more. It was always the same — David calls and 
places an order, and Casey stumbles out to sign for it. 

“When my last day came around and David called, I 
was thrilled. I didn’t take the phone call, but I was happily 
given the delivery to commemorate my last day. So I whip 
up her sandwich and head on my way. I walk through the 
doors head held high, and I’m immediately met with a 
familiar ‘hello.’ 

“DAVID. Of all days, David is at the fucking strip club and 
David is here to not tip me on a $6 sub. David also is very 
happy to meet me and is so glad to see my face, as he loved 
hearing my voice. I smiled politely and ran out of there, 
thanking the Lord himself that it was my last day and feeling 
like I flew too close to the sun with my favorite stripper.” 

6) nightcore4ever wrote, “The delivery instructions were to 
‘Beat on the door like you’re the cops, and then rawr like a 
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T-Rex to scare my kids.’ I did this, but a small extremely 
confused lady answered the door. Apparently the husband 
had written those instructions for a prior delivery and had 
not realized delivery instructions copy over to the next 
delivery if not deleted. 

nightcore4ever added, “I blurted out, ‘It said to do that,’ 
before she could say anything. Then she laughed.”97 

98. “Bilingual Speakers Of Reddit, What’s One Scene In 
A Foreign Show Or Movie That The Subtitles Say 
Something Wildly Different From What The Character 
Actually Says?” 

1) Dunsparces wrote, “Not exactly the same, but on My 
Name Is Earl pretty much any time Catalina speaks Spanish 
she’s talking directly to the audience about something totally 
unrelated. The one I remember off the top of my head was 
some encouragement for English speakers trying to learn 
Spanish.” 

twatguy commented, “I’ve been watching that recently. I got 
curious when she was yelling at Joy at the end of season one, 
so I put the subtitles through Google Translate. I was both 
surprised and disappointed that she wasn’t cursing her out.” 

2) BecomeIntagible wrote, “Some of the Spanish subtitles 
for The Office are terrible, at least in Amazon Prime. One of 
the most egregious examples was a scene in which Dwight 
pours lighter fluid into a trash bin and sets it on fire. 

 
97 Source: vactanos, “To the Grubhub, Doordash, or any other food 
delivery employees, what is the strangest scenario you have had with 
an order?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/lzga8o/to_the_grubhub
_doordash_or_any_other_food/ >. 
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According to the subtitles, he pours ‘less heavy’ liquid into 
the bin.” 

OneGoodRib commented, “Aw, that makes me think of fan 
translations of manga and anime, where you have no idea 
what the fuck it’s talking about.” 

YoungDiscord commented, “There’s a famous anime series 
titled Ghost Stories where the English dubbing team was 
given so much freedom and so little direction that they said, 
‘Fuck it, we’ll just pick what we want the characters to say.’” 

3) uburoy wrote, “In the German language film Das Boot, 
the ship is in a perilous situation. A young sailor asks the 
captain, basically, Will we make it. The subtitles follow 
along, as the Captain cheers up the scared kid. However, as 
the kid walks away, the captain says, Vielleicht or something 
similar that means, ‘Maybe,’ and there was no subtitle in 
English.” 

4) Glitter-Pompeii wrote, “In Princess Mononoke, there’s a 
scene where a monk is eating soup and says it tastes like 
‘donkey piss.’ In the original Japanese version, he says it 
tastes like water. This was an intentional and strategic 
change. English speakers aren’t as easily offended as 
Japanese speakers, so the level of offense had to go up a few 
notches to really get across how crass and inconsiderate the 
character is.” 

DubstepJuggalo69 commented, “This is why there are so 
many added swear words in anime subtitles in general. They 
have to show a character dropping F-bombs in public to have 
the same effect as a character addressing someone by the 
wrong form of ‘you’ in Japanese.” 

5) CayonSalad wrote, “In the scene in the Avengers movie 
where Samuel Jackson says, ‘Motherfu—’ the Korean 
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version of subtitle goes 어머니, which is a literal translation 
of the word ‘Mother.’” 

quadraticog commented, “These mother snakes on this 
mother plane!” 

6) plush wrote: 

“A real oldie, but Kentucky Fried Movie, a comedy from 
1977, made up of lots of little sketches like Saturday Night 
Live. 

“One of the sketches is a spoof of Kung-fu movies. The 
‘Chinese’ evil overlord and the ‘Chinese’ hero face off, and 
start speaking to each other … in Korean. And saying things 
like, ‘The director told me to say something, so I’m just 
saying random stuff.’ Not exactly subtitles, but close enough 
for Reddit. The actors were actually Koreans.” 

xandrenia commented, “He was also apologizing for doing 
this film, but getting acting jobs as an Asian actor was not 
easy, so you just kind of have to take what you can get.”98 

99. “What Was The Most Rewarding Thing / Moment In 
Your Life?” 

destria wrote: 

“I remember one boy (age seven) whom I taught and the 
complete transformation he had in the year he was in my 
class. He had moved here from Romania and had some 
attachment issues: His mother was in another country, and 

 
98 Source: nineyearoldofpewds, “Bilingual speakers of reddit, what’s 
one scene in a foreign show or movie, that the subtitles say something 
wildly different from what the character actually says?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 7 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/m02sdn/bilingual_spea
kers_of_reddit_whats_one_scene_in_a/ >. 
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he was being raised by his grandmother. It seemed he had 
missed a year of school in all this moving and we had no past 
school records for him. 

“At the start of the year, he was in my colleague’s class, but 
they transferred him to mine because my colleague couldn’t 
handle him. He didn’t speak English and seemed completely 
oblivious to what was going on. He was flighty, like he’d 
literally climb the school gates and run out onto the road and 
just dance! He’d run around and jump on the other kids; he 
was a big kid and didn’t seem to understand how he could 
hurt people — think Lenny from Of Mice and Men. He was 
on track to being moved to the ‘special’ school. 

“But when he was in my class, I began to suspect he was 
smarter than he let on, though, and that he did understand 
what we were saying to him. I talked to him like every other 
kid; I started giving him certain responsibilities in the class 
and rewarding him for fulfilling those. He calmed down 
considerably and was able to behave well in class. If he acted 
up, I ignored it because I could see he was looking for 
attention. I used positive reinforcement constantly, only 
giving him attention when he behaved. 

“Then he started speaking English, and as I suspected, he 
knew a lot more about what was going on than he seemed. 
His English was exceptional, actually, basically fluent, 
although with an accent. 

“I’ll never forget one time I told the class we had to go wash 
our hands and another kid asked why. I told him to get rid of 
germs, and this boy goes, ‘You mean microbes!’ I was 
floored; this boy two weeks ago wasn’t speaking any English 
and now he’s telling me about microbes? I found out that he 
loved science, so I encouraged him to find more books in the 
library, and he’d come tell me about what he learned. He 
loved learning about animals in particular. We did a class 
trip to the zoo, and he was practically our tour guide! 
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“By the end of the year, he was the sweetest boy, highly 
intelligent and had a bunch of friends. He seemed to have 
lots of female friends actually, which is unusual for kids that 
age; they seemed to appreciate how sensitive and kind he 
was. He was a model student, high achieving and well 
behaved. He was still perhaps overly attached to me; he cried 
and cried when I explained he wouldn’t be in my class the 
next year. 

“But I’m still so proud of all the progress he made, and I’m 
glad I trusted my instinct and believed he had that potential. 
Had I handled it differently, he might have ended up in a 
very different place.”99 

100. “What’s The Best Thing That Someone Else Has 
Ever Done For You?” 

1) PowerStacheOfTheYear wote, “My parents fed and took 
care of me back when all I did was cry and shit myself. 
That’s was pretty cool, I guess.” 

2) Fearless_Lab wrote, “I had a horrible ex-boyfriend. 
Abusive, cruel, just a nightmare. But one December, after a 
whole conversation about how he didn’t feel like decorating 
for Christmas and how much he didn’t care about it, he met 
me for a drink when I got done working. We walked back to 
our apartment and when he opened the door, I discovered 
he’d spent the last seven hours of my work time walking 
home with a big Christmas tree in the snow, and he had 
decorated the whole apartment, made Christmas cocktails, 
and had music playing. He was evil, but that was a moment.” 

 
99 Source: Linorelai, “What was the most rewarding thing/moment in 
your life?” Reddit. AskWomen. 7 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/lzqudo/what_was_the
_most_rewarding_thingmoment_in_your/ >. 
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3) Badag85986 wrote, “A friend in high school bought me 
lunch whenever I didn’t have enough money. He did it 
without even expecting anything in return. The nicest guy 
I’ve ever known.” 

4) jayacos336 wrote, “When I was about five, my mom was 
single and in nursing school. She had very little money, and 
we lived in this tiny one-bedroom apartment. This elderly 
Greek man who lived in our apartment complex dressed up 
as Santa on Christmas Eve and brought me presents. I can 
still remember him saying “ Ho! Ho! Ho! Merry Christmas!” 
in that wonderful Greek accent. That was one of the sweetest 
memories of my childhood.” 

5) tecelok314 wrote, “After a really hard year, my two 
closest friends and my mum said they were taking me to 
London for my birthday. Bizarrely they wanted to fly, and 
since I lived in Liverpool that seemed odd. It wasn’t until the 
airport when I heard a security guard read the ticket as 
Liverpool to Barcelona that it clicked. They took me to the 
opera, the magic fountains, and Las Ramblas. There’s like a 
million pictures of me constantly crying in happiness from 
that trip. It was just so kind to go to so much trouble just to 
cheer me up.” 

6) Calamital wrote, “Summer 2020, I dropped about $90 in 
Canadian dollars, and I didn’t notice until about 100ft after I 
dropped it. I backtracked. After two minutes an old man in 
his 70s came up to me and asked what’s wrong, I told him I 
dropped my money, and he asked me how much, I said 
around 70 dollars. He pulled out my 90 dollars — yes, it was 
90 dollars — and handed it to me. I was so happy. I wished 
him a great life and hugged him. Never seen him since.” 

7) physiaman86 wrote, “Exactly 10 years ago, my brother 
gave me his kidney as I was on dialysis for two years! Best 
thing ever! Waiting for something to top this!” 
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8) DRYIce101 wrote, “My house flooded, my truck was 
broken into, and all my camera gear was stolen within a 
week of each other. My work took up a collection for me and 
my boss handed me a card with 700 dollars in Amex gift 
cards. I was so humbled. I cried for a bit in my office. Paying 
that forward.” 

9) geeklordprime wrote: 

“I once went into significant debt to start a business — like 
$24,000 on a credit-card type of debt. Could barely afford 
the minimum payments. 

“My friend asked me (without prompting) if I had accrued 
any debt starting the business. 

“He then wrote me a check for $24,000 … and set up an 
agreement for me to pay him back over ten years ($200 a 
month) … INTEREST FREE. 

“That gift changed my life significantly. And I paid him back 
in five years.” 

10) MirhellaUnlimited wrote, “I was financially struggling 
and someone left me an envelope with money, saying it was 
from Santa. My kids still don’t know how often we couldn’t 
afford Christmas and it was through the generosity of others 
that they got that experience of a stocking from Santa.”100 

 

 

 

 
100 Source: [deleted], “What’s the best thing that someone else has ever 
done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 March 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/m18887/whats_the_bes
t_thing_that_someone_else_has_ever/ >. 
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APPENDIX A: FAIR USE 

This communication uses information that I have 
downloaded and adapted from the WWW. I will not make a 
dime from it. The use of this information is consistent with 
fair use: 

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Release date: 2004-04-30 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, 
the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by 
reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other 
means specified by that section, for purposes such as 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including 
multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, 
is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether 
the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the 
factors to be considered shall include —  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether 
such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit 
educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or 
value of the copyrighted work.  

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a 
finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration 
of all the above factors. 

Source of Fair Use information:  

<http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html>  
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I assume these things: 

Everyone wants Good Samaritans to get credit for their good 
deeds, and this book about Good Samaritans is a good way 
to do that. 

People who post on Imgur and Reddit or write letters to the 
editors want to share their information with the world. 

Credit must be given where credit is due. I definitely try to 
do this. 

I must not make money from this book.  

Light editing is OK for such things as Imgur posts, Reddit 
posts, and letters to the editor. I see nothing wrong with 
correcting an obvious misspelling. 
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APPENDIX B: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot 
summer night in 1954, Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy 
— me. Unfortunately, this young married couple allowed Reuben 
Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me 
Bruce Bruce. I have gone by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers 
remember me very quickly, so I don’t often have to show an ID. It can 
be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a teenager at Camp 
Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for 
“sounds like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg 
twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. 
He cut my hair short and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my 
head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school until the bald spot grew 
out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to 
Athens, Ohio. I was born in Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around 
Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go to Ohio 
University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English 
or Philosophy, so I got a bachelor’s degree with a double major in both 
areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in English and a Master of 
Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am 
spending my retirement writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 
10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, 
and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 

By the way, my sister Brenda Kennedy writes romances such as A New 
Beginning and Shattered Dreams. 
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APPENDIX C: SOME BOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Case is Altered: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Catiline’s Conspiracy: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Epicene: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man in His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man Out of His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Fountain of Self-Love, or Cynthia’s Revels: A 
Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The New Inn: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Sejanus’ Fall: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Staple of News: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text 
and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  
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Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of 
Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

George Peele: Five Plays Retold in Modern English 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling  

George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of Absalom: A 
Retelling 

George’s Peele’s Edward I: A Retelling 

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

George-A-Greene, The Pinner of Wakefield: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ 
Argonautica 

The Jests of George Peele: A Retelling 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 
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John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

The Taming of a Shrew: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Other Fiction 

Candide’s Two Girlfriends (Adult) 

Honey Badger Goes to Hell — and Heaven 

I Want to Die — Or Fight Back 

The Erotic Adventures of Candide (Adult) 

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Boredom is Anti-Life: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 
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Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 
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The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Discussion Guide Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide  

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 
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Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A 
Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion 
Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

 

 


